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business cards.

Counsellors at
84 MIDDLE

W.

Law,

PORTLAND,

exceed $6
BETA, Post Office, Portland.

apr20__dtf
St. Augustine’s SciiooJ for Boys,
Keuiorcd

Family School

Franklin

to

Top.bam, Me.
A. Neely, D. D., Visitor.

MAINE.

oc2dtf

A Church.
dress

150 Exchange Street.

Order. It (me

STREET,

(2nd door below Cana Bank,)

STOCKBRIDGE,

H.

TEACHER OF SINGING.

Rt. Rev. H.
Billings, j: A. Rector.

X..
oclOtf

Oscar

Send for circular.

CHARLES H. KIMBALL,
1-3

(Boyd Block,)
PORTLAND, MAINE.
Plane, Detail., Superintendence, etc., for every dedec28tf
ription of building.

The only place in the city which you

cau

reach l»y

C. P.

BABCOCK,

Straw Sewers

Oil ©Id work; also
must he used to a needle and
& MORRILL,
98 & 100 Cross Street.

EXPERIENCED
hands,
HILLMAN
few'

new

my 10

MANUFACTURER

OF

Watch and Chronometer makers’ Tools,
mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School
Apparatus, Ac.,
56 market Ntreot. Printers Exchange,
PORTLAND, ME.
0. F. BABCOCK.

d&wly

myl#

pleased

am

boimc

All Styles of Pictures in the Art

be beat!

One dollar

it.

carpet

SITUATION

A

a

man

young

Wanted.
local or travelling salesman by
of experience. Team if required.
F. L. M., Press Office.

as

Address,

dlw*

of

PIPING.
tf

ap21

Li

W.

KEILER,

PAINTER,
MARKET SQUARE,

FRESCO
NO. 16

Residence Cor. Congress & Vauglin St

Me.

Portland

Jyn«

H. L. GREGG &
Commission &

M.

Offices*

rooms

COAL CONSUMERS.
subscriber would call the attention of the

to be

now

WILLIAM SC HUM ACHES,

Barr,

at

seen

SAWYERS

OAPT.

PAINTER,

Crate

BLOCK.

UEEBIIte

WM. SCHEKACHEB.

A.
CARD,
great pleasure in recommending Mr. Win.
of
the
best house decorators ever
as
one
Schumacher
n Portland, and have no doubt that Mr. Wm. Schuall
work
entrusted to him dura
will
execute
macher
bly, tastily and satistactorily.
CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,
Ecclesiastical Decorator.
no21tf

contrived to clenn your fire, without opening the Furnace door*.

I take

PORTLASD

Please call at the above named Office and
see for j ourselves.

Z.

MACHINEWORKS

PLEASANT

furnished

or

unfurnished, to let with board at203 Cumberland St.,
corner Franklin, also single rooms to let at same

TWO

place.t_ma2tl
Rooms To Let.
unfurnished front room and side
with board at
75 FREE ST.

Boarding:.

Boarding
Wilraot,

Turbiue Water Wheel,
elevators, Derricks, Hoisting
engines, aud Blanchard’s
Patent Boiler.

A icott’s

at 223* Cumberland
Also table board.

st.,

come

oc5tf

“OLD

INJECTOR

REE’S

FOR

AGENTS

a 19 COMMEBCliiL STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
FOR SALE—One New Portable Engine, W beret
power, built to order,
ttpl tt

—

PORTL AND,
now

ready full

line

OUR NEW

for wood or coal.
The Illuminated Clarion Range Is one of the most
Elegant and Economical, as we warrant It to be the
most Compact and Convenient Cooking Apparatus

produced.

following are Bomo of its special features:
Illuminated fire box; clinkerless shaking and
dumping grate; the beet chance to broil without
hot
odor; large ventilated oven; with or without
closet; portable shelf with large top surface; the best
reversible
collar, pipe-top
draft eut-ofl'ever invented;
or back; dustless sifter and large ash pan; skeleton
in hot closet; heat thrown under all its six
olcs; waterfront when ordered; it has nickel plated
knobs and is splendidly fitted up; flues cleaned from
the outside.
,.
In connection with the above we would merely adl,
that in design and finish, it is unsurpassed. It has
The
and
extra
deep flues.
an unusually large oven,
covers and centres are heavy, so preventing any
warping. The broiling door is one of the most important features in modern stoves, and is so arranged
in THE CLARION that broiling cau be carried on
successfully without any odor coming into the room.
The illuminated fire box presents a cheerful appearof the fire
ance, and shows at all times the eondiiion
without opening the door. The skeleton slide in hot
closet bottom keeps aDy dish enveloped with warm
air. The sifter is vibrated by a handle through the
front plate, and allows no dust to escape.
This Range has been thoroughly tested in every
particular, and every disinterested person and dealers will admit it to be the best Cooking Range ever
ottered to the public. Please call and examine It and
we can give yon testimonials and references that will
be satisfactory to yon.
Manufactured and for sale by

Business

CARRIAGES,
the product of my factory during the winter months.
All of them made in the most thorough manner and
Also a
from the best of carefully selected material.
fine assortment of

TO

MADE

houses in

CUT GLASS
SHIP’S

FOB DOORS, WINDOWS,
CABINS, &c., &c

is now prepared to furnish out
glass, either white or enameled in any quantity
and at the shortest notice.
The workmen employed are men of experience and
are as skilful as any in New Eugladn, and all woik is
warranted to give satisfaction.
Glass signs and table ware cut and engraved to any
design of letter, name or wreath in the best manner.
A variety of new and original designs lor Door,
Ship and Car lights, may be seen at my store or may
be had on application by mail.
My term* are as low us can be obtained

We Call Particular Attention to

our

STOCK OF FU.OUR,
—

INCLUDING

—

©mucr s ueriua-u iiiiAiiii,

my6

15

.

Climax,

Gilt Edge,

Cream of Wheat,
Imperial Bower.

inyldtf

&

SOULE,

DIRIGO TEA STOKE,
Corner Spring and Park Streets.
my7
_<0w
DAI LA

MADE

to

Shorts,

Quality of

Fine Feed and

Middlings,

vicinity. Constantly on
hand,
Floor, Corn, Meal, Oats, fresli ground
Graham Flour and
than

can

be found in this

GROUND

PLASTER,

all to be sold at wholesale aud retail at prices
ranted to give satisfaction.

war-

GEO. H. RAYMOND,
apr29
dtf
8ACCARAPPA.

Cheapest Book

ALBERT COLBY’S SONS,
Pnbliahers and Booksellers,
ag5tl
G. A. CLARK, M.

FREE

STREET,

"r
»

AND

—

Extra Fine
AT G7

_LET.

OTSjPER

We invite especial ailentiou to these two
lots of Hosiery as they arc very much under price*

ONE

Painters and Housewives!
You

can

get

GOOD
at

our

AND

IN

—

BARGAINS
salesroom,

FORMERLY CARTER, WHITE & CO.

T.

PAYSON

&

CO.,

PAVERS & CONTRACTORS.

Paving Materials furnished
Office at

if

AND

LOWEST_PRICES.
H. TALBOT & CO.,
No. 6

Ladies’

eodtf

land, IHe.

I¥.

B.

TIP A ATT?

TJDfkQ

LOJAIUJ

UibUU.

We

JO CLAPP’S

are

OF

AND

Also

small cargo of Cement,
lowest market prices.

Having opened

a

No. 61

Commercial St., Portland, Me

pr27

m

pieces, various dimensions soil able
LONGbridge
work. Also three, three and
or

for
a

four inch plank long and wide, for sale low.

aplOdlr

of

ship
hair,

J.8. KOBKHTS,
7 & U Center Street.

mylldtd.

Something New.
address to 87

your
Spring St„
have the agent of the Ladies' Easy Cutting ml
LADIES
of the wsrk
Work Table call and show this

tart

I

am

full line ol

gem

We

prepared to

CARPET BEATING,
CLEANING and Jobbing done by M.
Order Siate at tne Daily Press
Office.
promptly attended to. Residence
No.
15
at
Washington St.
aprltf

receive
of all

—

orders for the manufacture
kinds of

AND

—

REPAIRING !

FURNITURE

—

OF

—

Suits,

CIIAIRS
at

AT

Lounges,

BEDS.
AND BEDDING,

are

also

order.

A long expei ieoce as Foreman in first class establishments in New York ami Boston enables me to
'warrant all work entrusted to me.

BED

WM. DAVENPORT.
pa__din1

a

NATHAN GOOLD,

Old Furniture Repaired at uliort notice

and satisfaction

given.

TAILOR.

REMEMBER THE NUMBER,

51
*

mblp

prices.

Mattr...c. Whole.nle anti Retail.

Agents for the best

SPRING

low

Draperies, Shades and Cushions made to

—

in the market. Three months trial given, and if not
satisfactory will be removed free of expense.

Patterns cut

WINDOW
G. MARS.
All orders

salesroom at

Upholstery Work

| Prices that cannot be Beat in the State

free Tuesday to test tlie sysisrn.
tt
marie_

room.

a

No. 13 Free Street,

OUR OWN MANUFACTURE
—

Portland, May 10, 1875.
send

nications

that

are

not

used.

Japan smiles in a sort of superior way at
centennial furore. She has just been celebrating her 2,535th anniversary, and considers that she is young yet.

our

There is probably no place in the United
States which has felt the pressure of hard
times so severely as Pittsburg, the centre of
the iron trade. In Alleghany City, the residence suburb of Pittsburg, more than twelve
hundred houses are vacant. The strike has
added greatly to the depression, and it is
thought that it will be a year or two before
the

will recover its accustomed

place

—

Exchange Street,

I

DEAXE BROS.eod2m

1

HAS

REMOVED

TO

—

16 MARKET SQUARE, OVER SWEETSIR’S APOTHECARY SHOP.
t-SF*Particular attention paid to cutting of Youtlu
ap28dlm
aud Boys’ garment j,

no representative keener in sagacity,or
strongly entrenched in the confidence of
the northern people. For accurately ascertaining the drift of sentiment in sections and
states it is generally conceded that there are
few politicians in the country superior to him.

is

do with so many she does not know.
certainly cannot give work for them all.

She

Apparently the Argus knows as little of
as of any thing else. For instance:

geography

the Press says that the Republican disaster
in Massachusetts last November was largely
due to the fact that small men had been
pushed to the front. Thereupon he of “the
hundred eyes” remarks “that is rather hard
on Gen. Hawley, William Walter Phelps and
Ellis H. Roberts!”

England's

The cordial manner of

accounts of the celebrations

The meeting of the Russian Czar and GerKaiser is fraught with momentous consequences. Should Germany consent to aid
the long-cherished designs of Russia or Constantinople, there is no telling to what lengths
the compliance of the Muscovite would reach.
These two great empires have it in their
power to entirely alter the political map of
Europe. The result of the conference will be
awaited with great interest on both sides of
man

the water.

Professor Burt G. Wilder strongly objects to hanging as a puuishment for murder,
ind advocates some less painful mode of
death. In a letter tojthe Biston Advertiser
he proposes that the killing be done by chloroform. He would have the prisoner walk
into a close room, where he will be overcome
by the gas and will die, and wher» he can be
seen by the officers of the law and the medical attendants, who, alter his death shall certify to the fact. This method is certainly an

improvement on banging. But one fails to
see the necessity of capital punishment at all.
Senator Gordon of Georgia,
have

spoken

seems

to

for himself alone in his declara-

tion that the Southern conservatives ought
as a matter of policy, to declare in favor of
preserving the political and civil equality of
the colored men. A writer in one of the
Atlaata papers, who is strongly endorsed by
the editor, has these nice things to say:
“The truth has got to come; and the soonit comes the better. The position the
negro now occupies in our midst is a shame
and a disgrace to American freedom. It is
a damnable outrage upon the pure blood that
courses its way through the veins of the highminded Teuton. It is an infamy as black as
bell itself. It is a baneful curse that should
never be solemnly sanctioned by a free-born
Anglo-Saxon race. And when Gen. Gordon
pretends to represent the true southern sentiment by proclaiming a willingness to pledge
himself to maintain uegro sovereignty in this
land, he is sadly mistaken.”
Now we

begin

to come at it.

We have

been studying it some time. We mean the
new temperance reform scheme up the Kennebec. It is thus: Two pledges. Pledge No.
1 is called the “manhood” pledge.
Strange
enough it is taken from the Revised Statutes,
or, as the first selectman of a back town was
wont to say, the “revarsed statoots." It or
its substance may be found in section 64 ot
the school laws, which is a sort of friendly
recapitulation and judicious commendation
of the principles of morality, justice, regard

ety. Pledge No 2 is a total abstinence— the
simon-pure, hard pan, iron-clad pledge. The
majority who are to sign the first are to “reaffirm their belief in the

much tinkered sta-

ute and pay money to support reading rooms
and generally bo friendly. They are to do

the “manhood” part from which one infers
that the fellows who sign the other pledge admit that manhood isn’t their best hold. Suppose all waut “manhood” in theirs, who is to
say that this or that one shan’t have it? We
fear that this is a device to permit cultivated
well-to-do people in dress coats to drink prop
erly while those who may have appetites
which get the better of them and who don’t

always

wear a

good

coat are to be

prohibited.

We beg to remark that we have seen cultivated persons too inebriated to do the “man"
hood” properly. Ilowever there can be no
personal harm in encouraging manhood. The
market isn’t crowded.
Current Notes.
The New Hampshire Republicans are now
confident that the Democrats will not undertake to obtain control of the lower branch cf
the Legislature of that state in the manner
proposed by some of the desperate men of
tr

THa

'Rpnnhlinans li.qvp.

no

not.ion

of quietly permitting themselves to be robbed
of their rights, and many of the more respectable Democrats of New Hampshire will decline to take part in or be responsible for
such a robbery. The plan to steal the control of the Senate is not yet abandoned; but
this does not look so hopeful to the Democratic leaders as it did a few days ago, and
even this may be abandoned as accompanied
with too great risks.
On the Sunday following his capture of Ticonderoga, Allen attended divine worship in
the little meeting house at Bennington. The
clergyman, who was as devout as he was loyal, took occasion, during the long prayer that
preceded the sermon, to give all the glory of
the exploit to the God or Battles. Allen's
notion of the share which Providence had in
the matter did not exactly agree with his pastor’s. ne held his peace for some time, but

finally,

overcome

by

a

passing impulse,

arose

in his seat and called out “Parson Dewey!
Please mention the fact that Ethan Allen

there'."
The Boston Advertiser says in connection
with the discovery of the whiskey frauds:
“The President, too, without whose unreserved support nothing could have been done,
has been in counsel with the Secretary of the
Treasary at every step of the investigation.

was

His constant sympathy stiengtheued the ofliducers in the performance of their delicate
most
ties, aud contributed not a iittle to their
who had a
gratifying success. One and ailthe
congrathand in the business will receive
ulations ot a public that desires nothing more
at the present time than an assurance of
and efficiency in the admin-

vigor, honesty
istration of public afiairs.”

more

We look to Vice President Wilson for an accurate delineation of the South as it is.— Boston Herald.
The present state of feelings of Gov. Allen
and Senator Thurman toward each other

(looking to the next presidency) may, we
understand, be described as in the nature of
a mild form of mutual surprise.—Cincinnati

Commercial.
Prominent Iudiana Republicans are said to
have telegraphed Washington officials about
Tuesday’s elections in that state, that ‘‘the
reactiou has set in and Senator Morton is

happy.’

_

European Correspondence.

ANNUM,

IN

ADVANCE,

Queen,”

or “Britannia rules
the wave” anil
who carry their flag with them like a pockethandkerchief, and when they don't pull it out,
and tiourish i; in other people's faces,
they are
snre to have a corner of It
sticking out. But
these are the exceptions.
The majority of
English people one meets on the Continenl|are
people roost interesting to converse with, well
informed, of strong individuality, and no nonThe best friends you make will be Engsense.
lish.
There are as many Americans whom travel
can never improve as any other race.
Mark
Twain shows up some of them in h;s “Innocents,” There was a couple at Trieste a while
ago anil evidence of it “is still ou t“e register
took.” Mr. and Mrs.-Louisville, Kentucky,
U. 8., America, the best and most prosperous
Arrived on
country in the world—Amen!
mules from Ohamouui—pleased with the mountains.” 1 am confident that for every English
f >ol one meets abroad, lie will find an offset in
the shape of a Yankee jack-ass.
There has been considerable excitement in
diplomatic circles since 1 last wrote you, and
the air has been full of foolish rumors of coming wars. There wastheGerman-Belgium nole,
which brought out some discussiou in the British House, as to what they should qo iu case
the neutrality of Belgium was disturbed. The
note seems now not to have been at‘'menacing'’
as Borne British parliamentarians considered it
and the matter seems to have faded from sight.
Bismarck in all bis dealings or proposals, has
become a “suspect” in statecraft, and his
slightest movements and nods are noted, critiThe dreaded
cised, and speculated upon.
Chancellor has but himself to thank lor the
universal distrust that he has inspired, throughNone will dare deny his patriotout Europe.
ism, his “blut und izer” resolve to exalt and uphold the Fatherland and aggrandize its power
aud glory—even at the sacrifice of Its reputation, in another and, to most men, a dearer

sense.

activity.

actually afraid that she will
have too many people, and her papers are
seeking the best means of putting a limit to so
great an influx of population. Since January
people heve been traveling to her borders
over the Pacific Railway at the rate of from
five hundred to a thousand a day. What to
California

r»arf

SPRING

Commercial street, Portland, at 3 o’clock P. M„
MONDAY, May 17, 1875.

the

d1w

]\TEW

Parlor

C. F. ROBERTS, Sec’y.

at

MAINE.

PORTLAND,
my 8

and shall keep for sale

—

the stockadjourned
meeting
ot Dirigo Slate Quarry Company, will
AN holders
be held at the office of J. B. Mathews & Co No.

DEALER IN

BLOCK,

—

prepared to show

—

Per order.

FLOOR AND GRAIN OF ALL KINDS.

Fancy Goods

Cmisrress Street.

Parlor, Hall, Library

d2w

business

publication

or reserve commu-

dlw

PLUM STREET.

on

and

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

Carriage Mart,

my8

90

NOJHLE,

TIIE

DEALERS IN

Furnishing

Clapp’s Block.

NOTICE.

Street;®ommi**ioncr’s Office,Port-

my7

Also

MARCHIONESS CORSET,

We keep the best Goods at the

!

100 Carriages of different mantacture much below the builders’
Prices. Call aud see them.

desired.

We cannot undertake to return

virtues which are ornamental to human soci-

MANUFACTURERS OF

PURCHASING.

FURNITURE !

Elegant Carriages,
Cheap Carriages

Edge Stones Set,Streets,Places,Side walks
and ail kinds of paving done promptly.

tor

truth, universal benevolence, sobriety,
industry, temperance and in short all other

DAVIS & CO.,

our

Spring Opening
CARRIAGES.

Horse and

Shades,

Gents’ in Colored. Opera and Black of
the celeb-nted Uemoil. ur make at One
Dollar and Seventy-five Cento per pair.

feh‘25dtf

H.

new

—

188 FORE STREET.

Henry T. Carter & Co.,

makes iu all the

PRINCESS,

and Point Antique.

mylO

dtf

BARGAINS
—

GLOVES !

and other popular makes.

—

Superior Brushes
—

205 Middle street.

Portland, Sept., 30,1874

&“ MOORE,

CONGRESS ST. COR. RROWN.
JaJl__dtf

Agent,

—

RON MARCHI,

Stock

To Let

Real Estate

ALSO

of all descriptions seine of them
very rich

BEFORE

half of a double Brick House, ten rooms
Pleasantly situated on Danfortb Street. No. 33.
Possession given October 1st. Enquire of S. W. ROB-

INSON,

—

BLONDINE,

Please Examine

SHEPHERD A CO.,

Fancy Balmoral Hose

tlie New Goods.

THOMSON’S SEAMLESS,

First-class

ABOUT

PAIR.

The best

Trimmed with real Lace

Inquire of SHEPHERD &CO.f LAMB& FARNS-

II U El £ 11

IV

see

great variety,

in

KID

of the

Jobbing House,
OVER

necessarily

fur

Story

a

new

Neck Rufflings of all Stales.

ocl2dtf

3 Floors fitted up for

JEWELRY !

Horn, Jet, Garnets, and the

Also the new
Celloloid Coral, very stylish.
I.apiz Garnet, Our stock excels all previous
seasons, and our trices are the very Aiowest.

OF ALL KINDS.

To Let.
February first the Stores and Chambers
on UnioQ St., now occupied by Caldwell <&
Hodsdon, and Whitney & Thomas. Apply to
jalldtfST. JOHN SMITH.

uud

dlt

Rlfi

new.

Visit onr Store and

LET !

TO

tktse Goods will compare with the

Hosiery, Underwear,
Fancy Ties
Corsets, Embroideries,

SOS. 121-123 MIDDLE STREET,

Southern Pine.

head of

All

SMALL WARES

Balbriggan Hose,

D.

Brown St.
Office Hours 2 to 4 P. M.

Opposite

Our ptices
times.

on

JEWELRY !

Fringes, Gimps, Braids,
Buttons, Gloves,

8 MARKET STREET.

AT 42 CENTS PER PAIR.

Store in the World

119 EXCHANGE STREET.
100,000 Book* without regard to coat.
Good Clocks, Watches and Jewelry cheap
Repairing and Cleaninn well done and
Warranted.

74

Inquire

—

MDME. EO YE’S CORSET AND SKIRT

siren as

—

’.inuiuraun, i^owen,
wuKTn, next uoor, or n.
Mass,, Box 117Ja20tf

from

A Better

let.

AND

—

dtf

not

er

MARCHIONESS

very full assortment of

let, furnished or unfurnished, No. 4
St., second door from Free Street.

Ladies’ Full Finished Silk Clocked

AT

BEST MISSOURI WHITE WHEAT,

the well known

AND CUSTOMERS

GOODS !

Below /he Pout-Office*

Lisk & Weston’s Flour Mill
—

TO OUR FRIENDS

WE OFFER

2 Elm Street.

Printers’ Exchange, with power if
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON A CO., Ill
Exchange Street.

DOZEN

Please call and examine our goods before purchasing elsewhere. Satisfaction guaranteed in all cases.

LYNCH

MRS. MOODY’S ABDOMINAL,

SUPPORTER.

of a desirable store on Middle
MATTOCKS & FOX,
183 Middle Street.

or a

CORSETS,

including

Wholesale Fancy Goods,

lot of

Makes !

the popular

AMERICAN

a

part
of
ONEstreet. Inquire

Job Lot of

Also another

NEW.

German

and
Also

Seven Octave Piano. Apply to
S.E JACKSON,

my6dlwNo.

493 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND.
apr28deowlylp

a

PARASOLS !!

Our variety of Corsetsdncludes all the best of

03m

Let.

To

ANEW

TO

offer

in

French

apr20dim

OWEN

Washburn’s Patent,
•

WHITNEY & MEANS.
dtf

ROOMS

OWEN & MOORE

!

all the new stripes for Ladies and
Children. On these goods we offer bargains which
will commend them to those wishing the best ol
goods at reasonable Prices.

To Let.

C. II. FAKLEY,
dtt

HOSIERY

EVERYTHING

ap12

\ TENEMENT of 7 rooms, situated 82 Franklin
Street. For particulars call at the house or at
88 Pearl St.

api24

CO.,

colors

8 TEMPLE STREET. COR^ETSI

To Let.

ROOMS

CHARLES CUSTIS &

and we are able to match
In New and Nobby Styles.

unlimited,

AND

To Let.

in the country*

Portland

mySdtf

street._

to
Cotton

undersigned

4 Exchange Street,
ap29

on

ON

CO.

29 MARKET SQUARE.
aprlO
_eoiifim*

11HE

and one in DeerStables and lots ol
for summer resideneasy terms. MATTOCKS

To .Let

For sale in Portland by

BUTTONS!

PARASOLS !

thing

Room in the Second

&

Our stock Is
all of the new

To Let.
Cape Elizabeth,

SILVER STREET, over Bowling Aliev, room
40 feet wide, 109 feet long, suitable storing
Sleighs and Carriages, or work shop. Enquire ol
N. TARBOX, on the premises.ap27dtt

BANGOR.

BROS.

BUTTONSl

*.

TWO
ing Some of these have
laud connected. Just the

WOOD, BISHOP & CO.

NUTTER

11;

_

MI

half

ORDER.

Of the best Patterns and Quality from the lowest to
the very best of goods.

M1JUUJLU

Z66

Store to Let.

SHIRTS

FINE

Try Them !

Them !

Yak and Malta Laces

50c

To Let.
IIP lower part of house No. 41 Lincoln St.
or six
rooms, fitted with gas. Sebago
water, and good repair.mylOdlw

Medium Grade Work
suitable for out of town dealers and livery men
Parties living at a distance are invited to send for
illustrated chart and prices.
my5deod3m

PREVIOUS SEASONS.

Five

Will sell any or all
& FOX, 183 Middle

,.

1

To Let,
CONVENIENT tenement for a small family.
36 OAK STREET.
at
Inquire
dtf
mylO

A

aes.

The

Erate

Office to Let.

indispensable,

guaranty of good faith.

LexingtoD, and the kind
words spoken by Englishmen are very grateful to Americans, and will serve to strengthen the ties exsting between them.

75c, $1 & $2

One Price Clothiers,

Tip.st lnpatfwl nml mnst tlnslrnhlft nffirPR
V7 in Portland, on tho first floor. Apply to
SPARROW & PEC 1C,
194 Middle street.
myiOdtf

as a

at Concord and

Fancy Hose

/AVR nf Dip

cases

reception of the

C. D. B. Fisk & Co,

or a

TO LET.

ME.

of all the leading styles of

Pleasure and

PORTABLE COOKING RANGE,

ever

OF

J. M. Kimball & Co.,
I have

CLARION.

HOUSE”
—

Buy

all

bnt

lish eyes.

OUR STOCK SURPASSES ALL

The hospitalities and honors accoided to
Vice President Wilson at the South are noted
with much gratification by his friends at the
North. Wbat would have been said, fifteen
years ago, if it had been predicted that one of
the leaders of the old abolition party would
live to receive the most complimentary attentions wherever he might go in the southern
states, and, moreover, that he would only
meet with freemen in bis whole journey?
Such are time’s changes, and we trust that
we all change with them.—Boston Journal.
The Republican party could send into the
South

We do not read anonymoas letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in

—

Junipers,

and

OPENING

3.50

AT

Every regular attache of the Press Is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat aud hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
journal, ns we have information that several ‘•bummers” are seeking courtesies in the name of the
Press, and we have no disposition to be, even passively, a party to such frauds.

The foreign letter in to day’s issue will be
found of more than usual interest, treating as
it does, of the aspect in which our centennial celebrations present themselves to Eng-

Suits, $3.00

Our $3.00 Iron Clad Suits can’t be beat
for rough usage.

Geutleman and bis Wife can
be accommodated with first class Board and
Rooms at No. 20 Brown Street.
mytOdtf
Gentlemen

ZenasThompsonJr.,
Successor to, and for 20 years connected with, the

Plymouth Vestry, Thursday Evening, Hlay
• 3th. Admission 10 cents, including Tea and Refreshments.
mylld3t*

CO’S.

Working Pants,
Overall

—

—

Children’s Iron Clad

Board.

TWO

AT

FISK & CO’s.

or

AT

—

8

FISK &

d2w*

Party,

WITH

Select Headings and other Attractions,

Boys’ Suit,

—

To Let with Board.
good rooms, connected, furnished

uuaiun a iiwc

uupaiaiicicu.

script say8 .—“Their success is extraordinary. Boston knowfrgood minstrels when ft sees them. Again
there were 1600 people packed in the hall.—the N.
Y. Herald saus .—“They excel their imitators.” The
N. Y. Graphic says :—“They are unsurpassed.”
The N. Y. World:—“Finest reflections of plantation
life ever given.” N. Y. Tribune:—'“Their success is
well deserved.” Reserved seats 75c at the Hall May
11, and theu daily. Admission 50 and 35c.
my71 w

“10 CenU’-ennial Tea

Boys’ Sheet Irou Suits, $5

unfurnighed rooms.
62 FREE STREET,

my3

minstrels

the

—

Originals.

AM}

To Let with Board.

BAF tTFACIOUEBS OF

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTARLE STEAM ENGINES.

12.00

Children’s Suits,

BOARD.

and Manufacturer.

CARRIAGES.

Iron Fonnders, Boiler
Makers uod Blacksmiths.

Men’s Suits,

A

room

fe21dtf

Engineers,

this

PLEASANT
marlOdtt

SARGENT,

Proprietor

at

MEMORANDUM book, containing a Bum ot
money. The finder shall be liberally rewarded
by returning the game to the owner, ROBART M.
SfcE LTON, rear 53 York St.
rnyOdtf

Per Cent of the Fuel,

so

is

MEN,

Georgia FaiTlOUS
min*trelg
Ag they appeared before
Queen Victoria in
Kngland, and in every principal city of the
lulled Mtntes
dnring leu years.

d3t

and hence its

Twenty-five

$8.00

Money Lost.

an

bd4 i«

Suits,

Men’s

Fisk & Co’s.

my 10

Office 123 Commercial Street.
so constructed that, it will never warp,
durability is unquestionable, and by
arrangement for introducing the air through the
lire to unite with the gases on the top of the coal
produces perfect combustion, thereby saving at least

Georgia

vino

—

This Barr is

I respectfully inform the public that I have taken
the business of Clias. J. Schumacher and will attend
promptly to all jobs entrusted to me. I shall endeavor to keep the reputation which my predecessor
has held for so many years.

and

Found

Mi».«reU

Characteristic! Eurivalled !
Original!
The Boston Herald says .—“40000 neople witnessed
their 4 weeks performances here. They took Boston

wish & w s.

LOST AND FOUND.

KEY
Office.

siumb

Troupe

Uproarious Plantation Delineations.

Nurse. Apply
25 MAYO ST.

FOUND,

JflisMrels

^ ART/STS.

—

Office at Schumacher Brothers,
3

Georgia

apr6*6\v

to

Improved

Cram’s

Georgia Southern Slave
Georgia
4

Clothing

or

A Cent’s DIAMOND PIN. Call
at this Office.
my 11dlw

m.

The Great

END

ex-

FOR

dly

as

at

GOOD NEWS
The

Wanted.
housekeeper

SITUATION

aprGdtf

public

PHILADELPHIA.

A

Mon-

on

invited to call and

are

amine them.

108 WALNUT STREET,
feb8

public

to the

Local

HALL,

13th at 8 |>.

Georgia

Can be fonnd at

Wanted.
and Travelling Canvasser, for the Light
in any part of Maine or New
Domestic
Running
CARLETON BROS.,
Hampshire. Address
Gen’l Agents for Maine and N. II.,
410 Congress St., next to U. S. Hotel.
aprl4tf

McKENNEY,

MUSIC

Wednesday and Thursday, May 12th and

SPmiVTG

Summer

WEDNESDAY MORNING, MAY. 12, ’75

invited._

CALLENCEB’S ORIGINAL

family of

FOR

is composed ot 212 Children, who have
Total Abstinence Pledge, and are ihe
signed
Hope of Portland,who will entertain the audience wlth Singing, Rceitation and
Dialogues. All arc
cordially
myl0d3t
a

In’s, Hoys’ and Cii’s

apr27tf

1875.

light,

P. S.—I shall open my
day, April 5th, when all

CO.,

Petroleum, Grain and other Charters,
Negotiated. Fieight Engagements made
for all parts of the world.
Marine Insurance effected in reliable

premises.

the

three persons, a house, with easy
to City Hal), having not less than 9 rooms,
modern conveniences and good yard or garden. Furnished or partially lurnisned, shades and carpets.
Add resit stating terms and location, until Wednesday 28th, at this office, EPHRAIM HUNT. apr26tf

Forwarding Merchants

FRESCO

Portland; several new carriages
ner,
wanted as soon as they can be built, and a prospect
of plenty of work. Enquire of C. W. BELKNAP or

ai7 I-'i o’clock.

t,

This Band

OF1

a
access

480 1-2 Congress Street.

BROKERS.

SHIP

A two miles from

hall.

By special request will repeat their exhibition,
WEDNESDAY EVENING, May 12lb,

■A.'ND

'Wanted.
FIRST class wheelwright to take the wood department in a carriage shop at Brighton Cor-

See bills of

The Portland Union Band of Hope,

Endless Variety

my3dtf

usual.

as

apl4tf

"city

wanted.

My rooms arc pronounced be every one that lias
examined them, the best in the State of Maine, and
equal to any in the United Stales.
The best
and, in fact, rooms that cannot be
beaten.
My prices will be such as will be snlt the limes.
Great inducement ottered to clubs.

A.

AN

Enquire of L, TAYLOR,

Mills, May 1st, 1875.
PorUand.

Portland, April 26,

Best Manner.

WATER

AND

WANTED
Bar

in the

Photography,

5 Doom East of Temple 8t,

GAS

Wanted.
Immediately ten Ship Carpenters to
help get out a ship frame. B. C. JORDAN,

Prices

preparation

In

1200 limes.

over

the day,

The Union

Sold by
without your getting down on the floor.
Greelev and his agents onlv. Agents wanted. ApA.
Gen’l
S.
to
GREELEY,
Agent,
ply
United States Hotel,
Portland, Maine.
my6d2w*

ou

OlllUXilj

fLl/LiVAU

my fpends and the public
elegant rooms in the old

to inform

BEETHOVEN HALL

CLARK,

W. C.
IUO

I

hat I have fitted up

ACROSS THE CONTINENT !
As played by him
fjittle Eiu’ly.

Wanted—Agents, Agents, Agents.

ONE FJLIG1I r OF STAIRS.

JOBBER,

This Afternoon and Evening*
Great Success. Second and last week of Oliver
■fond Myron, who will
in Lis celebrated
appear
1
drama
*

rnylltf

mj6

MODEL MAKER &

f

Wanted.

cannot

Photograph Gallery.

PORTLAND^ MUSEUM.

i

of St. Paul’s
month. Ad-

complete.

STREET,

MIDDLE

a

buys
and Tack Hammer Combined.
IT Carpet StretcherStretches
and tacks the
It works

ARCHITECT,
ISO

Rent not to

quick.

PRESS.

THE

I■■

Wanted.
FURNISHED room in vicinity

TERMS $8.00 PER

1875.___

ENTERTAINMENTS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

EDUCATIONAL._ _WANTS.

O’Roimell & Sylvester,

MORNING, MAY 12,

PORTLAND, WEDNESDAY

YOL. 13.

In France the
How the Centennial

Celebrations

are

Regarded by Ibe English.—The Catholic Question —Paul Boylon and bis Ex-

ploits—Moody

nii.l

feankey.—Americans

Abroad.

Geneva, April

28.

Just now, while patriotic feeling is at such a
high pilch in America, and constantly working
higher, it is interesting to note what our English bretbern think of our centennials. I give
a few extracts from a lengthy editorial in the
London Times, which of course represents the
feelings of the larger part of the better class of

English people. It says, after speaking lavorably of the Philadelphia exhibition, “The commemoration of the battle of Lexington brings
us
into a more solemn atmosphere. On the
18th inst. the centenary of the first conflict bethe American colonists and the British
was
observed by services in the old
North Church in Boston, a structure, or a successor of a structure, which once like Faneuil
Hall,echoed to the eloquence of the Revolution.
At Concord meetings have been hold, salutes
fired, and statues of Hancock and Adams untween

troops

The commemoration, therefore has a national character, and Americans
in every state will associate themselves with
it in sympathy. The occasion justifies such an
observance. The Battle of Lexington was oue
of the most important events in the history of

veiled, &c., &c.

It determined the character of the

the world.

struggle between the American Colonists and
Great Britain, it suapped the last overstrained
band of

which bound them to their

loyalty

King; it called the whole people to arms; it
brought the highest and most prominent persons into the revolution, and it made iuevit
able the great act of the succeeding year—the
Declaration of

It was a’so

Independence,

a

great political event which was destined to
change the institutions, laws, usages and habits of thought of a large part of the human
race, to re-act upon the ancient European
natioas, to revolutionize France,to reform England, to excite the aspirations of millions in
the remotest provinces of Europe, to break up
the colonial system of the European nations,
in the new world, to tear the conquests of Cortez and Pizarro from the monarchy in Spain,

spread republican institutions to the extremities of the southern continent among the
The
most king-fearing people in the world.
true beginning of American History is the year
of Lexmgtor, rather than the year of Inde-

and to

pendence. There was a determination to resist by force the illegal impositions of taxes,
and place the King’s representatives and their
government in such straits that the British
Parliament would be forced to repeal the obThe Times then gives, what,
noxious ac's.”
to the American mind, is a very impartial account of the skirmish
piKli,

on

UUU tueu CUUIIUUC3

the old Concord tutuJ.UIO 13 lUf

IUi^/l»auk

historical event which the American people
have just commemorated. The spirits of the
crowd were no doubt exuberant, the orations
eloquent and patriotic, the pride of national
power and progress, such as is always displayed
We have yet to read
the speeches made on the occasion, and the

by American citizens.

comments of American journalism upon them.
We hope both will be pervaded by a more just
and friendly tone towards this country, than
would have been possible half, or even a quarter of a century ago. If the invectives of the
living cau affect the dead, poor old Georgo III,
Lord North and all the subordinates of British
tyranny, must have expiated their guilt under
the pitiless fire of Ameiican oratory on every
successive 4th of July during the century.
Moreover, the spirit which this kind of eloquence kept alive, has, as all the world knows,
not been without its effect on politics. Let us
hope these centenary years will reveal a fuller
knowledge of events, and a more kindly inter
pretation of motives, and that by the time
Americans come to celebrate the Convention of

Yorktown, the prejudices of

one

hundred years

will have vanished.”
It is pleasant to read such an article as the extracts above are taken from, printed in tne
greatest newspaper in England, and I myself
hope, that when the journals Jcontaining the
accounts of the Lexington celebration shall
have reached me, I shall read them with equal
pleasure, finding as kindly a tone exhibited to-

wards England, as her greatest journalists
have shown toward ns. It is time the tone of
disparagement, in which some on both sides
still indulge, should cease, and that the hates
of past ages should be buried. We rach have
work to do, aud we cau do it best,
a mighty
aiding aud stimulating each other, extending
to indefinite limits, the use and sway of our
common language, our common laws and our
Those were noble words of
common social life.
the Hon. David Dudley Field: “May the light of
the coming Centennial shine upon kindred peoples, rejoicing together in that mysterious
Providence which parted them, that they
might travel by different roads to the same goal,
and which makes them at once rivals, and mutual well-wishers. The name of Washington,
our great leader and father, whose birthday we
are celebrating, is held in honor aud reverence
by a majority of the English people. For myam free to say that while I love my own
starry flag tho best of all that float, I love next
the fiery cross of England.”
1 myself have fallen in with many English-

self, I

during me past nve monins anu correcieu
many an error, anti dispelled many prejudices
which I bad harbored against England and her
I am greatly surprised at the good feelsons.
ing I have found, where I least expected it, towards us Americans and our country. And I

men

find that the only ones who harbor still any
ill feeling are those who have never been there,
nor paid
any attention to our rapid strides
which have made us the undisputed Empire of
the West. It is terribly annoying to be asked
by an intelligent looking English gentleman if
the Mississippi is in Canada, if Boston is in
New York, aud 1 even had a highly educated

Eoglish lady

ask

me

less than

a

fortnight since,

if tne city of New York was as large as GeneWhen I informed her that there were
va !
more inhabitants iu one street in New York,
than in all Geneva,she was surprised; and when
I told her that New York was as large twenty
Genevas she said, “You don’t say so!” And
when I told her there were thousands of beautiful stone buildings there, she said, “Well I
heard the buildings were all
declare, I

wood!”

always

....

A short time ago, at a hotel in Marseilles
old English genamong the guests was a fat
his
tlemau, who like all of his class preferred
some
well
beef, bis beer, aud his religion of
u
Atured
a
genjolly, good
known brand, aud
miles from
tleman from atown not over sixteen
Portland. At table d’hote, the Englishman
beef
some
brought him.
found fault with
“There, said the old codger, turning to our
American frieuil, "if yon was only just to eat
worst beef of O d Ergland,
one piece of the
to go back to America
you never'd want
again. "The d—1,” said the American, “I can
stand iu my office door on Broadway, N. Y.,
any day, and put a bullet through a buffalo
that will furnish a choicer cut of steak than
any beast that ever breathed the air of England.” “You don’t say that you can shoot bufferlers in New York, do yer?”
“Plenty of
them,” quietly replied the American, and the
old gentleman bel eved it. You will run across
English subjects all over the Continent who
will luru.sh you any amount of amusement.

Chaps who

are

always humming "God

save

the

Imperialists

are

thoroughly

cr"

gauized and have their propaganda extending
Their headquarters
over the entire country.
at Paris, are directed from the English residence of the ex-Empress, and Rouber is the
manager,
money nas oeen suusuriueu proruse1; and the party have freely used it in tbe elecmust account for tbe extraordinary
which
tions,
progress of imperialism which has attracted so

much attention. Probably this has been fortunate for the Republic, for it baa consolidated
tbe Republicans of all shades, suppressed their
factions, entirely crushed the Radicals, BDd
driven the whole body of Moderate* into the
firm support of the Republic. One other Important result is that the alarmed Orieanists,
headed even by the Count de Paris, are said to
have declared for the Republic, as preferable
under all circumstances to another dose of
Bonapartism. Tbe police reports show that
Rouher lias published tbree hundred and ten
thousand copies of forty-two books, sixty-seven tbousaud copies of five illustrated works,
and three hundred thousand copies of likeTbe alarm
nesses of the Prince Imperial.
caused by these developments, accounts for tbe
sudden coalition in the National Assembly that
has recently swept all before it.
Tbe Catholio disturbances continue and tbe
questions grow more intricate. Herein Geneva there has been a
good deal of trouble between tbe factions. It is a very interesting
warfare. The contest between His Holiness
the Pope aod tbe civil authorities is sharp and
lively. There has been so much trouble iD this
ciiy that tbe Government b*B closed Notre
Dame Cathedral, until the matters now pending can oe adjusted. The Pope has addressed
an encyclical to the ultramontanes oi Switzerland. The following passages are extracts
from it:
The snares and serious and prolonged efforts
of these new heretics who call themselves Old
Catholics increase every day more and more in
Switzerland to deceive the faithful and to take
We
from them the faith of our ancestors.
know, venerable brothers, and we deplore in the
schismatics
these
bitterness of onr heart, that
aDd heretics, profiling by the schismatic laws,
which keep tha Catholics publicly oppressed In
the diocese of Bale, and in other parts of the
country perform, under the protection of the
Civil authority, the ministry of their condemned sect, cause tbe parishes aod churches to be
violently occupied by tbelr apostate priests,
aud spare neither fraud cor artifice to miserably inveigle the children of the Catholic
Cburch in tbelr sshism.
But as deceit aud theft have always been tbe
attributes of heresy aud schism these son* of
darkness should be ranked with these of whom
the Prophet Slid, “Woe to the disobedient
sons, who put their trust Id tbe darkness of
Egypt. You ha**_ rejected the waid and put
your trust in cahemny and tumu't.’'
Further on the Pope says:—
“We recommend you urgently to keep yourselves always strictly attached to your legitimate pastors who have received a legitimate
mission from the Apostolical See, and who
watch over yonr souls, for which they will have
to account to God.”
Id Geneva there ate three Catholic parlies:
The Ultramontanes who accept tbe dogma of
infallibility. Tbe Liberal Catholics, who reject
that dogma and worship ss old Catholics, bein

re

annrtnrtofl
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other classes; anil lastly the Christian Catholics, a larger acd fast increasing body under
the able leadership of P4re Hyaciutbe. These
latter are very bitter on ibe Pope and Rome,
having no connection with the Rtmish Cburcb,
and support themselves.
They declare for
liberty of conscience and broadest views, and
tbeir form of worship is very simple. Eveu
down in Sicily, right under the eye of tbe
Pope, in one town, Grotte, eight thousand of
the people, with twenty-five priests have informed the Bishop of Girgenti that they refuse
to accept the dogma of the personal infallibility of the Pope, and should henceforth refuse to recognize bis authoiity, and were zey
solved to sever entirely tbeir connection with
Rome. The people followed tbe lead of the
clergy, and iu every church of Grotte a. To
Deum was sung and worship according to Old
Catholic rites commenced. And in Fribourg,
Suisse, on the 16tb inst., tbe banderolle of the
colors of Fribourg floated for tbe first time at
tbe summit of tbe spire of tbe Reformed
Church, now nearly completed. This reform
Catholic movement is making striking progress in Switzerland. The following letter from
Garibaldi to Karl Blind will be read with
nterest:
My dear friend,—I believe there is not, in all
the world, a country less really Catholic thac
Italy. Government and the upper classes
affect a Catholic devotion which they do uot
As to the mass of the people, they
feel.
neither do believe In Catholicism; aDd in tbe
Popish churches ((lam let boutique!pretines) one
only sees bigoted old woman. To obtain from
Government, and from the majority of the
Chamber a decree for gettiog rid of the Papacy
is for the moment difficult indeed. Nevertheless, you may be perfectly convinced tkat the
great majority of the Italian nation sympathises
with Germany iD its energetic war (guerre a
outrance) against Jesuitism uoder all its forms.
Everyone has read of tbe (sensation created
In London and Havre by Capt. Boy ton, the
American inventor of a life saving (apparatus,
who attempted, and very nearly succeeded la
swimming across the English channel from
Dover to Calais. The gallant gentleman, who
I believe is at tbe head of our life saviog service
in the United States, though I am not certain
od this point, demonstrated beyond all question the fact that a man could remain, perfectly unharmed, at least twenty hours in any
Northern sea, with his suit on. Her Majesty,
the Queen, who takes a lively interest in all
humanitarian works, particularly all attempts
to save life, was greatly pleased with Captain
Boyton’s performance, which she witnessed.
Her Majesty sent him a complimentary telegram, ivi'li a request for his photograph in his
armor, also one iu citizen’s dress. Her Majesty
further ordered the Royal yacht to be supplied
with tbe life saving suit.
Messrs. Moody and Sankey coutinue to meet
with the greatest success in their revival efforts
in London, all repsrts to the contrary notwithstanding. Somt of the “high toned" journals,
such as the Rock, the Hour and others, are terribly annoyed at these “friends of free thought'
them. They give up a large part of every edition of tbeir papers to castiDg slurs upou tbe revivalists. One paper says, “as regards the injury this new movement will do steady, soberminded Christian England, and tbe cause it will
give free thinkers to scoff, of that there can be
hardly iwo opinions.” Ani then as if these
newspaper articles were not vile enough, the
Vanity Fair comes out with a large colored
caricature, representing Mr. Moody, (with a big
tumor the size of a turkey’s egg on one cheek)
standing behind an old table, and evidently
yelling vociferously, while Sankey (I do wish
he would change his name) with bis mouth
opeu and showing an aperture as large roond as
a base drum,Is howling too. some ola Methodist
hymn no doubt. Underneath t» the mild inscription, “Song and Praise.”. Nowall these
nasty caricatures, these vile, lying, newspaper
articles only seem to help the aforesaid gentlemen.
With the aid of wealthy English admirers they have just leased Her Majesty a
Opera House, in Haymerket, for twenty tsars,
aud have paid Lord Dudley 0300,000 (gold) for
the same! The Rev. Newman Hall hat sat
aids them.
upon the stage at their meetings,and
The Princess of Wales sanctioned them far
The
Earl of
one
attend
evening.
enough to
Shaftesbury aud distinguished clergy, spoke in
highest terms of tbe "great good" the revivalist
were accomplishing, at a large meeting In London last week. We can stand Jews, Romanists, High Churchmen. Low Churchmen, Broad

Churchmen, Methodists, Unirersalists, Quakers, and Millerit»s, and I don’t know why we
survive, even why “sober-minded Chris-

cannot

tian England” caunot, with “Moodyites.” For
my own part the Moody-Sankey way of conducting religious services is not at all to my
taste, still 1 know they do much good. They
pteach to a class of people who need a fiery
gospel—simething to search, quicken, aud
arouse them.
Mauy in their London audiences
are beer guzzlers aud wile beaters, thieves even,
who never heard of the two of tbeir “profession” who wore crucified long years ago, nor of
the love of Him who gave up his life, crucified
cruelly, between them. But wo have most excellent testimony that these outcasts, these
scourges of common society whose lives have
been lives of deepest ignorance of all that is
good, aud keenost knowledge of all that is dark,
bloody and brutal, have been singularly transformed by the influence of these revival meetTbe evaugelists have dune just what
ings.
was needed.
They have told them over and
over again the simple story of the cross; told
them that “Jesus of Nazareth passeth near,”
and have induced thousands no doubt, to take
up tbe cross and folluw in his footsteps.
The latest slur east upon these hard working,
earnest, persevering toilers in the cause ot
Christianity, I this moment notice in tbe London News. A correspondent claims Ibat Mr,

g-
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agent of somebody’s “sweet
Fankey is
toned organs”, and is traveling through Eng
He
land, mock-worshiping, to advertise them.
but with the hackneyed phrase, "it is
savs
said1’ Saukey sold £5000 worth of those “sweet
toned organs” in Birmingham. Working for
the Lord, and paid for it by American orgaul nildersl'’ I hope our American journals take
Jindlier notico of Mr. Varley. \h« English
tvan^elist, who 1 believe is in New York, although m his hippodrome service, he went so
lar as to have an orchrestral accompaniment
consisting of cornet, flute, and end men.
The latest work out from the pen of Victoas
Tean Sardou, and which goes on to the shell
French literature is ‘‘L’oude Sam.” It is lull
of slanders against American young women,
too gross and outrageous to provoke a smile,
too mean and disgusting to publish. One of
lhe worst statements is in the flirtation scene,
lawhere one ot the episodes is that of a youug
gentledy who, lor charitable purposes, allows rate
ot
tbe
men to kiss her bare shoulders at
scene
bl a kiss! Tbe nearest approach to this
in real life which I have ever known in America, was one which occurred in New York, years
ego. A young and beautiful girl was presiding
st a table at one of tlio large lairs. Surrouudei
rapby a group of admirers, she was disposing
One eiidly of the wares under her charge.to
J
offered
pay
thusiastic gentleman finally
price for one of the long golden ringlets
Miss
swept her shoulders. “Filly dollars
hundred do
sixty—seventy-one
themselves
bieuded
lars—”A smile and a sigh
saleswoman
on the lovely lips of the fair
1 cannot
“Give me the scissors, she cried
for
the poor suffersum
resist making such a
fell a sacriiae French!" And the soft tress
for the counfice to her enthusiastic sympathy
of
Victorean
aud also alas!
try men of Lafayette,
the

■
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Fire in
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Voles to

be

Counted to-

he ever
negro Woodleigh’s statements that.
was at Woodhull's when she lived in Irving
He never said to her in the presence

place.
of Woodleigh

else, “Vicky, publish that scandal and you are a made woand he never called her ‘Vicky” in
man
his life. He never called Colonel Blood aside
and conversed with him about publishing
that article, and his acquaintance with Blood
terminated previous to the publication of this
article, namely, in April, 1872, and from that
time he had no converation whatever with
Colonel Blood. He never was at Woodhull’s
office from which that article was published,
when
was
proof
never
and
present
article were
scandal
the
of
sheets

1

The question excites a great deal of puhln :
interest, as upon its decisions depend the po
litical complexion of the Senate. It is under
derstood Hou. George T. Sawyer and Hon. As;
Towler of Concord, both Republicans, am
or
Hairy Bingham of Littleton, will appear
behalf of the Democrats, aDd Gilman Mars
o
ton of Exeter, and Hon. Mason M. Tappan
-e
Bradford, with others, for the Republicans,
meeting of the Democratic State Committei
will be held at Phoenix Hall this evening.

■

house, Augusta,
tor.

Geneva, Henry R. Sturgis, J. Mancheste r
Haynes, Mrs. J. M. Haynes, Augusta, Gen
Strowbridge and family, Portland.
Lausanne, G. B. Goodwiu, Biddeford, Sara!
Miss M Fiske, Miss Lizzie H. Fiske »
Fiske,

places

ing, logemer

Other Items.
Philadelphia Press proposes

News

and

a

pars
Now the
Confine the man.
A man with hair on the roof of bis moutl 1
has been discovered at Savannah, Ga.
A yeilf g colored divinity [student in Missis
Bippi, who preached his first sermon a few Sun
an
days ago, is now the inmate of a cold
because a horse eloped wit 1

ing bee.

i

MASSACHUSETTS.

him.
The New Orleans Picayune says the frni t
this season will be quadruple that c [
last year, and the largest ever known at th
South. Peaches and grapes will be especiall,

yield

abundant.
Mr. Edward C. Marshall,son of Chief Justic
Marshall, is a clerk in the pension office a
Washington on a salary of $1200. He is said
to strikingly resemble hi ,
ia looks and

bearing,

father.
Waldo P. JolinsoD, who has just been electei 1
1‘resident of the Democratic Coustitutiona
Convention in Missouri, was expelled from th 3
United States Senate Jan. 10th, 1872, for dis

loyalty.

First cousins were married in Ottawa county >
wa 3
Kansas,last week. When the relationship
o
discovered, the judge and minister waited
read the law to them,and informe
the

parties,

them that they must

consider themselves

ut

married.
A nugget of copper, 98 per cent, pure ore
weighing; 6000 lbs., is on exhibition at Si
Louis. It came from the Lake Superior regioi
■where it was taken from an ancient digging
The mass when found had evidently been di
tached from its bed by ancient miners, wbos 0
numbers were found i 1
stone hammers in

great

the mine.
It is estimated that the expenses of the sei
vices held by Messrs. Moody' and Sankey ii
London will amount to $150,000. To defra;
about $80,000 bas been raised. It i *
these

Frauds in Slate House Repairs.
8
Boston, May 11.—Tbe legislative committe
frauds
appointed to investigate the alleged
the repair of the state house ou tbe part of va
rious contractors and others, after an exham

tive hearing reported to-day, disallowing ove
An ad
$15,000 worth of claims for labor, etc.
dilional report signed by three of the commit
whos
tee, censures the committee under
for actiu
jurisdiction tbe bills were contracted
of law an
contrary to “recognized principles
charges t
justice,*’ allowing such exorbitant
be made with their ostensible endorsement.

_

vice Mr. Gladstone occupied a seat ou the plal
form.
The New Orleans Times reports as one resul t
of the political campiomise that “from ever
of cor ]
part ot Louisiana are heard of increase
and we know that in this vicinit I

planting,
highland

and lowland presents a larger acr<
If the year is ft
age in corn than ever before.
vorable for corn, our centennial will be an it
dependence, indeed.”
the recent Indianapolis election th )
At

mmaoninn'inv

--

Fd

Dlin

^|H
rliVt.AlQO

against the German candidates, and American 9
against the whole ticket on general principles
The patchwork policy didn’t work.

Alluding to the recent death of Miss Am
Pamela Cunningham in Laurens county, S. C
the Columbia Phenix says; “She was honors
bly known (or her talents and zeal in raisin ?
the funds for the purchase of Mount Vernor

Hon. Edward Everett and other distinguishe
gentlemen came to her aid by pen and lecturt
and Mount Vernon was recovered, made na

are

the Treasury balances

s

tional property, and placed under her charge a s
,1
principal regent. Here she remained sever:
two years age
years, but resigned the position
’,
since which time she has resided in Laurens.
3000 Heights Templars are reporte 1

Already

in readiness to take part in the processio a
when the New York Masonic Temple is ded
cated. They will turn out in full uniform. Tt 6
into about twent V
pi occasion will he divided
divisions. The Grand Commander? will marc
with the Knights Templar, and the Gran “
Lodge in its appropriate place with the Masti r
Masons; while the Grand Chapter of Royi ,1
Grand Council of Royal and S
Arch

Musobs,

lect Masters, aud the Supreme Conncil of tl e
Ancient and Accepted Rite, Northern Juri j.
3
diction, 33d degree,will have appropriate plafci
Past Grand Master John 1 '■
in the

procession.

Lewis will deliver the oration.

o

deposi t
to-day:—Currency, $.'1,604,502.00special
f
of legal tenders for redemption of certificates c
deposit 851,595,000; coin, ‘889,258,500, includin !1
coin certificates, 821,547,300; outstanding legs
tenders, 8378,051,760.

Alabama Claims Court.
Iu the court of Commissioners of the Ala
bama claims to-day, case No. 22, Tilton & Til
in favor c
ton, vs. United Slates, judgment
claimants for losses on board the Eleotri
o ;
Spark, destroyed by the Florida on the 11th
July, 1864, in 8197,750 wiih interest vs. Unite 1
Case No 46, Chas. E. Tilton
State". Judgmentin favor of claimant fo r
losses on Sea Lark, Crown Point, Talismai 1
and Tycoon in 4,108.75 with interest on eacl 1
loss from date thereof.
Case No 41, Benj B. Shackford vs. Unite
Judgmeu t
States, for ioss cf personal effects.
for $1565 with interest
Congressman King Indicted.
The grand jury came into court to-day an j
presented true bills against Wm. S. King f< ,r

f

_

...

perjury

in

having,

on

February 23,1874,

..

swor

committee of Congress that he ha d
-f
never received a dollar for the purpose
assisting in procuring on appropriation for tl ite
Pacific Mail Steamship Co ; aim again:
Jerome F. Hinds, four cases, for offering bribi s
to government officers to influence their actio a
in mail contracts; B. B. Giil, T. H. Thompsoi i,
S. T. Luckett and T. J. Lozenby, “obtainm g
warrants by false pretences and conspiracy I o
defraud”! and Guy H. Thompson, forgery,
Mr. Harrington, counsel for King, was pre: i10
ent, and stated that King had arranged
h
appeir when called on, and asked that no bene
e
tb
this
to
and
in
his
case,
warrant be issued
court agreed.
Various Mailers.
Ex-Senator Pratt, the new Commissioner t f
He
Internal Revenue, arrived here to-day.
will have a conference to-morrow with th
President as to the time of assuming his di
before

a

_

11

niNOB TEIEGBAJIS
Three daughters of Peter Harmon of

Uppi r

drowned Monday.
1
The verdict of the coroner’s jury in the Schi
was
“found
drowned,” not accidei
ler disaster
tally drowned, as reported.
The Quebec Board of Trade asks the Domii l"
ion governmert to construct a telegraph 2
Sandusky, Ohio,

were

■

points on

the Gulf of St. Lawrence with

a

vie

x

to assisting vessels.
The striking coal miners have threatened tl e
lives of non-union men at work in the vicinil y
of Potlsville aud Wilkesbarre, ami Diooasne d
is feared.
The examination at Annapolis Naval Acade
my will take place June 15th.
Nine cottages at the camp meeting grouoi 3
>#
near Hebronville, It. I.,were burned yesterda;
The Southern Memorial Society of Washing
ton, has invited all soldiers of the Federal an
Confederate armies to join in decorating tt e

j

graves at Arlington.
During an altercation between Col. Anthon 7
of the) Leavenworth Times, and William En Iboy of the Appeal, Monday night, the forirn r
was mortally wounded.
ScbooDer Montana of Gloucester, has bee n
wrecked on St. Mary’s Ledge, St. Mary Ha, r.
Crew saved.
Judge Pierrepont enters upon his duties 3

Friday.
Internal revenue receipts yesterday, $522$ >*
069; custom receipts $5159,572
Lepine refuses the conditional pardon offere d>f
him aud will remain in prison till the close
Attorney

General on

the two years.
Base ball in New Haven—Mutuals 2; Ne "
Havens 1. New York—Athletics 5; Atlantii
tl.
The modified excise bill h is passed the Ne' f

.,

York Assembly.

Base ball in Boston—Bostons 16; Philade
pbias 2.
Mrs. Kate Croak of I’atersoD, N. J.,has bee n
convicted of manslaughter.
The increase of loans in tlia last New Yor
I ank statement is accounted for by the fai
f
that the city has been borrowing to bridge ovr
its wants till the taxes come in. The ban
people consider this an indication of long coi
jinued cheap money.
A receiver has been appointed for the Ne v
York, West Shore and Chicago Railroad.
The Governor General of Canada left Ottavv a
for Quebec, yesterday. He was loudly cheerei
Gen. O’Gradf Haley will be sworn in as at
ministrator of the government, Friday.
Steamer Jackson Goold, from Cobden f ,r
All tl ie
Pembroke, struck a rock and sunk.
passengers were saved.
Hon. Daniel Kellogg of Brattleboro, V

\
£

died Monday evening.
The delegates to the American Social Scicn •o
Association have arrived at Detroit. The ext rdues opened last evening with an address I ly
lion. Daniel A. Wells.

Red Cloud, Spotted Tail, and several cbiefi
of the Sionx Indians leave Cheyenne to-day fi r
Washington, to treat with the government fo r
Gov. John M
the sale of the Black Hills.
Thayer ot Wyoming, left Omaha for this cit
the deputi
with
in
assist
to
dealiug
Saturday
tion of Indians.

__

International Sunday School Convenlioi i.
Bai/timobe, May 11 —The first internationi 1
B
Sunday school convention assembled in tb b
Masonic Temple in this city at 9.30 a. m. Th B
large hall is well filled with delegates, and quil
the floo;
a number of ladies occupy seats on
The plaiform is handsomely decorated wit
At 1 0
evergreens and Scriptural mottoes.
o'clock Rev. Heur^Cl*y, .Trumoull, Congregi
of
th b
chairman
faKonalisf,'of “Connecticut,
1
Executive Committee, rapped to order au
uioveu lUiU

LUO

L

icaiucui

J

~ »

--

p

fast national convention act a3 officers of tb “
body until permanent officers be chosen, whic
was carried.
r
Philip H. Gillot, D. D, Methodist, ( 1
Illinois, called the meeting to order, and th
convention sang “All hail the power of Jesui
Rev. R Scott Morris of Baltimoi p
name
then read a selection from the Scriptures, an
Rev. S. H. Addoway of Baltimore offere 1
the cot
prayer. The president then addressed
vention. Rev. Julian Grauruar of Baltimoi
welcomed the convention to Baltimore, an 1
Rev. W. i
Rev. J. Bennett Tyler responded.
Black of Canada was introduced and spoke i
behalf of his country, and a committee of on
from each delegatioa was appointed to nomir
A response was sen
ate permanent officers
to a telegram from the Church of Eoglam
Itev. H. Clay Ttuinball, chairman of th “
Executive Committee, submitted a report whic
Itev. Ur Peams of New Jerse
was accepted.
submitted a resolution providing for th B
of
appointment a committee to consider th
propriety of having this organization rcpn
sented at the Centennial. E. Payson Porte
Statistical Secretary, submitted a report, en
e
bracing tbe statistics of Sunday schools in tl ,r
The total numbi
United States and Canada
is
States
United
give
of Sunday schools in tbe
Sunda y
at 08 209: teachers and officers, 740,929;
the
tot q
and
school scholars, 15,687,367;
teact
Sunday school memberships, embracing
Canada
ers, officers and scholars, <>.373,43o
bui
number of schools, 4,441; officers, 3o,745,
total Sunda yy
day school scholars, 271,381;
school membership, 807,129. The report show
the largest Suuday school membership in Cor ’,
lb
necticut, Maryland ranking second.
the 1
report was adopted. The doxology was
sung, and benediction. Adjourned.
....

_

Mchooncr Sauk

ancl Two

tvnu

interest all that time, up to November, 1872,
New York,
except during occasional visits to
with
during one of which he had a settlement
Bowen. From the fall of 1871 to the fall oi
1872 he spent the whole year in continuous
conpublic speaking “during the very time,"I was
tinued Tilton, “when Woodleigh says

at Woodhull’s.”
“Never mind now; never mind that,” saic
Evarts “that is matter for argument.”
Witness was next taken through the remainder of the colored man’s testimony. H<
denied that there was any conversation between him and Woodhull about getting $100,000 out of the Plymouth congregation foi
wore
suppressing the scandal. Not a single
of the kind was ever said ip his presence. Il
is net true that he staid all night at Woodhull’s house July 4, 1872, as the colored girl
owr
Lucy Giles swore. He staid at his this
and he identified the night in

constantly

judge—He

Mr. Bradshaw’s daughter was marriec
6th and he remembers having been confined to his house, though not to his bed
for a day or two previously. What th(
same witness swore to as to her waiting or
him in Woodhull’s room and taking up chamHe nevei
paene and chickens is not true.
of champagne in tha'
a
bottle
saw
there
ate chickens
He never
house.
he
and Woodhul
that
denies
He
were served with refreshments by that servant or by any other person in Woodhull’i
The testimony
room or in any other room.
of the colored man Grey, that he and Woodhull drove out with a white horse is untrue
He never saw that horse but was informee
they had it in former years. Woodhul
never said to him nor in his hearing tha
unless Beecher presided at her lecture sh<
would make it hotter for him on earth thar
it is in hell below. He was never in the bad

Tilton answered, if f relate the circumstances
of this interview just as it happened it would
do this gentleman personal injury. If I am
compelled to relate I will. I did not show him
a
portrait of my wife but of my daughters,
Florence and Addie, and he mistook the portrait of my daughter Florence for that of my
wife, and apostophised it. It was over a glass
In reply to a question whether he
of wine.
told Wilkeson that Beecher was only guilty
of improper advances, witness denied lie ever
had any conversation with Wilknson as to his
wife’s criminal relations with Beecher.

wai

Adjourned.

Raid

Account of the
Stills.
TTIRTT

Men Drown® I.

Philadelphia, May 11.—The steamshi n
t
Tonawauda from Savauuali, reports that
2.85 a. in., on the 10th inst., 20 miles northeai t
of llatteras, during tliick weather, she collide
with schooner H. P. Blaisdell, hence with coa 1
and locomotives for Havana. The seboont r
The mate and a
sank almost immediately.
seaman named L>. Parsons were drowned. Tt e
the
crew were save d
of
captain and remainder
by the steamers boat and brought to this por

I

befor

Illicit

DISTILLERIES CAP-

Government Officers

Implicated

has been changed in
it will now be impossible

shipped

was originally
many instances and
to detect much of it.

j

Sr. Louis, May 11.—Nothing of special imthe
portance has transpired to day regarding
seizure yesterday of distilleries and rectifying
Hawiu
this
city.
Supervisor
establishments
ley and his a sislants have been busy all day
examining papers and preparing evidence to

libel the property seized. This will take four
or live days, wlieu the whole matter will go before the courts. No more seizures will be made.
Rectifying houses ran give bouds uuder the
law, but distilleis cannot. All the distilleries
are in the hands of the government officials,
aud inventories of the property in them are
Until this is completed the
being made.
amount of property seized cannot be stated.

THE S BILLER DISASTER.
l.iatof Ibc Bodies Recovered.
Yoke, May 11.—The following telegrams were received|this forenoon by the agents
of the Eagle line iu this city:
Hamburg, Hay 11 —List of bodies recovered:
Carls Schmidt, Henry Frieud, Mr. Muuter, Mrs.
Munter, Dwight Klinck, Mrs. Becker, Mrs.
Rennets and child, Annie Zinkeiseu, Mrs.
Heneke, Anna Meysur, Mrs. Decgey'.z, Mrs.
Ackerman, Mrs. Zercholaar, Mrs. \Vest, Anna
Eisener, Clara Just, Mrs. Wagner.
Scilly, May 11.—Excepting Henry Friend
none of the bodies you ask for have been received or identified. Further information concerning the dead has been telegraphed to Banfield, German Consul at Scilly.
Mrs. Belcker, buried, can be exhumed. None
others named received. Send further instructions about all bodies to Banfield, Scilly. The
rush of people to the agent’s office still continues. Mr. Leonard of this city, called to day
to ascertain the fate of his brother, George
Leonard of Augusta, who had left iu the Schiller with his wife aud child for Suttgartb, taking a large amount of property with him. No
news could be given to the distressed gentleIt is said
man, who left the office in tears.
that several residents of this city will leave on
to
look after
Thursday by the Hamburg steamer
the remains of their relatives, aud if found,
bring them borne for interment.
London, May 11.—Tbe weather was fair and
the sea calm at the Scilly Islands to-day. The
Schiller could be approached without danger.
Boats plied between the wreck aud shore all
day. Many bodies were recovered aud a considerable quantiiy of the cargo landed. Twenty-two more mail bags of the New Zealud
mails and two of New York mails were brought
ashore to-Uoy. Two divers havelleft Penzance
for the wreck.
[N. Y. Herald special.]—Ten more bodies
were recovered to-day from the wreck of Schiller.' The interments of the dead at St. Mary’s
have been most decorous, and the coffiins were
strewn with flowers. But few of the bodies
have been claimed by friends. Representatives
are
of the underwriters of the Hamburg Co
sanguine of the recovery of considerable specie
and meichandise._

Northwestern 10,500 shares, do preferred 200 shares,
Hock Tstand 3800 shares. Pacific. Mail 35,300 shares,
St Paul 3700 shares, do preferred 300 shares, Ohio «&
Mississippi 2500 shares, Western Union 3200 shares,
Wabash 400 shares, Union Pacific 8500 shares, IndiThe
ana Central 100 shares, Panama 1,100 shares.
following are the highest and lowest prices: New
York Central 106 @ 105; Erie 27} @ 26|; Lake Shore
71} @ 70}; Wabash 12| @ 12|; Chicago & North Western 41} @ 40|; do preferred 54}; Kook Island 104} @
104}; MilWauhee & St Paul 37} @ 36}.; do preferred
58} @ 572; Ohio & Mississippi 26} @252; New Jersey Cential 109 @ 108}; Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western 119}; Union Union Pacific 75} @74}; Indiana Central 5}; Western Union 79| @ 78}; Atlantic
& Pacific Telegraph 25} @23}; Pacific Maill 43 @
4! |; Panama 155 @ 152}.

The “Bloody Chasm”

Western Union

!

Here the court took a recess,
Tilton’s exaaminatioD in rebuttal was cop
tiuued after recess. He was asked whether i 1
was true that last summer at the Brookly:
club or elsewhere and prior to meetmg him be
fore the church committee Gen. Tracy notifiei I
him that he brought the charge of adulter, r
conside r
against Beecher he (Tracy) would
himself absolved from his promise not to act a
Beecher.
for
counsel
Witness denied that such conversation tool :
place prior to his going before the committee
The ouly paper he read to Beecher was what i
now called the “true story,” some ot which h >
In relation ti
read to Dr. Storrs and others.
Mr. Ovington’s testimony that he said‘‘Eliza
airest
her
room, why doesu’ t
beth has to let
Beecher take care of her.” He said some sucl
conversatior passed about Mrs. Tilton bavin ;
been compelled to rent her best room to Mi
and Mrs. Taylor, and that be added satiricall, r
this was one of the consequences of the scandal
Witness knows and has seen Theodore H. Til
Mr- Evart 5
ton, and he saw him in 1871»
inquired what that was for, and Mr. Morri J
said they proposed to show there was a verit
able Theodore H. Tilton about this time wh
had been divorced and was much talked aboul
Mr. Evarts here read from Beecher’s testi
was a dissc
mony that Tilton told him there
lute and intemperate man named Tilton an- 1
fror
transferred
been
the storieB must have
that person to him.
Tilton promptly said I never had any sue t
conversation with Beecher.
Mr. Evarts—I ask to have that struck out.
...

wen.

Beach—Now I ask him, “Did you have an;
nami

The
such conversation with Beecher,’
of Theodore Tilton never came up ih conversa
tion with Beecher.
Mr. Morris here offered to prove that at thi
of th
period when Beecher locates the origin
stories about Theodore H. Tilton witness hac I
never heard of that namesake,
Evarts—Are we to put the other Tilton 01
It is apparently a question whether t
trial?
conversaion took place between this witness at, 1
the other Tilton. A great many people tell lies
The Judge—I don’t know that.they do.
Evarts—Then your Honor his been very for
tunate in your judicial experience.
Mr. Beach urged that it was a question to g )
to the jury as to the creditibility of the twi
witnesses, Beecher and Tilton.
Evarts here interrupted with a remark.
Mr.’Beach (severely)—I was addressing th 3
do I value tin
court, and did not solicit nor
opinion of the gentlem in on that point.
Mr. Evarts laughed.
The question was a'lowed.
3
Q—At the time of which Mr. Beecher speak
»f an allusion by you to a person of the nam i
hi
aware
of
were
you
of Theodore H. Tilton,
existence or of his character?
A—I simply knew there was such a man, bu t
did not bear anything about bis character uuti l
Mr. Tilton here leaued toward!
afterwards.
the Judge and made some request.
The Judge—No, we are not trying the othe :
Tilton.
Evarts—I hope that little passage with th 3
Judge wilt not go into the evideuce.
Judge—ft wout.
Mr. Tilton was next asked whether the tw >
long interviews Bessie Turner swore she hai 1
with him iu the back bedroom ever took place
He answered that he never exchanged a wok I
with Bessie Turner at any time or place on an, r
crim
topic relating, however remotely, to the Then
!
jnaj intimacy of his wife and Beecher.
was a conversation between himself and hi 3
the
roon
into
stole
Bessie
wife during which
unobserved, and was ordered out of tbe roon
when be noticed her. It is untrue that Bessi i
refused to leave the room, saying she would dii
Nothing of the kind tool :
for Mrs. Tilton
was notice I
Dlace From the time her presence
Mrs. Tilton ii
nothing was said by him or
Beechei
of
Bessie’s presence on the subject
no r
He did not shake his fist in his wife s face,
He neve
strike and kuock down Bessie.
struck a girl in his life. He did not say
and fell.
“Bessie, my dear, you have .tripped
>
He did uot then say to Bessie, “Ob, Bessie, m;
v

1

New Yoke, May, 11.—Washington correspondent say that the best planed and most
skillfully executed campaign ever made by the
government against the whiskey ring culminated in the seizure yesterday of some of thirty
of the largest distilleries and rectifying houses
The
in St. Louis, Chicago aud Milwaukee.
overthrow of thisgigantio combination is the
_...la

nf

c
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Secretary Bristow through the Solicitor of the
Treasury, Major Bluford Wilson.
No other officers of the department, not even
those in the office of the Secretary himself,
All knowledge
were entrusted with the secret.
of the plans aud operations wete kept with eswith the
eonnecttd
from
care
everybody
pecial
Internal Kevenue Bureau, from Commissioner
Douglass down This was made necessary by
the discovery, before any active or important
steps were taken, that some one supposed to be
in that bureau, was in the habit of telegrapliing to the agents of the ring every official seDuring
cret that could be of the least value.
the last teu days, however.it became necessary

lor the Solicitor and those whom he employed
to obtain some papers and documentary information from Douglass’s office, aud the out*
line of the case was communicated in the
strictest confidence to the Commissioner and a
few others in his office. The wisdom of the
plan of working up the case independently of
the Internal Revenue Bureau was fully demonstrated,for almost immediately secrets that had
been successfully kept by all those engaged in
the work, and by several journalists, for eight
weeks, began to leak out, so that most of the
difficult work which the Secretary had to perform last week was to prevent such premature
publication as would seriously; interfere with
the success of the movement, if not iu a measMr. Douglass, however, as soon
ure defeat it.
as he was informed in regard to what had been
into
the investigation with the
eutered
done,
greatest earnestness, furnished all tho information which his office contained, did his best to
prevent publicity aud issued all needed orders
for the co-operation of his officers with those
employed by the Secretary.
On Friday night, when the seizure officers
started for their posts, the following telegraphic despatch was sent by some one iu the secret
in|\Vashiugton,to McDonald, Supervisor of luternal Revenue at St. Louis: -‘Lightning will
Be prepared for it.” The
strike Monday.
same evening the following was also sent over
the wires to a member of the ring in the same
city: “The plague is advan ing; advise our
These despatches
friends to leave the city.”
too late, as no amount of preparation
were
could blot out the evidence secured by the Secretary before the ring got an inkling of what
ho was doing. The discovery is now to be
made of the author of the despatches, which
will probably not be very difficult, since the
number of persons in the Treasury Department
and the White House who knew Friday that a
move on the ring was to be made, is very
small.
Records in regard to the whiskey business m
Cincinnati, Louisville, Peoria and Pekin have
The papers relating to the
been collected.
business have thus far received the most carethe showing made for distilland
ful attention,
ers and rectifiers there, is in the main satisfactory. In addition to the seizures at St. Louis
aud Milwaukee, the following were made at
Chicago distilleries: Union Copper Distilling
Co G. G. Russell. R. Mezerean, Lake Shore
Distilling Co., Wm. Cooper, and the rectifying
houses of Roell Junker & Co, Golden & Eastman and Parker & Mason.
The Tribune’s correspondent says these events
will throw a flood of light on Douglass, and
be a complete answer to the very unjust criticism of the President and Secretary of the
Treasury, of which it has been the occasion.
Douglass is not believed to be in any way personally connected with the fradulent transacnvnoooil

Thu fnnt

that

tv

rin or rtf

preferred.39
71}
Michigan Central....

Erie

..

sufficient to shake confihis knowledge,
deuce in the efficiency of bis administration,
and the discovery that this ring comprised
among its members or employes not only
trusted officers of the bureau in different parts
of the country, but those holding responsible
positions in tbe revenue bureau here, made his
retention absolutely Impossible. A distillery
and rectifying house at Evansville, lnd., owned
by G. B Brigham & Co was also seized. The
va'ue of property taken possession of yesterday
independent of the stocks of gram and high
wines on hand, is said to be at least 870,000.
Commissioner Douglass of the Internal Revenue Bureau, to-day telegraphed to various supervisors superintending tbe ^work of seizing
illicit stills, to send the names of all revenue
officers employed at any of the establishments
seized in order that they may be dismissed and
reported to tbe United States District Attorney
for prosecution in every case where there is
evidence of Collusion.
It is said at the Internal Revenue office today that there is not yet sufficient evidence before the Department upon which to base its
action concerning certain officials who must
have had some knowledge of the fraudulent
transactions or else been grossly negligent in
permitting them to be carried on. Thus far no
removals other than those of the guagers and
store keepers heretofore mentioned have been
made.
Additional instructions were to day sent to
collectors at various pomts east and west where
the Department is satisfied that fraudulent
whiskeys have been shipped, to seize all snch,
and telegrams have been received from several
places announcing seizures, tbe heaviest among
them being the establishment |of Bingham &
Other seizures have
Co., at Evansville, lnd.
been ordered in Pennsylvania, Illinois, Cinnati, Ohio and elsewhere, and the Secretary to
day directed that legal steps betaken at all
points where fraud has been discovered, and
that arrests be made where |evidence is suffiOfficers have, already
cient to justify them.
ascertained that great quantities of this
been distributed
have
"crooked” whiskey
throughout the country, especially into the
South, but the form of packages iu which it
was

4

Chicago & Rock Island.
104}
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph.25}
The following were the quotations tor Pacific Rail-

&

5

ENDLESS

Railroad..63}
Eastern Railroad.63}@63
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth R.108}
Eastern

4

&

Elegant Line

Sacques

Ilf

—

offered

to

AT

—

REMARK A BIj If LOW PRICES.
ON

—

&

GOLDER

C.

LOZENGES.

SHAWLS,
Hqnare Shawls, Pencil Border, Paisley,
and Mourning Shawls.

i.'lU 6

Everything that

i«

New and Desirable in

Fancy Wool anti Shetland Goods.
Llama Lace,

Sacques,
Sleeveless Jackets.
I.ace

Damaiwie, Pusbor, aad Laima
Paints.

CHANDLER’S
AND

STREET.

The demand is active. Molasses is very scarce and
the demand is good. It is quoted as follows: Porto
Rico 50 @ 65c, Cienfuegos new 46 @ 48c, Muscovado
40 @ 45c, New Orleans 70 @ 85c, Barbadoes 55c. Potatoes are worth 55c by the cargo. Eggs are dull at
16c. Flour shows no change in prices but the market is rather dull.

Shipments—30,000 bush Wheat, 21,0C0 bush Coin.
00,000 bush Oats.
Detroit, May 11.—Flour is quiet and unchanged.
Wheat is dull and drooping; extra at 1 28*; No 1 at
1 26*; Amber at l 26. Corn is steady; No 1 Mixed
77*c. Oats are quiet and unchanged.
Receipts—1000 bbls flour, 5,000 bush wheat, 1,000

_

Foreign Export*.
Steamer Chase- 1505 bbls flour,
102 do oatmeal, 490 bush wheat, 500 do seed, 2560 gal2 do beef, 180 lbs butter, llO
1
bbl
pork,
old
lons
rye,
do lard, 1 bbl paint, 4 do spirits turpentine, 45 pkgs

bush corn, 1000 bush oats.

HALIFAX. NS.

* Shipments-0000 bbls flour, 1,000 bush wheat, 1,000

qush corn, 0,000

do oats.

Charleston, May 11.—Cotton is quiet; Middling

15}c.
uplands
Mobile, May It.-Cotton is quiet; Middling uplands 15|c.
Savannah, May 11—Cotton dull; Middling uplands 15g.
New Orleans, May It.—Cotton irregular; Middling uplands at 151c.
New York, May 11.—Cotton easy; Middling uplands 16}c.
at

merchandise*.
ST JOHN, NB.

Br Sclir S K F James—600 bbls of
flour, 100 do oatmeal, 218 bags bran, 4620 galls liqbbls
phosphate lime.
uors, 100

Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G W
True & Co,
___

_

European Markets*
London, May 11—12 30 P M.—Consols at 93| @ 94
for money and 94} @ 94} tor account.
London, May 11—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States 10-40s, 103}. Erie Railway 24*.
Liverpool, May 11-12.30 P. M.-Cotton market is
dull and unchanged; Middling uplands at 7}d; do
Orleans at8@8}d; sales 8,000 bales, including 1000
bales tor speculation and export.
Havana Market.
Havana. May 11.—Sugar active; No 22 d s at 15}
@ 16} reals per arrobe, in gold 7} @ 7* reals.
Spanish gold at 210 @210*. Exchange active; on
United States short sight curreuey at 8K @ 87 prem;
60 days gold 110 @ 111 prem; short sight gopl at 113
@114 prem; on London 137 @ 139 prem; on Paris 113

@114

prem.

Diseases, dropsy and all diseases of
the urinary organs can be cured by the use of Hunt’s
Remedy. Thousands that have been given lip by
their physicians to die have bjeu cured by Hunt’s
my7d&wlw
Remedy, Try it,

_8neod6mMWF.
SUFFERERS,

DON’T

sntf

One and All.—Are you suffering from a
a cough, cold, asthma, bronchitis or any of the various pulmonary troubles that so often terminate in
•*
consumption? If so, use JVilbor’s Pure Cod Liver
Oil ana Limea safe and efficacious remedy. This
is

no

quack preparation,

regularly prescribed
Manufactured by A. B.

but is

by the medical faculty.
WlLBOR, Chemist, Boston. Sold by
myl2

all

druggists.
eodlw

NOTICE."
This week will positively close the sale
of the large and Valuable Stock of
Watches Diamonds and Fine Gold Jewelry,at MORGAN A DOW'S Auction Rooms
IS Exchange St. Come and get the Bargains. Sale each day at lO 1-‘J o’clock A.
myllsndtf
M„ and 7 P. M.

LEAVITT &

DAILEY,

Would call special attention to

a

fresh lot of

Imported and Key West Cigars,
WHOLESALE AND

RETAIL

Also Jobbers of Domestic Cigars,T*bacco,
Pipes and Smokers Articles.

Cor, Exchange A Middle Streets,
OPPOSITE POST OFFICE.
sndlw

mylO

$500.00

reward"

THE

BOARD

NATIONAL

FIRE

OF

UNDERWRITERS

j

PERSONAIj NOTICE.—Notice is hereby
given that all officers, sailors and soldiers,
wounded, ruptured or injured in the late Rebellion,
however slightly, are entitled to a pension, and

thousands of pensioners are entitled to an increased
rate. Apply immediately through Dr. E. B. JACKSON, Late Surgeon U. S. Navy, No. 4 New Chambers St., New York.
oc29snly

Cough Worn Viciinm
Whose lungs are racked and torn with paroxysms
which threaten to choke them, find sure and speedy
relief in the use of Dr. Morris* Syrup of Tar, Wild
Cherry and Horehound. It is a certain cure for
coughs, colds, hoarseness, asthma, aud all diseases
tending to consumption. No other medicine acts so
promptly and well in Croup and Whooping
Cough. Sold by A. S. Hinds, Preble House; T. G.
Loring, Exchange and Federal St.; C. L.Holt, 653
Congress St,; C, B. Woodman, Saccarappa; Dr
Keen, Gorham; and E. P. Weston, Fryeburg. J.
W. Perkins & Co., General Agents,
oclOeodtf

Only 35 cents* An unfailing Remedy for
Conghs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Bronchitis, Influenza, Soreness
of the Throat, Chest aud
Lungs, and all diseases
leading to Consumption.

$5000

FOR AN

INCURABLE

CASE

From

Distinguished Lawyer of

Bastaa

a

Mr. Frank Kinsman: Dear Sir—I desire to say a
won! in behalf of your Adamson’s Cough Balsam. I
haye been a suflerer from a very severe cough from
the tlrst of last November, trying a great many prescriptions without any considerable or permanent
improvement, until the middle ot March, when a
friend brought this balsam to my notice. I tried the
small sample bottle which Mr. Goodwin gave me,
and I had no occasion to try any more, for within
twelve hours from taking the first dose tbe cough
eutirely left me. Tne result seemed little less than
miraculous. I have sent more than a score of suflerers to Mr. Goodwin’s, No. 38 Hanover St., lor the
remedy, and, so tar as 1 learn, in every instance with
marked success.
Respectfully yours,
CHAS. C. NUTTER.
Firm Nutter & Squire. Attorney and Counselors27
Tremont
St.]
at-Law,

[From Alonzo S. Weed, publisher of Zion’s Herald
35 Bromfielu St., Boston.]
Several bottles of Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam have been used in my family with ths most gratifying results. We esteem it as one of the best of

$5000~GOLD.
BEWARE

The high reputation gained by ADAMSON’S BO
TAN 1C COUGH BALSAM for the cure of toughs
Colds, Asthma, Bleeding ot the Lungs and tbnsumption. has given rise to spurious compounds. The
genuine ADAMSON’S BOTANIC COUGH BALSAM is prepared only by FRANK W. KINSMAN,
Sole Proprietor. To protoct yourselves from Iniposition, examine the bottle and see that the words “F.
W. Kinsman, Druggist, Augusta, Maine,,’ are blown
in the glass of the bottle. $5000 for a better article.
DON’T
FAIL TO TRY IT.
Tbe following are a few of the names of those who
have used this remedy: Mrs.Gov. Cony, Mis. Hon.
y_HT
I)_.
D
M.rplll
»

dent First National Bank: lion. B. H. Cushman,
Lane, SecPresident Granite National Bank; S.
retary ol Senate; Warren L Aklen, Bangor; Charles
C. Nutter, Esq., 27 Treinont St., Boston; Wm. H.
Taylor, Beacon St., Boston; Emory Cook and many
others in Providence: W. F. Morrell, Esq., Portland,
thousand others too numerous to mentiou.
aud

tifty

Mold

dec4

kind.,

nmniuuitlon of ail
•'i.biug Tackle
for
Trout
Pickrref of every dricription,

mid
Pole, repaired and trimming,
of all kind, made to ordi r,
St porting,
nud
mining

Powder,

H IIOl itAIH AND KrTlII.
Seven Sliot Revolvers, and loo Cartridges *'> 00
Uuns reamed to order aud repairing of all kinds.
T. B. DAVIS,
Cor. Federal aud J emple St.
api26sneod3m

n

™

CLARKE’S RHEUMATIC ELIXIR
cures

Rheumatism anti Neuralgia

Boat Sails

Awnings Tents, Flags,
Covers, Canvass Letterings,

in

all their forms. It is sure, sate and cheap. The
worst cases of twenty years standi ag cured for
FIVE

Decorations, Ac.,

me?

Revolver, sod

■tin.ting

INSTRUMENTS.
501 Congre.a 91.* Portland, Me.
One door above Brown.
apr27-sneodtf

EXCHANGE

by all Druggists.
sneodaeow6m

GUNS,
Kill...

by

SURGICAL

A.

..

of Maine, Mrs. Col. Tbomaa Lam bard, Mrs. Col.
Thomas Lang, Hon. J. J. Kveletb, Mayor of Augusta; Rev. I)r. Ricker, Rev. E. E. Martin, Rev. C. F.
Penny, Rev. Wm A. Drew, Rev. H. F. Wood, Col.
F. M. Drew, Secretary of State; Hon. J. T. Woodward, State Librarian; Col. Geo. W. Stanley, Presi-

SCHLOTTEKBECK. A CO.,

49 1-2

AND

IMITATIONS

ELECTRIC BATTERIES TO LET.

F.

OF

COUNTERFEITS

Appliances

Manufacturers of and Dealers

Notice,

Special

Surgical Instrument Manufactory.
A lull line of Surgical Instruments, Mechanical
tor deformities,
Electric Batterhs.
Elastic Hose and Belts, Trusses, Supporters, Crutchon
band
and
made
to
oide".
&c„
es, <&c.,

to

TRV

BALSAM !

BOTANIC

a

Repairing promptly attended

TO

medicines.

reward of Five Hundred dollars for
the detection, conviction and punishment of the par
ty or parties charged with the crime of arson, in
firing the premises situate at No. 8 Bradford street,
Portland. Me., being the frame dwelling of Geo. 1>.
Jost, on November 10th, and again on Dec. 9th. 1874 ;
said reward will be paid only on due proof being
furnished the executive committee of the conviction
and actual punishment ot said onnuuals, arid expires
by limitation in one year from this date unless otherwise ordered.
By order of the Executive Committee,
STEPHEN CROWELL, Chairman.
New York, Dec. 17th, 1874.
dec23sntf

Hereby offers

TAIL

ADAMSON’S

To

Kidney

I

Office 27 Market Square.
H. Chandler, C. M. Richardson, F. W. Buxton
Prompters.

oc29

Sun Umbrellas,

myl2

miiAt anti nnminol.

bush Oats.

D.

CHANDLER, LEADER.

II.

O.

4 & 5 FREE

BAND

—

ORCHESTRA.

DWIGHT C. COLDER & CO.

Sun Shades.

ly firmer; Mess Pork at 21 50.
Freights quiet anil weak; Wheat to Bufialo 4*d;
to Oswego at 8*d.
Receipts—6,500 bbls flour, 118,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—11,000 bbls Hour. 175.000 bush wheat.

Portland Wholesale markets.

Trial Maxes 30 c. large Baxes 60r. seat
br mail free ot pastage la any address.
For sale bv E, S. Harrison & Co., No. 1 Tremont
seSsneodly
Temple, Boston, and by all Druggists.

Parasols and

Receipts—3000 bbls flour, 12,000 bush wheat, 22,000
4,000 bush oats, 1,000 bush barley, 1000
bush rye, 1,000 hogs.
Milwaukee May 11.—Flour quiet and unclianed.
Wheat steady; No 1 Milwaukee at 105; No 2 Milwaukee at 1 01; 1 03 for seller June; 1 05$ seller for
July. Oats quiet and steady; No 2 in store at 61$c.
Corn nominal; No 2 Mixed in store at 72c.
Rye is
dull, neglected and lower; No 1 in store at 1 10. Barley scarce and nominally firm; No 2 Spring 1 34; No

Tuesday, may 11.—sugars nave auvancou sugmly and granulated is quoted at ll^c, Extra C at 10Jc*

LOWNESS OF THE SKIN AND EYES.SICK HEADACHE,
Coated Tongue,Billiodsness,Liver Coeflaint,
Loss of Appetite, Debility, Monthly Bains
and all Irregularities, Neuralgia, FaintNESS &C.
tust what they need,
Travellers find the
as they are so compact and inodorous that they may
a carried in the veet pocket, and as an aperient or
bexative these Lozenges have no equal.

Thursday, May 13th.

bush corn,

FINANCIAL. AND COMLVIERCIAL.

COST/YEN ESS, DYSPEPSIA, PILES,
Pleasant to the palate, cause no paln.act promptly,
never require increase of dose, do not exhaust, and
and for elderly persons, females and chlldreu, are
just the thing. Two taken at night move the bowels
Warranted in all cases ot
once the next morning.
the Piles end Fa lung of the Rectum. We promise a cure for all symptoms of Dyspepsia, such as
Stomach,
Oppression After Eating, Souk
Spitting of Food,Palpitations ; also Headache,

Lozenges

Mantles,

nominal

Toledo, May 11.—Flour is firm and in fair dernand. Wheat advanced and in fair demand; No 2
White Wabash at 132; extra White Michigan 1 32;
Amber Micbigau at 1 26* @ 1 26}; seller June at 1 28
@ 1 28}; seller for July 1 30; No 1 Red 1 29; No 2 Red
at 1 27 @ 1 28; seller July 1 30: No 2 Amber Illinois
seller July at 1 31. Corn is dull and declining; high
Mixed cash and seller for May 7fi}c; do June 76}c;
seller July 78c; low Mixed 76c; Yellow 77c; White at
Oats firm and in fair demand; No 1 Canal at
79c.
68c; No 2 at 67* @ 673c; WLPe 69*; Michigan at 77}.
Receipts—15,U00 bush Wheat, 45,000 hush Corn, 4,-

Indorsed by all the Medical Journals as the most Agreeable,
Convenient, Effective and
Sure Remedy for

Pari*, India, and Cashmere Long and

St. Louis, May 11 —Flourrather firmer; prices
Wheat higher and slow; No 2 Red Winter at 1 434 cash; 1 44} @ 1 45 seller June; 1 47 seller
for July; No 3 do 1 31$ @ 1 32; Spring unsettled with
small sales; No 2 Spring at 1 07 cash; 1 09 seller for
June. Corn is firmer; No 2 Mixed at 73$c seller for
June; 77$ @ 77$ seller July. Oats firmer; No 2 at 63
@ 63Jc. Barley Is weak; No 2 Spring 1 30. Rye is
unchanged. Whiskey firm at 1 20. Pork is held at
22 00; no sales; Dry salted Meats firm; shoulders at
8$c; clear rib sides 12; c*ear sides 12$c sales shoulders up country 8$c cash. Bacon quiet with only a
limited jobbing demand; shoulders at 9$ @ 9|c; clear
iib sides at 12} @ 13c; clear sides 13$ @ 13$. Lard is

ata

H A R It I 3 O N'S

DR.

OPENING.

bush barley.

PrAvi^inTiti

mylsndtt

Costiveness the most Prolific
Source of ill Health.

CO.

Complete Assortments in all the new designs in

unchanged.

1

Dissolution of Copartnership.

PERISTALTIC

unchanged.
Receipts—11,000 bbls flour,91,000 bu9h wheat, 200,000 bush corn, 18,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush rye, 15.000
bush of barley.
Shipments—8,000 bbls flour,123,000 bush wheat 210,000 bush corn, 88,000 busu oats, 0,000 bush rye, 0,000

atitrA

dantf

The partnership heretofore existing; under the
firm name of JOHNSON & CLOYE3 BROS., ia this
day dissolved by mutual consent, Fred. H. Cloyea,

4 & 5 FREE STREET.

Chicago, May 11.—Flour is unchanged, demaud
light and holders firm; extra Spring at 5 00 @ 5 37$;
Minnesota Spring at 5 25 @ 5 25.
Wheat is excited
and higher, closing steady; No 1 Spring at 1 06; No 2
do at 1 01 on the spot; 1 04$ for seller June; 1 07$ for
seller July; rejected 90c. Corn firmer at the close;
No 2 cash and seller May dull at 72$c on spot; 74$c
bid seller June; 763c bid seller July; rejected 69. Oats
active and higher; No 2 at 63cg!or regular; 63$ fresh
cash; 61c bid seller June. Rye is declining; No 2 at
1 06 on 8pot. Barley is firmer and in fair demand at
1 35 on spot; 1 30 @ @ 1 32 seller May. Pork is in fair
demand, firm and higher at 21 45 on spot; 21 55 seller
for June; 21 85 seller July; 2115 seller August. Lard
excited and higher at 15 25 on the spot; 15 40 seller
June; 15 60 seller July ;15 75 seller August. Whiskey
advanced and in fair demand at 117.
On the call of the Board in the afternoon—Wheat
firm and higher at 1 04$ @ 1 04$ seller June; 1 Of @
1 07$ seller July. Corn firm at 72}c cash; 74$ @ 74$c
seller June; 7'T$c seller July. Oats firm and higher
at 63$c seller May; 64|c seller June. Pork quiet at
21 55 @ 21 60 seller June; 21 85 seller July. Lard is

3 iln in

STREET.

MIDDLE

247
myl

reportfand, May 1,1875.

Thursday, May 13th.
DWIGHT

B, QOWELL,

S.

customers

our

men

get your money’s Worth.

Come ami

—

MODEL

PATTERN.

Cashmere,
BriUiantines and Alpacas,
Paisley and India Shawls.

SUITS

LINEN
before

GOWELL’S.

Always a full assortment of WOOIaENS for
and boys, and a thousaud and one other articles.

OF

VARIETY

prime;

have gone to Wilkesbarre, and there
will probably be no farther disturbance.
There vs no yellow fever at Key West.
Gov. tilden in a letter to the legislature recommends the appointment of a commission
to report at the next session, forms of law or
constitutional amendments for municipal reform.
Mystic Park was opened yesterday. J. G.
Blaine won the three minute purse.
Judge'tfames Paul of the Supreme Court of
West Virginia, died yesterday.

B.

For

—

Goods,

GREATEST

BOXES,

with a special Carved Collar Fitting Neck Band, anil
superior shaped Sleeve and Yoke. These patterns
have been tested and proven for the past three years
in this country and England. Send us size of Collar
and measure of Breast under the arms ia ordering,
with price of Pattern 50 cents, and au additional 7
cents to pay postage.
We are constantly receiving new goods in all the
different varieties, usually kept in a Dry and Fancy
Goods Store. Good bargains in

Camel’s Hair, and Staff

and

31

SALISBURY

Black
Silk, Silk

t89c

Troops

Manufacturers’

PARIS AND BERLIN SUITS

Milwaukee seller June at 119
Rye is a shade firmer; Canada quoted at 1 00 in bond; 2700 bosh State
1
09.
is
scarce
and
at
firm; 1,000 bush Canada
Barley
West at 1 40 on track. Barley Malt quie and firm.
the
market is withou de- I
Com—receipts 83.43) bush;
cided change and a moderate home trade inquiry, I
a
little
more
sales
93,000 bush at 88
closing
steady;
for Western Mixed, chiefly at 88$ @88$; 89c
Yellow Western; 89 @ 90c or White Western.
Oats—receipts of 26,775 bush; the market is a shade
firmer and moderately active; sales 54,500 bu9h at 74
@ 77c for Mixed Western; 75 @ 78c for White do; also
14,000 bush Mixed Western seller May at 76c. Coffee
is dull and drooping.
Sugar is quiet and firm at 8$ 1
@ 8$c for fair to good refining; 8 9-16 @ 8|c lor
8} @ 8c for common to good Muscovado do; refined is
firm at 10$ @ 11$ @ 11$ for hard grades. Molasses is
quiet and firm at 44c for 50 test. Rice is Quiet and
firm. Petroleum is dull and heavy; crude 6@6$c;
refined at 12$ on spot ;12$c balance or month. Tallow
is steady at 8} @ 9c. Naval Stores—Rosin is dull at
1 90 @ 2 00 for strained. Turpentine dull at 34$c Ifor
Spirits. Pork firmer'.sales 100 bbls new mess at 21 85
@ 21 874; 1500 bbls seller for August at 21 95 @ 22 15;
1250 seller Oetober at 22 50. Beef quiet. Lard is firmer at 15$ for prime steam ; 250 tcs seller June at 15$;
1000 do seller July at 15$ @ 158. Butter firm; 12 @ 16c
for Western; 15 @ 22c for State; 18 @ 23c for new
Western; State new 20 @ 28c. Whiskey is lower; 50
bbls at 1 21; last evening 100 bb!s sold at 1 23 for regular.
Freights to Liverpool—the market is dull; Cotton
per steam at $ @ 5-16d; Cotton per sail at $ @ 9-32d;
Corn per steam at 5|d; Wheat per steam 6$d.

ment.

JACQULINE,

the only corset made with pure whalebone*ribs.
sale at

SHIRT

Drap

Ladies’

Berlin

Direct from the

Wheat—receipts

miNOR TELEGRAMS.
Vice-President Wilson was at Little Bock
yesterday, and was received by the city govern-

STREET.

ot

d’Ete

Nbw York. May 11—Evening.—Cotton market is
2881 bales; Middling uplands at 16Jc;
forward deliveries rates unchanged. Flour—receipts
12,628 bbls; the market is steady fair demand for
home use and moderate export inquiry; sales 14,000
bbls; Supefine Western and State 4 86 @ 5 15; extra
Western and State at 5 25 @ 5 65; choice extra Western and State 5 70 @ 6 50; White Wheat Western
extra at 6 50 @ 7 00; good extra Ohio at 5 30 @ 7 60;
extra St Louis at 5 58 @ 8 50, including 6500 bbls of
shipping extras at 5 25 @5 45;market closing qniet;
Southern flour firm at 5 35 @ 8 50; Rye flour is firmer
at 4 35 @ 5 50. Corn meal quiet and steady at 4 00 @
4 85.
45,800 bush; the market is
irregular and unsettr 1, closing a shade firmer lor
Spring with a better demand, paU speculative;
Winter Wheat dull and lower; sales 84,000 bush;
No 3 Spring at 115 @ 1 17; 118 @ 1 20 for No 2 Chicago; 1 18 @ @ 1 20 for No 2 Northwestern; 1 20 for
No 2 Milwaukee; 1 21 for No 2 and 3 Milwaukee Mixed afloat; 1 25 @ 1 28 for No 1 Spring; 115@ 1 25 tor
ungraded Iowa and Minnesota Spring: 1 37 @ 1 40 for
Winter Red Western;! 40 @ 1 42 tor Amber Western;

Notes.

BONNETS.

Ladles’ Costumes and Garments.

easier; sales

A Catholic association has left Mayence for
Borne to congratulate the Pope upon the anniversary of his birth day, which occurs on the
13tb, when he will be 83 years old. They will
present an address with a million signatures.
Moody and Sankev’s last meeting at Agricultural Hall yesterday was the largest of the
series.
Special trains were run to accommodate the public.
Lower house of the diet has passed the bill
abrogating the three clauses of the constitution.
Senor White, the violinist, ordered to leave
Havana, has sailed for Mexico.
The rumor that Germany and Bussia intend
addressing representations to France in relation to armament is false.

Rightly named—best for Ladies and Children ever invented. Call and examine it. Also the celebrated

_

ever

I \

—---

and taey shall he

CORSET 1

COMFORT

NEAPOLITAN

FREE
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them
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OPENING.

Domestic Marketn.

JO,UW

DUVGII'I
—

S.

frades

(UfiU

uimil'TW

He shall la; bauds

Thursday, May 13tli, 187$,

On

Market*
Chicago
Chicago, May 11.—Cattle are firm and active; receints 450 head; shippers dull and lower at 5 50 @
6 75; common to extra stockers 3 50 @ 5 00; butchers
at 4 00 @ 4 50; shipments 2500 head.
Live Hogs active and firm at yesterday’s advanced
prices; receipts 9,000 head; common to choice bacon
at 7 30 @ 8 60; inferior to choice heavy at 7 40
$8 50; shipments or 5000 head.
Sheep nominally unchanged; receipts 1000 bead;
Shorn at 3 00 @ 5 00; Wooled at 5 05 @ 6 50.
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Schlotterbeck’s Moth and Freekle Lotion.
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In tie Honse of Commons this afternoon,
Mr. ltourke, the Under Foreign Secretary, iu
response to au inquiry of Sir Charles Dilke as
to the continental situation, said the govern
ment has received to-day the most satisfactory
assurances from Berlin of the mainteoance of
the peace of Europe.
Breadstuffs ia Europe.
London, May 11 —The Mark Lane Express
in its Weekly review of breadstuffs market says
the late rains have doue immense goed, and
the warmer weather following almost promises
to do away with the lateness of the season.
More rain is wanted, but the beneficial change
has lowered prices. In France crops are promWheat is from fid to a shilling lower.
ising.
Many of the British provincial markets stow
a decline in prices.
House of Conimous.
London, May 11.—In the House of Commons
tins eveumg me peace preservation act mi nolaud passed to a third reading.
The Cadiz Disaster.
Later advices swell the number of lives lost
The Cadiz was out
on the steamer Cadiz to 62.
of her course in consequence of a misreckoning
She struck a rock and sunk
of her captain.
almost immediately.
meeting ot the French Assembly.
Paris, May 11.—The National Assembly met
to-day. No event of importance attended tbe
resumption of tbe session.
Arrest of a Conspirator Against Bis*
uiarck’s Life.
Berlin, May 11.—The Provincial Press and
Bourse Gazette report that the authorities have
principal conspirator
procured the arrest of the Bismarck
and Faik.
in the plot to assassinate
The Gazette says that the prisoner is a relative
the Press
while
of Archbishop Ledochowski,
states that he is related to M’gr Bunin, who
Ledochawski’s predecessor. Both journals ^assert the plot included the assassination of Emperor William.

snlm

ma*

butchers were not
active and as the supply was
attracted by the offerings; prices are without improvement from last week; sales of choice at 10 60 @
8 50 @ 9 50;
15 75; extra at 10 00 @ 10 25; first
second quality at 6 50 @ 8 00; third qualitj at 5 00 @
6 25.
Sheep and Lambs—receipts 965 head. Butchers
were not disposed to pay advanced prices this week,
and there being a considerable number of Veal Calves
on sale they took both kinds of stock; prices ranged
from 5J @ 5| for Sheep, excepting choice flocks that
Lambs on increase, selling tosold high as 8;
day from 14 @ 16c ^ lb, as to quality; sales of Sheep
Veal
in lots at 3 00 @ 3 75 each; extra 4 00 @ 4 75.
Calves 4 50 @ 8 50.

EditorialCommcntiof ihe London Times.
London, May 11.—The Times in a leading
editorial says: We believe the Czar is resolved
to hold most decided language in favor of themaintenmee of peace, and to use every effort to
put a stop to the present alarm. A few days
will probably bring forth official disclaimers of
It is possible that it will be
receut reports.
said that there is nothing to justify the French
but
there should be no mistake
apprehensions,
As long as the present condion this point.
tions remain there must be uneasiness, even
danger. An unforseen incident, an outburst
of jealousy, may precipitate a rupture. The
Czar is unable to guarantee th it France will
Ginot attack Germany within a few vears.
gantic armaments are a mutual menace. White
of
even
the
it
is
impeexist
power
beyond
they
rial peace makers to allay apprehensions.

STREET.

PRINTING

TUCKER’S

STRAW,

Watertown Cnttle Market.
11—Cattle Market.—Receipts of
Beef Cattfe 672 head. The market is not particularly

Meeting of the Emperors.

EXCHANGE
apr24

I

Corset jeans
cottonades, paper, camcottons.

Watertown,May

F OREIG N.

own

48

Bonnet Ribbons,

Providence Print Cloth Market.
Providence. May 11.—The printing cloths market
dull with a weak feeling; prices nominally at 5gc for
standard and extra 64 squares.

New England,
lower barometer, southeast winds
stationary
and with warmer, cloudy and rainy weather.

Goods,

importation, to be sold at low prices,
wholesale and retail.
Agent for Dn Foul’s Fovrdcr .11 ill,.
GILBERT L. BAILEY,

of my

liiu

_

For

TACKLE.

large and fine assortment of
FISHING TACKLE
for summer fishing.
Also a large stock of
Single and Double Guns and Sportsmen’s
a

ROBERT THAYER WILDE,

Sash Ribbons,

Ginghams were active and scarce.
Dress goods and shades ruled quiet. There was a
slightly improved demand bv the clothing trade for
heavy cassimeies, furs, beavers, ulsters and printed
satinets, but spring cassimeres and jeans] were very
quiet.

or

FISHING
have jnst received

Brocade Ribbons,

brics, &c., ruled qniet.
Prints moved slowlv at irregular prices, and Pacific’s, Freeman’s and some styles of American fanMerrimac,
cies were reduced from } to lc $9 yard.
Hamilton and Central Park shirtings were reduced
$c. and jobbing rates for prints ruled very low.

Office Chief Signal 1
>
Officer, Washington, D. O.,
May 12, (1 A. M.))

in second
1, 1k75. the chamber
cn me
by F. M. Kaler A Go.,
to
Middle Sts. Apply
HENKY REEKING,
No. 65 Exchange St.

PRICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.
<$*
Prepared only by A. G. SCIILOTTIvRBELK
street.
CO., Apothecaries add Chemists, 303 Congress
ma27sn«ltf
Me.
Portland,
one door above Brown,

Hat Scarfs,

Dry Goods Market.
New York, May 11.—The Bulletin's weekly report of the New York dry goods market is as follows:
The package trade in cotton goods was light aud the
market became unsettled bv a decline In the price of

Dep’t,

de28sntf

a

Scarf Ribbons,

cmruro

now occupied
;orner of Oroas and

A safe and sure remedy for removing Tan,Pimples,
from the
Moth, Blotches, Freckles and Eruptions
to it
Skin, rendering it soft and fresh and imparting

VARIETY

French Flowers,

Second Call.
Eastern Railroad sinking fund 7s, 1884.— @ 92}

TWENTY-FODB

York Stock and Money Market.)
Nbw York.May 11—Evening.—The money market
Foreign
was very easy at 24 @3 percent, on call.
Exchange was dull at 487 @ 4871 for 60 days and 490
Erie can now bo shipped to
demand.
for
4901
(a)
London at a profit, and both yesterday and to-day
considerable amounts were bought for shipment. The
produce exports for the week were $3,908,621, against
$4 156,367 lor the corresponding week in 1874. The
customs receipts to-day were $493,000. Gold opened
and closed at 1154, with sales in the interior at 115§
(3) 1158; on gold loans the rates were 1 percent, for
carrrying and flat and 4 @ 3 per cent, lor borrowing.
The Assistant Treasurer paid out to-day $129,000 on
account of interest and $273,000 in redemption ot
bonds. The following are the operations at the Gold
Exchange Bank—gold balances $650,225; currency
balances $757,575; gross clearances $27,219.000.. The
following is the Clearing House statement: currency
exchanges $77,846,538; eurrenev balances $4 135,084;
gold exchanges $3,345,474; gold balances $686,698.
At the sub-Treasury $250,000 in gold coin has been
tacked lor shipment to-morrow. Government were
firm. State bonds dull. Railroad bonds firm except New York Central convertible, which declined
to 1094, and Erie 3ds which fell to 101.
The total transactions at Stock Exliange aggregated 186,000 shares, including New York Central 300
shares, Erie 62,800 shares, Lake Shore 19,600 sbaros,

AND BONNETS.

HATS

PATTERN

(Sales
Railroad 7s, 1881.91}
United States 6s, 5-20s, 1865. 122

o».l

To Be Lei.
On and after Jan.

itory

115 EXCHANGE STREET.
personal or by mail, will receir,

Eastern

DnnnaMlI Krnnin

>u«l luiiiberliind 3I».

All orders, eithe
prompt attention

FRENCH MILLINERY,

Cioston Btocli Liai.
at the Brokers' Board, May 11.

A * 1......1

t:ou,,,,*-MARCUS WIGHT, Jn.,

42$ Exchange St.
Portland, April 30,1875.
A CO., Proprietor,. Myrtle
WAV
inaO-anJm

OPENING.

Pacific....100|

Sinking Funds.91}

makes of bleached and blue
were in steady demand, but

■foastTR Cl. Jf'au & Co.
1 have used jour Coinpouu.l Myrup ofl.uug
in recommending It to
,ort and have no hesitation
it in need of an iu.mc.HiHc Iin.l >ure cure for
J#ld" no*1

The Book, Cant and Job Printing Business of the
late David Tucker, will he continued, as heretofore,
at the Stand,

road securities:
Central Pacific bonds.
102}
Union
Union Pacific land grants, ex-int.97}

nBTEOBUliUOICAL

Foreign

STREET.

FREE

NOTICES.

LUIWGWOBT.—SPECIAL.
1

DWIGHT C. GOEDEH A CO.,

Wabash.12ft
Chicago & Northwestern. 41S
54}
Chicago & Northwestern preferred.

anph

gigantic dimensions was able toestablish itself,
and to continue its operations for years without

Please tell the people that you saw their
Advertiseraeut in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 100,000,

Union Pacific Stock. 75}
Lake Shore.. 71
Illinois Central, ex-div.101

ion soldiers and sailors last night (which was
largely attended), to make arrangements for
the annual decoration of the graves of Union
soldiers, Gen. AdamE. King the present naval
officer of this port, offered a resolution that a
committee of five be appointed to confer with
the committee of ex-Confederates, with a view
to the joint decoration of graves of Union and
Confederate dead, and advocated his resolution
The chairman of the
in an eloquent speech.
meeting, Harrison Addreon, the present Pento be not in
resolution
sion Agent, ruled the
order, and Gen. King’s movement towards fraternization was thus suppressed.

Wab

div....78}

Co—ex

Erie.27}

yet Closed.
meeting of Un-

PROBABILITIES FOB THE NEXT
HOURS.

Telegraph

SPECIAL
:

I

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

Pacific Mail.42|
N ¥ Central and Hudson R. consolidated.105}

not
a

_

Currency 6’s...
The iollowmg were the closing quotations ol
Stocks:

New

Baltimore, May 11.—At

Practice ffrun* Thror
The theory of disease accepted by physicians Is,
hat symptoms are merely sympathetic indications
if its existence, and have in most instances little or*
lOthing to do with fixing ils locality. Tlieir practice,
rowever, is diametrically opposed to tlieir theory, lor
which affect symptoms
hey admin'ster medicines
inly. The remarkable cures of dyspepsia, sick headicbe, constipation, rheumatism, general debility,
malarial (evers
iriuary and kidney troubles, and
could never
wrought by Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters,
which addressed
iave been accomplished by reme lies
of
any one of the
hemselves merely to the removal
manifold and complicated symptoms to which those
Bitters
the
do, directmaladies give rise. Acting, as
overcomly upon the stomach and tributary organs,
with rethem
ing their irregularities and endowing the
of
it
springs
as
were,
thev
control,
newed vigor,
fresh
them
impevitality, purifying them and giving
symptoms
harassing
those
all
anil
tus,
dispersing
which proceeded from their misdirection or con amiuation.

The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881.
United Slates 5-20's, 1862, ex-div.
United States 5-20’s 1864,ex-div.
United States 5-20’s, 1865, old.ex-div.
United States 5-20’s, 1665, new..
United States 5 20’s, 1867.
United States 5-20’s, 1868..
United States new 5’s.
United Slates 10 40 coupon.

Pacific Amiraacev.

Tilton came in the room.
Evarts—On what do you base that?
Beach—On my distinct recollection of th<
evidence.
Evarts—Now let us see whether that is so
Counsel then commenced to hunt up th- :
testimony already given about that interview
and in a few minutes Beach triumphantl;
read Woodruff’s evidence that none of th ;
until Tiltoi
papers were shown to Tracy
The question was allowed, an:
came in.
witness denied that in his presence Moultoi
informed Tracy that the letter of contritioi 1
was a memorandum or notes of a conversa
tion he had with Beecher.

xneuuage—very

on

TURED.

tty Mrs. Palmer as to Wood
hull showing him proofs of the scandal article ever took place. Mrs. Palmer fixes this
as having taken place in May, 1872, at whicl
his lecture list) h<
to
time (referring
Mrs. Palmer’s
Ohio.
in
out
was
testimony that he returned in a carriage witl 1
Woodhull and Claflin from the Rossell procalled the contrition letter wss merely
memorandum of conversations with Beecher
Witness was asked whether that took place
but Evarts objected that Tracy and other: I
were conversing before Tilton came in, and i
might have been said before he came in.
Beach—Recollect sir, that both Moultoi L
and Tilton swear the contrition letter wa: 1
any other paper,

_

THE WHISKEY KING.

hull’s he went home by Fulton Ferry.
He commenced to write the “True Story’
in December, 1872, and he recollects this by
having referred to Dr. Storr’s diary.
Evarts protested against the introductioi
nf pvidpnne which the law does not allow.
Witness said he knew from recollectioi
that it was not later the December 15, and
he called on Dr. Storrs to see how mucl
earlier it was.
Counsel next read an extract from Tracy’i
testimony as to the interview between him
Tilton, Moulton and Woodhull, to the effec
that Moulton remarked that the paper nov
never suggested to Cook to write a scandal
ahd never heard any one suggest it in hii

nor

tlie state of

for

ence.”

It is untrue that he ever asked the witnesi
Cook to join the Golden Age, but Cool
asked to be taken on and he declined. Hi
cessions untrue. He was not in a carriagi
that dai and did not see Woodhull am
Claflin in the procession, nor was he awari
they were there. He returned with his frienc
John Swinton, and instead ef going to Wood-

exhibited,

may account

and when a new copy came to 1 e engrossed
Wilkeson copied accurately the date aud all,
but this instrument was not signed, what you
call executed, I believe, till eight or ten days
after. Wituess next gave specific contradictions of Sam Wilkcson’s narrative of his (TilHe
ton’s) visit to Wilkeson’s office April 3d.
said Wilkeson had changed the date fiom the
but
was
He
excited,
2d to the 3d.
very likely
It is hard to be angry with Sim
not angry.
Wilkeson, and he had nothing to be angry
He did not complain to
with him about.
Wilkeson that his money bad not been paid
by Bowen, because it was paid on the spot and
there was no trouble about money. He did demand his portion of the covenant to alter it,
He denied that Wilkeson at any time iu conversation with Moulton aud him ever spoke of
or suggested that papers be destroyed.
Mr. Morris here read frem Wilkeson’s testimony that iu 1874 Tilton and he had an interview at the Everett House, Washington, during which Tilton showed him a photograph of
his wife and said, “You would be disappointed
iu her if you saw her; she is a small womau;
she is no society woman, of no culture, no pres-

July

not

tlimidli

Witness—The first draft of the tripartite
made by Wilkeson, and dated
April 2d, ami which was altered by Bowen,

wav:

gas

tlipwl-.iv flftop

covenant was

house,

with Woodhull while the

ciirnrul

dated April 2d. Witness was asked to account
for this.
Mr. Evarts objected that all the facts were
in, and now witness was asked to reasou.
Beach (hotly)—Now that shows the unwarHow does he
ranted assumption of counsel.
How does he
know that all the facts are in
know witness is not going to swear that the
tripartite agreement was ante-dated when sign-

kitfiiledSriied

B. Corwin, E. Hesumick, J. H. Hersey, an ^
Chas Abert have not been matured.
Secretary Fish’s Itiiuiored Kcliremeut
Denied.
Prominent officers connected with the Ext |
cutive Department say they have no knowel
retire a
edge that Secretary Fish will probably
the end of the fiscal year.
The following

or

presence.
The Golden Age was running three month: >
before he became acquainted with Mrs
Palmer, and her testimony as to conversation between him and Woodhull about start
ing that paper is untrue. Nothing of th-

Treasury Balances.

Democrats patched up their ticket very cart
fully with a view of capturing “the foreig
vote.” An Irishman was put on to please th r
Irish, a Gernaau to please the Germans, an 1
two Americans out of compliment to the Yap
The result was that the Irish vote< i
kees.

England States and out
campaigning in the Greeley

lighted.

WASHINGTON.

only
elated that neither of tbe preichers bas re
Ceived any pay for his labors. At a recent ser

through
west, lecturing

office

Ralloon Voyage.
Prof. Donaldson, with five other gentlemen •
Worceste r
representatives of Springfield and
this afternoo }
papers, left the latter city at 5.15
am
on a balloon ascension trip to Boston,
landed in a timber growth ten miles from thi s
i
trail
city at 8 50. The party reached here by
Tbe trip was highly successfu
at ten p. m.
Highest elevation reached 8000 feet.
Steamer Metropolis Heard From.
Fall Bivbb, May 11— Capt. McLane, o F
tbe schooner D M. Anthony of this port, ar
rived to-day and reports seeing the steamei
fift;
Metropolis at 9 o’clock Monday morning
miles southwest of Montaug PoiDt, beadin »
W N W., evidently leaking. Tbe pumps wer 1
working and streams were running from th
worke» l
scuppers. The pumps were appirentlv
sai
by steam, while the vessel was underwhicl
there being two small masts standing on
the sails were set.

Suits to Recover Money paid out by Irwii
Wasiiinoton, May 11.—The Circuit Gout
has begun its May term with 490 regular cases
aud 110 on tbe calendar. AmoDg the most mi
out of the Pa
port ut cases are those growing
cific Mail Steamseip Co., against W. B. Shav
for 815,000,the same vs. J. G. Berrett for $10,
000; same vs H. G. Fant for 812,000.

uua-s,

the New

of Warren, Chairman, presiding, am
Geo. H. Emerson of Lancaster acting as Secre
understood t »
tary, pro tem. The meeting was
be held for the purpose of considering th )
districts
questions in dispute in the senatorial f
1
Nos. 2 and 4, and a full expression < opirnoi
*
was given oy tue genueiueu picncui.
wa
sentiment pervaded the meetiug, and that
!
that the Governor and Council should m th
decision t :ey make be governed by the consti
I
tution and the laws of the state, uninfluence*
by the wishes of political friends or opponents t
Among the prominent men of the party presen
and speaking were Hon. Wm. Burns of Lac
Di
caster, Hon. Jno. G. Sinclair of Littleton,
Eastman of Hampstead, J. M. Shirley of An
dover, and others. Arguments advanced b;
c f
each were that, according to the provisions
the law and constitution, the Democratic cau
didates presented in the 2d district, and|rrocto r
in the fourth, were legally elected, and wer 8
clearly entitled to certificates.
The impression prevails among prominer 1
decision c
men of the party to-night that the
the Governor and Council at their meeting to
mentione 1
above
of
the
in
favor
be
morrow will
candidates. The meeting was harmonious
all respects, and no excitement.

gloomy dungeon

wuu

October, 1871, and showing that he had been

■

_

one

He never did see such proofs. He
his whereabouts previous to Octocan
ber and November, 1872, when the scandal
He read from a memoranwas published.
in which he was lecturdum a list of

the

nam

any

state

Committee in Connultatioi 1
Contented Heals.
Concord, May 11.—A fully attended meetini i
of the Democratic State Committee took plac 1
this evening io the Pbceuix Hotel, Gen. Put

\T.'V1 nf

or

shown.

Democratic

on

THE STAND.

of importance.
Theodore Tilton was recalled and examHe denied the
ined by ex-Judge Morris.

present.

people abroad ou April 26th.
Rome, A. Dyer, Mis3 Dyer, V, S. Wheeler
Miss Ella Lewis, Portland, Maine,
Florence, Miss Prentiss, Maine, the Misse i
Bartlett, Miss M. G. Gale, Mrs. C. Hayward
Miss E. Porter, Miss Rosaline Steward, Farm;
Dana, Bangor.
Venice. Charles E. Page, Mrs. Page, Misi
Annie McKenstry, Biddeford.
Vienna, Olive Hayward, Bangor, E. White
J. H. Bowler and wife, Ban

Maine.

Heunlorinl

Kebntlal.

remembers that Bessie Turner left Idton’s house before she did to go to Keyport.
Bessie left Keyport first to return to Brookhad
lyn. When Bessie got there Mrs. Tilton
returned from Monticello and Horace Greeley had gone. She never saw the folding
door up-stairs locked. She never saw a key
for the lock, and does not know whether the
doors could be brought together so as to lock.
The cross-examination developed nothing

Maine

day.
Concord, May If.—A meeting of the Gover
norand Council will be held to-morrow, to
A hearipg will
count the votes for Senators.
be had upon questions which have arisen it
districts Nos. 2 and 4. Demociats content
the votes cast for Natt Head in the second dis
trict are illegal aud should be excluded, whicb
would elect their candidate. The Republican:
is m
argue that the votes are legal, and there
choice. In the fourth district the Democrats
for
cast
persons ineligibh
that some sixty votes
to office of Senator should he thrown out
which if done would elect Proctor, the Demo
cratio candidate. It is probable a large numbei
of promiueut politicians of both parties will hi

philanthropist,
trials and troubles completely vindicated.
nf

was

in

ness

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

from 73 to 75 in the shade over England, and
jroin here dovvu to Marseilles it varied from 7
is
to 82 in tlio shade. The influx of strangers
tc
large, and tbe number of tourists promises
I
before.
give
be greater this seasou than ever
you below my usual list of Maine people registered in tbe principal resorts abroad. It is in
terestiug to note the eagerness with which
Americans abroad peruse the newspaper re
room!
ports of tbe scandal trial. Tbe reading
of the hotels and the banking houses are be
to
glean th<
sieged with Americans anxious
Il
latest particulars of the trial iu Brooklyn.
would appear now that the great preacher, or
hn
would emerge from
ator,
ii.Vinrno larvn fa

and

Aestiiuony

Brooklyn, May 11.—In the Tilton-Beecher
trial to-day, the examination of Kate McDonald was resumed by Judge Morris in
rebuttal of Bessie Turner’s testimony. Wit-

Methodist
highly esteemed.

District,

Readfield

Conference,

having glorious weather. The ther
mometer on yesterday and day before, was

it

Auburn.

man.

of the

More

TILTON AGAIN ON

Rev. Dr. George Webber of Kent’s Hill,
committed suicide at that place by hanging this
morning. He was formerly Presiding Eldei

're

mi

MAINE

house of
Dewiston, May 11.—The dwelling
the Hotel Road
Wm. Meserve of Auburn, near
Loss $800;
station, was hurued this morning.
insured for $500.
Nuicide al n Prominent .Tlclboilint Clergy-

hundredptwo

^We

IN

no wonder my grey hairs are goiDg down
will) sorrow to the grave.” lie had no grey
hairs at that time. (Laughter.) It is uutrue
that Bessie then charged him with carrying
him screaming from her bed to his. Bessie
Turner’s testimony as to his telling her in his
wife’s presence that he had seen his wife commit adultery with Beecher, &c., &c., was read
over by counsel and denied in detail y Tiitou.
Ho also said ihere was not one syllable of truth
in Bessie’s statement that he invited her up
stairs and repealed thosecharges agaiusthis wife
and Beecher. He repeated that at no time or
place had he any conversation with her on auy
topic of the kind. He also contradicted Bessie’s testimony as to the folding doors beiDg
locked. The doors do not come close together,
aud never were locked or in a condition to be
locked since he went to the house In fact, he
had made observations since Miss Turner’s
testimony, aud finds that the holt of the lock
has never been turned through a coat of paint
a letter written in
put on in 1860. He ptoduefd
1869 which proves what he before recollected,
was
staying in his
that’ while Mr. Greeley
house in 1869 Bessie Turtles was in Keyjiort.
(Here witness read an extract front a letter to
bis wife ill August, 1869, stating that ho had
sent Macdonald aud Bessie Turner to Keyport
that “his father,” Horace
on Monday, and
Greeley, came the following day.) It was lully
three weeks after Greeley weut away that
Bessie returned from Keyport. (Here witness
produced a bundle of letters written by him to
his wife, aud which bore out his statements.)
He used to write daily to his wife at Monticello,
aud he would not speak so confidently or trust
to his own memory aloue, but that be is corHe denied Bessie’s
roborated by these letters.
statement that he, dictated one of the letters in
stories about his
the
false
as
brands
which she
attempts on her. He denied that he ever said
immoralities
anything to Oliver Johnson about
with women. No such incident as kissing all
took
Beecher,
place at his
described
by
around,
house in May, 1871, or at auy time after the
troubles came.Jliut he can recall something of
the kind which took place ten years ago.
During the arbitration he did not hear any of
the learned arbitrators say a word about burning auy papers. The sole subject of conversation was his money differences with Bowen,
aud no issue between him and Beecher was in
They were
auy way submitted to arbitrators.
confined to matter put before them in the writThe
ten submission by Bowen aud himself.
arbitration was on April 3d, and the tripartite

dear,

THE SCANDAL.

STREET.,

LEAVITT.

snood

DOLL ARM OK LEMM.

For sale by Druggist aud Medicine dealers generally
Price $1 per bottle, six for $5. Wholesale by
H. 11. liny, nmi John W. Perkin* Sc €*•«
Portland, IVlainr.
ecl6
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VICINITyT

CITY AND

T°-l»»r*
New AdTerii»eme*«»

Dwight C. Colder

& Co-

MISCELLANEOUS

Copperas—Howe

Marr Farm for Sale.

Grindstones—Philip Downing.
AUCTION COLUMN.
By F. O. Bailey & Co—Rustic Work & Plants.
Desirable Real Estate in Deering.
Superior Court.
MAY CRIMINAL TERM, 1875. 8YMONDS, J., PRESIDING.

Tuesday—Geo. W. Rowe vs. The City of Portland.
Action to recover ten thousand dollars damages lor
personal injuries sustained by reason ot an alleged
defect in Congress street in this city. The defect was
Alleged to consist of an oval cast-iron cover to a reservoir set in the sidewalk in front of the First Barish church. The elevation of the cover was about
one inch and one-half and two feet in diameter. Verdict for defendant.
Clifford & Clifford for plaintiff.
Reed, City Solicitor, for defendant.
The grand jury came in at 11 a. m and reported
the following indictments. About thirty indictments are not made public lor prudential reasons.
▲11 told there were about eighty-one indictments
found. To each liquor case, for keeping a nuisance,
there are several counts. The indictments for illegal
manufacture of liquor are the first ever brought by a
grand jury in this state. James McGlinchy was also
Indicted for assisting in maintaining a nuisauce, and
Patrick McGlinchy for a nuisance:
Wm. J. Keelan, larceny.
BenJ. F. Richards, robbery.
Eugene Christ, larceny.
James E. H. Gallagher, larceny.
James H. Larkin, riot.
Elbridge G. Merrill, lorgery.
Michael McDonald, assault and battery.
Frank M. Sennett, false pretences.
Edwin Dennison et al., Betting fire to Reform
School.
Frank Mosely, malicious mischief.
John J. Clark, compound larceny.
Edward Phillips, larceny.
Moses Austin, larceny.
James Flynn, compound larceny.
John Gerard et al, compound larceny.
John Collins, felonious assault.
Walter S. Brown, assault and battery.
Simon Katzcmstein, larceny.
John Gerard, compound larceny.
John Kennedy, compound larceny.
Liquor cases—Luther C. Gilson, Charles B. Baker,
Michael Joyner. Henry M. Parker, Calvin M. Allen,
Frank L. Foss, George Kelley, Michael Hogan, Leander Stevens, Edward Gould, Montgomery F. Gleson,
George E. Ward, Rufus Stanley, James D. Moore,
Cornelius Connelly, Hugh Doherty, Charles H. Adams. Abner Paine, Patrick O’Malley, Patrick Keating, John Wall, James McGlinchy, Patrick McUllnchy, Granville D. Miller, Emery B. Bruce, Chas.
D. Riohards, W. F. Coggins, Cyrus Hanscomb, Wm.
and Patrick Gormley. Of these the Mcllncbys were indicted for illegal manufacture of
and
illegal sale.
liquors
_

8uinn

municipal Court.
JUDGE knight presiding.

Tuesday.—James Darling, Robert Anderson, EdIntoxication. Fined (3 each with
ward Smith.
costs.
George W. Gammon. Intoxication. Fined (5 with
»
COBtS.
George Woods. Intoxication. Fined S3 with
costs.

John Davis. Depositing ashes in streets. Fined $3
with costs. Paid.
Search and seizure. Fined ®30
Frank L. Foss.
with costs. Paid._
Brief Jottings.
a lumber merchant re-

Dreadful dull is what

marks of the market for that commodity.
The bark Brunswick contained 759 hogsheads
and 66 tierces of Matanzas “sweetness” for
Messrs. George S. Hunt & Co.—one of the
largest cargoes ever brought to this port.

Ellsworth,” Capt.
packet “City
Grant, now lying at Long wharf, is gazed at by
the followers of salty experience who remark
that “She’s as pretty as the gal y’e first sparkof

ed."
The revenue cutter Dallas is receiving a new
coat of paint.
Some one remarked that it was a beaotiful

day yesterday.
The steamer Lewiston will

commence

her

arrangement Tuesday, the 25th inst.,
making two trips per week.
summer

The fellow who says that Portland skill and
taste in manufacturing isn’t known is an ignoMessrs. Burgess & Eobes make so de
ramus.
•irable colors for carriage paints that their manufacture is a favorite in the best carriage shops,
not only of the East but as far West as Chicago.
The New York Herald is not disposed to ac
cept a blood; pike as conclusive evidence of the
existence of a sea serpent in Casco Bay. In
fact, it is ungracious enough to insinuate that
our sea serpent is of the same Bpecies as Barnum’s

mermaid, which

was

constructed by

skillfully combining a monkey and a codfish.
Moses Josselyn, the truckman who absconded from here a few months since, is living in
St. John, N. B.
City Hall is to be closed for repairs for a
week on and after Thursday.
The Scandinavian, from Liverpool, passed
Farther Point, Monday night, with 53 cabin

and 354 steerage passengers.
Mrs. Towle, a milliner at Saco river, came in
town over the Portland and Rochester road yesterday, and when she arrived at the depot in
this city a man picked her pocket of $200, but

grabbed him around the neck, and he was
glad to drop the money and run.
The travel on the railroads is increasing.
Three new billiatd tables have been put into

She

the Falmouth Hotel.
The schooner Maggie W. Willard of this port
has airived at Boston with 20,000 mackerel.
The steamer Gazelle is to be refitted for the
summer season.

The P. O. S. of A. are to form a Commandery in this city.
A large number of yachts were out yester-

day.
Remember the assembly at Reception Hall
this evening.

Capt. William |Willard was very much surprised yesterday to learn in the Argus that he
had “a potted rose bush in bloom that is known

to be over 100 years old.” It was the first intimation that he had of the existence of such a

plant.

The stockholders of the Portland Kerosene
Oil Company failed to have a quorum yesterday

afternoon.
The vane of the Second

Parish church is 17

feet high.

Temperance Association will
hold a temperance meeting at the Preble Chap"
el this evening at 7J o’clock. All are invited
The Christian

The Museum.—Last

evening

Mr.

Oliver

Doud Byron appeared at the Museum in the
sensational drama entitled “Across the Continet.” This is a rather more entertaining play
than the one put on the boards last week, and
will doubtless have a very successful run.
There is just enough comedy mixed into the
drama to soften the hardest parts, and make it
Interesting. Mr. Byron is excellent as “FervpL” and won the applause of the audience
throughout. Mr. Calder was irresistibly |funny
Miss Cameron was unusin the comic parts.
of Geo.
ually good as the broken hearted wife

Constant, and was warmly applauded. Miss
Clara iDrinkwater was excellent as Clara
Goodwin. She sang a soug in the second act
The other parts were
in the barroom scene.
well taken, and the piece ran very|sraoothly.
The house was large and everything appreciative.

extracted by
Washington street. The ball was
was
Dr. Webster, and it was thought that he
nil right until yesterday, when he died quite
and will
suddenly. Coroner Hall was called,
was a
hold an inquest this morning. Winfield
in the
hard character, and has been confined
late.
county jail several times of
The man who fired the shot is a peaceable
He says
colored man named Frank Lamey.
in his own
that Winfield was assaulting him
self-defence.
house, and he only acted in
taken into
await the action of the

Lamey was

custody
inquest

last

night

to

Band of Hope.—The exhibition of the Band
•f Hope at the City Hall this evening bids fair
to have a large audience, as the two hundred
children are from the families of our own cititotal abstinence from
zens, and are pledged to
Intoxicating liquors. No charge for admission,
to pay expenbut a contribution will be asked
se*.
\

By such

an

winter.

the most important appointments in the Conference. In 1838 and ’39, and afterwards in
1844 and ’45, he was settled over the Chestnut
street church, and in 1859 and ’60 over the
Congress street church. He was then appointed

Presiding Elder of the Portland district, performing the arduous duties of the position four
then appointed to the same
years.
responsible position in the Bead field district,
holding the same four years, and had Eerved
three years over tbe Gardiner district when, by
his own request, through broken health, he was
He

was

superannuated by the Conference of 1874—a
year before his sad death. About sixteen years
ago he was a prominent candidate in the
General Conference for Bishop, and as such re
ceived a large vote. About the same time the
degree of D. D. was conferred upon him by the

Wesleyau University.
In many respects he was a remarkable man,
combining rare executive ability, with scholarly
remarkable powers as a
attainments and
preacher. About a year ago his nervous system broke down under the weight of years and
severe labor, and in his last days he was but a
wreck of the zealous and marked man he was
in the church for nearly half a century.
Portland Savings Bank—The following
exhibit shows the state of the bank May 1;
EXHIBIT.

Deposits (10,464 depositors).
Reserve fund.•••••
Interest and

profits...
*4,573,240

11

INVESTMENTS.
$ 123,500 00

tt-i.-., oi.t..

225.00.
Railroad bonds, par value $441,400.00...
Bank Block, at par.
Loans with collaterals.

1,470,305

00

417,524 75
73,405 00
1.090,874 18

Mortgages. 1,183,516
07.857
3,605
Cash. 103,652

Real estate.
Expense account.

18
73
10
17

$4,573,240

11

A Challenge.—For some time past the
Portland Cadets have been expect ng a challenge from the Montgomery Guards for the
champion flag, which was won by the former
company three years ago the coming July.
Yesterday morning the long expected document
The drill is to
was received 1>7 the Cadets.
take place within thirty days, the time and
The
be set by the challenged party.
Cadets will of course accept the challenge, and
if they are successful and continue to bold the
flag until after the 4th of July, it will be theirs
forever. The drill will be warmly contested,
and will draw out a large number of the friends

place

to

companies.

Fourth of July, 1875.—The committee on
on the Fourth of July held a meeting last evening, but did not come to any definite conclu
Gens. Beal and Mattocks were before
sion.
the committee in regard to invitations being
to the military in the state to turn

extended

Capt. Sturdivant was called
out on that day.
to transportain to make estimates in regard

were appointed
tion. Several sub-committees
features of the
to ascertain the cost of certain
celebration and report in one week.

exercises
Bible Society—The anniversary
at
of the Bible Society of Maine will be held
Chestnut street church next Sunday evening.
will be made by Rev. Dr.
The annual

report

Hill of the First Parish church, and addresses
may be expected by Rev. Mr. Jones of the
Chestnnt street church, Rev. Mr. Wright of the
St. Lawrence street church, aud Rev. Mr. Dalton of St. Stephen’s church.

In Farmingtan, May 1, Geo. M. Cushman ot Avon
and Miss Chloe L. Stevens of Strong.
In Farmington. April 29, Frank L. Dyer and Miss
Marcia A. Dyer, both of Strong.
In Belfast, April 27, J. £. Jackson and Miss Mary
A. Keen.

«

-■

DIED.
In Hallowell, May 10, Mrs. Annie C., wife of Cyras
Lowell, and daughter of H, K. and S. A. Hinckley,
of Portland.
I Funeral services Wednesday atternoon at 3 o elk,
Relatives and friends are inat 141 Brackett street.
vited to attend.
In Capo Elizabeth, May 10, Lizzie B. Harrington,
aged 19 years 8 months.
......
[Funeral services Wednesday forenoon at 10 o elk,
at the house of Nath’l Harrington, Ferry Village.
son
eldest
In Cape Elizabeth, May 10. Freddie E.,
of Wm. W.and the late ItoBie F. Skillin, aged 4 years
18 da\ s.
[Funeral services Thursday afternoon at 3 o’clock.
Relatives and friends are invited to attend.

Har^The funeral services of the late Wm. Boyd,
this
Esq., will be at No. 28 Gray street, at 3$ o’clock, the
Wednesday atternoon. Burial at convenience ot

family.

PORT OF PORTLAND,
Tuesday, May 11.
ARRIVED
Steamer City of Portland, Pike, St John, NB, via
Eastport for Boston.
with
Brig C S Packard, Ameshury, Pernambuco,
Vessel to Ryan & Kelsey.
6105 bags sugar, to order.
Seh Opera, (Br) Fowler, Boston.
Seh J G Hall, (Br) Crosby, Moose Rivor, NS-65
cords wood to order.
Sch H W Race. Race, Wiscasset.
Seh Annisquam, Clay, Bremen.
Sch Capitol, Tarr, Boothbay.
Bouum, Turner, Bangor lor NewbuScb

Magnum

ryport.

Porteous.

CRANBERRY ISLES, May 5—Ar.

The Lewiston Journal says that the Bowdoin
students now propose to spell With the girls of
the Lewiston High School.
An enthusiastic temperance reform meeting
was held Sunday in Auburn.

IFROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE/!

lrom New

PASCAGOULA—Cld 3d, sch Stampede, Dow. for

carries its own recommendation, as the large and rapidly increassales
ing
testify. Price One Dollar a bottle. Ask
your (druggist for it. GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO.,
Boston, Mass., Wholesale Agents.
myldtwf

Cld 7tb, schs Adrian, Hunt, Bristol, Me; Annie K
Eaton, Stanley, Portland; Cborub, Leeman, Salem.
Cld 8th. schs Cephas Starrett, Babbidge, Matanzas;
Anna K Eaton. Portland.
Ar 9th, sch Isaac Oberton, Crockett, Cardenas.
Ar 10th, sch G P Pomroy. Bryant. Boston.
Ar 10tb, sch N W Hall, from Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 8th, sch Victor Puig, Pinkbarn. Baracoa.
Ar lOtb, bng Sarah Gilmore, Staples, Sagua; schs
Ada F Whitney, Marsters. Cardenas; Mary Staudish, Rich, Rockport.
Cld 8th, schs Brigad er, Norton, Havana; Lizzie B
Gregg. Anderson, Laguayra.
HEW YORK—Ar 9tb, barque Am Eagle, Kendrick, Messina 74 days; brig Kossack, Smith, do 66 ds;
schs J D Ingraham, Packard, Sagua 9 days; Clara
E Rogers, Rankin, Machias; Andrew Peters, Hopkins Providence; Winner, Na-h, Addison; Calista,
Whitmore, Clark’s Island; E L Steele, Hutchinson,
Rockport; Jos Eaton, Peterson, Hallowell; Balloon,
Carver Proridence; Ida & Annie, Cook, Rockland;
Cabot, Ellis, Boston; Jos Eaton, Peterson,Hallowell;
Andrew Peters, Williams, Providence.
Ar 10th, barque Courser, Dickey, Rio Janiero; schs
M E Higgins, Turner, Jamaica; James K Lawrence,
Herrick. Baracoa: AlmedaWiley,Wiley, Brunswick;
Effle J Simmons, Harrington, Matanzas; MayMunroe, Hall. Cardenas; Wm H Mailer, Crowley, from
St Jono.NB; Winner, Nash, Addison.
Ar llth, barqne Hancock. King, Rio Janeiro; brigs
Ponvert, Parker, Cardenas; Selma, Baker, do; H
Houston, Griffin, Matanzas; schs Charlie Cobb, for
Baracoa; Harry White. Hopkins, Point-a-Petre; C
H Rogers, Rogers, Two Rivers NS.
Cld 10th, barque J H Chadwick, How, Matanzas;
Lavinia, Davis, do; brig AH Curtis, Merriman, lor
Cardenas.
Also cld 10th, barque S D Carlton, Freeman, New
Orleans; brig Jeremiah, Ford, St John, PR; schs
Carrie Jones, Colcord, Nassau. NP; Old Chad, Reed,
Harbor Island; Georgie B McFarland, McFarland,
St Jago.
Passed through Hell Gate 9th, brig John Aviles,
Tracey.New York lor Boston; schsKateGrant,Holt,

At the annual meeting|of ,the Norway Mutual Fire Insurance Company, he'd the 4th
inst., the following officers were elected:—Benj.
Tucker, President; E. W. Howe. Secretary;
J. O. Crooker, Treasurer; Benj. Tucker, J. L.
Horne, H. M. Bearce, Albert Sanborn, Henry
Upton, J. O. Crooker, Wm. Frost 2d, Board of
Directors.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The Whig says that the mumps and measles
making themselves at h.>me in Bangor. At
one of the schools about thirty of the scholars
are now sick, or have recently been.
The smelt fishers iu the river below Bangor
frequently catch young salmon, in their nets, of
a few inches in length.
The annual commencement at the Bangor
Theological Seminary occurs June 2d, aud 'will
be interesting as usual. The graduating class
consists of seventeen students, all of whom, it
is learned from the bftst authority, are exceptionally capable and well qualified to enter
upon the duties of the ministry.
are

CCUNTY.

PISCATAQUIS
The Whig states that Mr. William J. Mitchthe Eveleth House, Greenville,
of
lessee
ell,
during the past six years, vacated the house
last Wednesday. Mr. Amos Walker, agent of
the Messrs. Morrison & Hutchings’ line of
stages, succeeds Mr. Mitchell.

iT.i

IN GENERAL.

l. — r«. VnnlximMvirt

QtonlM

ley, New

igvujroia-

We notice by the “Abstract Life Chart’’ just
priuted from the official returns of the different insurance companies doing a life business
in Maine the past year, that the Equitable Life
Assurance Society of the United States heads
the list both in amount of new business and in
the increase of premium receipts.
Mr. J. F. Clark. General Manager for the
State, informs us that the general business dehad no visible influence with the suc-

pression

of his agency during 1874, thus showing

exceedingly

popu-

lar.
We also notice that nearly one-fourth of all
the life business transacted in the state by
thirty-three companies was done by the Equitthat is, that it did nearly eight times the

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid fm Rangoon —. ships Annie Fish, Hoffscs. tor
Belle
Europe;
Morse,Wnltmore, for do; Harriet McGilvery, Blake, do.

able,

average amount of all the companies combined.
It does not seem so strange that men prefer
the Equitab'e w hen its strength of $27,000,000
its income annually of $10,000,000 and its surIt
plus of $5,000,000 are taken into account.
issues all the ordinary forms of policies that

Ar at Elsinore 8th

New Orleans.
Sid tm Gibraltar Apl 10, barqne Amy. Pinkhem,
(from New York) lor Naples; 15th, sch Kocheko, Jasper, (from Tarragona) for Buenos Ayres.
Ar at Cienfuegos 6tb inst, barque Emma C Litchfield, Hayden, fm New York; 9th, sch Cook Borden,
Lunt, St John, NB.
Sid 9th, brig Adelaide, Hall, Boston.
Sid tm Caibarien Apl 30, brig Joseph Clark, Stahl,
New York; 1st inst, brig Iza, Walls, do; sch Eva C
Yatss, Yates, do; 3d, barque W H Genn, Gerry, for
New York.
Ar at Havana 9th inst, sch Wm Frederick. McKeen, trom Liverpool; 10th, barque It A Allen, Tarr,

first class companies do, also the Tontine which
is very attractive to capitalists as an invest-

meut.__
Twenty-five cents for choice grape vines
mayl2 3t.
at Kendall & Whitney’s.

JOHN

a-id such can learn particulars by
his advertisement in another column.
Twenty-five cents

KenJall & Whitney’s.

forjchoice

reading

grape vines at
mayl2 3t

Notice.—One and all will please take notice
that Dr. Swift, 1 and 2 Fluent Block, can be
and from 2 to 5.
seen at bis office from 9 to 12,
Othtr hours engaged to outside practice.

myB-U

!

Sid 9th, barque Regina Tolck. Ray, New York; sch
B F Farnham, Brewster, Philadelphia.
Ar at Matanzas 9tl), sch Jas A Potter, Ogier, trom
St John, NB.
Sid 9th, brigs Eudorus, Lee, New York; Chas Dennis, Darrah, North of Hatteras; sch George Walker,
Cole, do.
Ar at Cardenas 9th inst, barque Fanny H Loting,
Loring. St John.NB.
Sid 8th. barque Arietta, Dow, North of Hatteras;
brig F I Henderson, Lecraw, do; scb Clara Leavitt,
Lombard, do.
Ar at Sagua 7th inst, sch Abbie Ingalls, Ingalls,
Machias.
Sid 7th, brig Mary Bartlett, Thompson, for North
of Hatteras.
Sid fm Havana 11th inst, sch Agnes I Grace, Smal11
ley, for North ot Hatteras.
Ar at Windsor, NS, loth inst, sch L B Sargent,
New
E
York; Closson, do.
Sirgent,

IUIU

been appointed agents in Portland for the
of the above, we respectfully invite the attention
of|the public to its extraordinary merits.

Having

sale

Marrett,Bailey&Co.

Embracing several

w7wl9

THE

a

—

unfurnished.
BY rooms, furnishedand facing
south
or

or

—

3 to 6
Two of the
west. Ref-

R., Press Office.

These Goods were bought last
week tor Cash on the counter,
and will he sold

an art of the Legislature
of Maine 1875,

Chartered by

—

FOB THE

Safe-keeping of Valuables
THE

AND

ITS

IN

—

AND

KIBBOBTS
fail and complete which we
to sell as low as the low-

is

guarantee
est.

LADIES’ AND CHILDREN S APRONS,

TOWELS, VEILS,
PARASOLS, SUNUMBRELLAS,

SEE

THEM.

dtf

DIRECTORS

H. J. Libby,
Jacob McLellan,

John Mnssey,
F. K. Swan,

following

at the

SHAREHOLDERS:

AND

Philip H. Brown,
William E. Gould,
William Hammond,
William G. Davis,
Frank Noyes,
W. H. Anderson,
A. W. Coombs,
L. D. M. Sweat,
Abner Coburn, Skowhegan,
P.
Anson
Morrill, Readtield,'

10 118.
15 <(
20 14

daily,
«»

from

44

44

j

circulars or Information address
A. W. COOMBS, Secretary, Portland,

daily,
<•

.«

««

41

11

at

—

stt*

SEASON OF 18»S.

Scales of Prices for the Season.
lO Ib». per day, trom June 1 to Oct. 1, $5
“
<»
*<
o
y
15 *«
a

«

h

m

season

the

•

....
...

...

6’g
6’s
«’8
6’g

..»•«■
Lewiston
•
•
7Js
Cleveland 0.,
“
...
8’g
Toledo

Chicago
Cook County
Louisville Ky.,

7’»

•

•

7’s
7’s
7 a
fl’s

■
■

01

run DAiiih

SWAN &

*

~

BARRETT,

—

H.M.Payson&Co.

90

“

•«

*•

Yearly

customers

supplied at proportionate

—

—

98

GEO. W. TRUE & CO.,

having associated himself with Elias Thomas
& Co., in business and removed to

COraiHERCIAE

STREET,

PORTLAND, ME.

mylt

Solicits

£

1

a

®

Nursery Stock of nil kind.

8

|g

-AT-

■

S

58 UNION STREET.

►

ffl

^

o

9

g

•

?

I

i

3

where you

IMPORTED

myll

or

49 Oak 8t.
dlw*

N.O. CRAM, Clerk.

myedistd

Also a largo assortment of

GOODS

Untrimmed Hats in all the

—

TOP

Pattern Bonnets and
Bound Hats!

STYLE.

EXCHANGE

FIFTY (30) CARTONS OF

FRENCH IMPORTED FLOWERS,
SO (FIFTY) CARTONS OF

STREET.
dlniis

my 5

GR.

I C E
Vnrni.hed ud Shipped by

N. O CRAM.

lstf_

ASD

C.

BAKKB,

Shippers oi
Pressed Hay and Stravr,Flanr, CSrain, Arc.
Always on hand.
No. 300 Commercial St., Portland, Me.
Dealers and

mylO

GROS-DE-SUEZ

for Dre»» nad

ad

SILKS

Hal Trinnlaga.
ALSO—

Soft Silk Scarfs for Hats and Sashes

CLOSING

OUTr

shall close oat within
A

VERY

30 days,

FIGURE,

LOW

My entire stock ot
Counties, Busy Chairs, Pnrlor Chairs,
Parlor Nulls, Mirrors, Hofas, Chamber
acts, NpriuK Beds, Mattresses,. &c,
os the increasing demand for

eureka

the
requires

E. G* Sc .C H. O’BRION
JACOB

a

300 (FIVE HUNDRED) YARDS OF

—

PURE

RIBBONS

GR.

la all Width* nad Color* for Na.br.
Hat Trim Bilan*.

SOFT

AT

CARGOES OF

new-

shapes.

est

MATHIAS’,

my

bed lounge

whole attention to its manufacture.

J. B.

successors to

THE

TIP

Saturday,

LATHERS !

former

ICE.

Annual meeting.
stockholders of THE TEMISCOUTA PINE
LAND CO., are hereby notified that the annual
msetingwil! be held at. the ottice ot A. E. Stevens &
Co., on WEDNESDAY, May 12tb,at 3 o’clock p. m„
for the purpose of settling their Agent’s account, the
choice of officers, and the transact ion ol any other
business properly before said meeting.

Portland, May 4tb,

IN

AND

and

may 6tli, Ilh and 8th,

good

MADE OF

I

which took first
sho r in Portland.

Fore & Plum Sis

a

Business Suit for $25,
Dress Suit for $40,

86 Commercial 8t., Thants.' Bloch,
PORT LAND.
QEO. M. SMALL,
ELIAS THOMAS.
dlw>Sw4w19
myll

NATHAN WOOD.
cor.

get

Flour, Groceries and Provisions,

one

909

can

ELIAS THOMAS & CO.,

from fowls

hatching,
EGGS
premiums at the great
Price
dollar for thirteen.

continuance of the trade of his

Thursday, Friday

customers.

i

WHITE LEGHORNS.
for

a

Opening

OF THE SEASON

—

86 Commercial St., Thomas’ Block.

<llw

1

at

The Grandest

Exchange Street,

NO. 98

GEO. M. SMALL

No.4 Deering Block.
dlslm
ap!3

—

S. MATHIAS’,

©odtf

for sale by

116

BUT

REMEMBER TIIK PEACE, IT IS AT

my 27

T. LOBENSTEIN,

will take place on

32EXCHANGEST.

rates*

Corn

Fodder

—

LEAVE YOUR ORDER

Bankers & Brokers,

PORTLAND.
White

THOSE

—

91 50
9 OO
9 50

PAY

Exorbitant Prices I

price will be.

lO lbs. daily, per month,
it
>»
it
15 «

prices,

RESPECTFULLY,

season.

taken the full

and

NO CARDS.

DON’T

a

85P“Icewill be {delivered earlier than June 1st,
and later than Oct. 1st, at the same rate as during
If not

Gimps, Ornaments,
Fringes, Mew Braids.
Finest Jewelry in Garnet,
Buttons in all sizes,
Imported Back Combs,
Hosiery, Gloves,
Corsets, etc.

goods

i.

«

The finest Assortment of Goods,
in Quality as well as Quantity,
Hamburg Edgings and Insertions,
Worsted Work in all varieties.
Real and Imitation Lsces,

2.50

lOO MIDDLE STREET.
831)241 blBeod

Street,

Mo. 8 Cross

The 31st ef April,

It is impossible to name all the articles. I invite
all the ladies, buying or not, to call and examine

44

Maine Central R. R.
E. & N. American R. R. Gold

CURTIS,

&

WEDS ESDAT,

*•

*

ON

—

_disfct

mvd

—

Spring Fancy Goods.

TURNER,

II.

W.

OF

I WILL EXHIBIT

State Rooms on the elegant Steamers City of
Boston and City of New York, can be secured in advance, at the Treasurer's Office, 91 Middle street,
from 9 a. m., to 1 p. m., and at the Depot, from 2 p.
m., until train time, and of the Conductor on the
train.
Steamers leave New York from Pier 40, North
River, foot of Canal St., at 5 p. m., connecting at New
London with Steamboat train leaving at 5 a. m., and
arriving in Portland at 1.18 p. m.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction
with trains of the Maine Central Road to and from
the East.

•*. 7.00
44,....... 9.C0

11

Opening
—

YORK,

proportionate rates.apl3diBtf

Portland
Bath
Belfast

ICE!ICE! ICE!
DYER

Al Private Dale.
M. & Co. are agents lor the sale of‘Herring & Farrel's champion Safes. “Wiegands” Patent Sectional
Steam Boiler, “Haskins” Steam Engines, “Blakes”
Patent Steam Pumps, and “Little Giant” Chemica!
Fire Engine.

tSupt. P. Ac R. R. R.

June to October 1,....... .$5.00

44

u

Bangor

FOR THE

ti

auld

Fare from Portland or Westbrook Junction to
New York and Return,

BONDS
OF

Commission Merchants,

month,.$1.50
2.00

per

—

No. 18 Exchange St., Portland.

N. B.—Customers supplied for the year

dtf

—

M.

P.

2.30

Monthly rates apply to all not taking Ice
whole season* or four months.

10 lbs.
15 **
20 44

AND

—

the

W. COOMBS, Secretary.

myll

AUCTIONEERS

leaves Portland at

MONTHLY PRICES.

L, D. M. SWEAT, President

For

«*

dtf

MORGAN & C0-.

A Steamboat Express Train

Offices.

Joseph Dane, Kennebnnk.

r

RATES:

REDUCED
Portland.

Auctioneers.

myll

Grand

iimB.

Prices for 1S1A, for Families and

Season

F. O. Bailey & Co.*

Portland & Worcester

11 DOLLARS.

The past long cold winter favoring the
cutting nnd storage of |an uausaally large
Block ot Ice, we offer it to oar easlomere

PORI LAND.

Tuesday, May 18th, at 3 1-2 P. M.,

ME.
_tltf

No change of Cars Between Portland and New London.

I

Exchange Street,

on

—

Opp. H. H. Hay & Co.’s.

Burglar-Proof
97

Messrs. Schumacher

PORTIAND,

my 5

No* 17 Market Street.

VAULTS

—

and continuing, nntil nil nre sold, nt 3 1>!I
und t 1-2 P. M. each day.
Tbe Painting, are new en exhibition at
place of .ale, and the public are cordially invited to call and in. pec I then..'

and all Kalians usually kept in a Fancy
deads 8tare may be Taund in great variety and abundance at

NEW

D. W. CLARK & CO.

—

ALSO

—

MIDDLE STREET
myil

THE

No. 5 Deering Block,

arriving there early the next morning in ample time
for morning traius South and West.

—

SALE

—

Bros.,

Our Stock of

daily, Sundays excepted, for New London, connecting with the Steamers of the Norwich Line same
evening for

RINES~BROS.,

—

Rental of Safes,
—

AND

COME

AT

Gallery of

Art

anly 30 cents per dazen.

Less than Wholesale Prices

—

—

Muslin Neck Rnchcs,

Cor.CongressA Myrtle Sts.,

Spring Dress Goods.

)

OP

PAINTINGS

OIL

Tram 30 cents la 91.00.

Ladies’ Underwear,

J. H. Fitzgerald’s,

OF-

—Am>—

THE

Paintings

AUCTION.

—

Lyons BlackSilks

Address

L.

A

Day

STOCK

NEW

Tenement Wanted.
gentleman and wife a tenement of from

This

Open

Will

myjzuu

rooms must be large
erences satisfactory.

Pnir.

cents per

EDGINGS, BUTTONS,
PERFUMERY, SOAP,

RINESBROS.

neat little) farm of 17 acres, with
owner
near
good house and outbuildings, situated
Reform School, Cape Elizabeth, would sell at a bargain. or exchange tor desirable property in Portland.
Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, dealer in Real Estate,
Williams Block, second building east of City Hall.

of

BY

Ladies’ Silk Neck Ties,

Tuesday, May 11th!

Exchange.

or

Fine Oil

—

30 cents ta 81.38.

Spelled, 33

__dif2m

apr2

sold at reduced price.
premises, or V. G.

OP

—

to commence

Can be placed upon the wall for one fourth
the cost of Fresco Painting in Oil.

SITUATED
important items, is admired for the beauty of
its location, the richness of its soil, is among the

SALE-

IMPORTANT

95 cents to 55 cents.

Trent

ranted permanent.

Marr Farm for Sale.

For Sale

my!2dtd

FOURTH ANNUAL

Kid Gloves,

Grease or soil of any kind can be removed from it by the use of soap and water
without affecting the colors which arc war

RETAIL

m.

and known as the File’s Property, recently occupied
by E. A. Joy Esq. Tbe hontte contains 8 rooms well
arranged with stable connected, good cellar, good
water in house, I acre of land on which are some
tine fruits trees, &c.
The above property is well
situated on the direct line of the Horse It. R and
is valuable for occupancy or investment.
At same time will be sold one Cabinet Organ, made
by Small & Knight, nearly new, six Remington
Sewing Machines new, twelve Dauntless Sewing
Machine new. Terms at sale.
F. O. BAILEY Sc CO., Auctioneer*

30 cents.

All Styles nud Prices.

36 COMMERCIAL ST.

on

by Dampness.

IS PEBEECTLY WASHABLE.

BY-

Will he

43 cents ta $■ .00.

at 2

situated just
property
enmi In cenndprv

the

Dlimuonf

—

Covers Defects In the Plastering
which no Oil Paintiug will do.

St

PHILIP DOWNING,

owner

Ladles’ Gauze Vests,

TUESDAY, May 18th,

on

p. m.,

Kid Gloves,

Is not Affected

A large assortment of superior Bay do Chaleur and
Nova Scotia Grindstones for sale at

Scarboro.

Trent 38 cents to 81.00.

in Oil.

Painting

GRINDSTONES.

in

Gents’ Gauze Undershirts,

from

perfect Substitute for Fresco

A

Use in solution.oc251y

myl2d&wlm»

8 cents ta 81-00

cents ta

shall sell

WE o'clock

Ladies’ Caffs and Collars,

II) 13)13 Vndiat 53 Central St.) BOSTON.
N. B.—The above are the best makes of Copperas
for DIKING, as well as best DISINFECTANTS
known; better than Chlo. Lime, cheaper and odor-

—

WE

bnimvwl tvna/4 of

from 6 cents to 75 cents.

Indigo, Cochineal, Chemicals, Dyestuffs,

ANE

AT ROOMS 176 FORE ST.,

68 coots.

Ladies’ All Linen Hdkfs.,

Pillar Copperas Co.Yermont Copperas Co.
Sold by dyestuft dealers throughout U. S.
HOWE Ac GOODWIN. Gea’l Agent.,

WHOLESALE

On Friday, May 14th, at lOo’c’lk.,

Tram 73 cents ta 83.00-

COPPERAS.

the

BY AUCTION.

AlT auction.

Tram lO

eodtf

8ACCARAPPA. MAINE.

apr26

90

Rustic Work & Plants

Ladies’ bun Umbrellas,

ADAMS,

Boston.

S. A. Gbeely says, “It can’t be beat.” He
refers to tbe Union Carpet Stretcher and Tack
Hammer, combined. Active agents are want-

ed,

inst, ship Harry Morse, Wyman,

JL

Ladies’ & Children’s Lisle Gloves,

Shifting Ton Beach Carriage, Jump Seat
Carriage) Grocery and ixpriss Wagon,
warranted in every respeet for the least money.
Carriage and Sleigh wood works for Sale.

—

____________

must be

—

York.

At head of the Sound 7tb, schs Seguin, Cyprus,
Ned Sumpter, Nellie Eaton.
NEWPORT—Ar 8lh. sch Olive, Reynolds, NYork
for Boston; Joseph W Fish, Rowley, do for do; New
Zealand, ltonuout tor Bristol; Hyena, Gardiner, fm
Vinalhaven for New York.
Ar 8th, sch Tennessee,
VINEYARD-HAVEN
Arey, Weehawken tor Boston; M A Trainer, Austin,
for
Saco.
Baltimore
Ar 9th. schs Chromo, Wooster, St Marc for Boston;
Flora King, Pettigrew, Hoboken for Portsmouth;
Zampa, Sanborn, Machias tor New York; Rosina,
Kelley, Sbulee, NS tor do; Sclo, Smith, do for Philadelphia; J & H Crowley, Crowley, Machias for New
York; Ellen H Gott, Armstrong. Rockport for do.
Sid 10th. scbs Tennessee, M A Trainer, Chromo,
Fanny Elder, D E Parkhurst.
BOSTON—Ar 10th, schs Seth W Smith, Marsha'l,
St Pierre; Valparaiso. Ober. Wiscasset.
Cld 10th, sch Winslow, Colson, Bangor.
Sid 10th, barque Horace Beals, and brig Proteus.
Ar lltb. scbs Danl Webster, Haskell,Sierra Leone;
Chromo, Wooster, St Marc; Brave, Foss, Gonaives;
Margie, McFadden, Humacoa; Edw Johnson, Bean,
Matanzas; Lizzie Wilson, Wilson, do; Alfred Keen,
from Baltimore; J P Merriam, Clark, Belfast.
Cld Uth, schs Gladiator, (Br) Parker, lor Portland;
Challenge, Marshall, New York; Nellie, Ware, for
Calais.

d3t

CO., AUCTIONEERS.

Desirable Beal Estate in Deering

from ll) cento to $l,00.

Trent

OIL PAINTED

the best two seated wagon

A.

mylO

n.ii_it_
VVltVU llvdvl

Tram

Something

STREET,

we shall offer a collection of fine
original Oil Paintings by European Arlists of celebrity! Among them
may be found specimens by Veron, Leonarett, De
Graillv, Kasson, Pierce, G. L. Brown, W. W. Brown
Russell, &c. In offering this collection, we feel that
good judges and lovers of the Art cannot tail to sea
that no belter collection has been ofleied for sale in
this City lor many years. Open lor examination
Monday and Thursday, 3rd, and 1th, previous of
sale.
P. O. BAILEY A CO„ Auctioneer.

Balmoral Striped Hose,

from 33 cants ta 91.33.

New.

—

shall sell a large assortment of Unstlc Work.
consisting of Baskets,Stands, Tables, Settees,
Chairs, Wall Pockets, Vases, &c.
At same time and place, a largo lot of Choice
Plants, from conservatory or Albert Dlrwanger, consisting of Roses, Lillies, Verbenas Pansies, Geraniums, Palargoniums, &c., &c.
d3t
my!2

Gents’ Merino and Cotton Hose,

Concord style business wagon in the State,
OB

AT

170 FORE

Skirts,
Corsets, Bustles and all kinds of
Fancy Goods.
We submit list of prices and defy competition. We quote.

Ladies’ Emb’d Balbriggan Hose,

CAN BDI THE BEST

—

Hoop

from 6 coots to

they

Uolnnv

Weebawken for Boston.
BRIDGEPORT—Ar 8th, brig Minnie Miller, Davis,
Baltimore.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 8th, sch Wm McCobb, Brad-

The Bath Times says:—“We noticed General
Butler on the 8 a. m. train for Wiscasset. He
was
reading the editorial iu the Portland
Pbess, and most have been highly pleased with
that part of it which referred to him. When
he was about half way over his right hand got
asleep, and he sawed the air with it in an abstracted manner. He appeared careworn, and

isTW&T2|in

ap20

furUHUU, lllClUUJUg

PLEASE TELL THE PEOPLE

_

II A. ffl.,and .'I P.
in.,each day,

a

Hosiery,

R. CHAPMAN & CO.,

New

drinking.

Equitable

179 MIDDLE ST.

30,000 Conchas.
5)000 Median Kegalies Finaa.
“
<
3.000
3.000 Loudres ’Especialai.
Biennis
3)000
Victorian, etc.) etc., ele.
To which we invite the attention of the trade and
guarantee the lowest prices.

—

Af&tanzaB.

—

WELCH’S,

We have just received by the Brig Ysidora Rionda,
one of the largest and finest Invoices of Cigars ever

BRUNSWICK, GA-Ar 8th, sch Margaret, Clark,

The Oxford Democrat says that the farmers
in Porter have commenced their spring work in
earnest, although it is rather cold. Hay is
scarce and commands a high price.
A small child of Mr. Woodman Cook of
Porter got badly scalded, one day last week, by
pulling a dish full of hot water over on to his
face.
The Oxford Normal Institute at South Paris
closed a very successful term withau exhibition
Friday evening. Mr. Crommett, the teacher,
continues as principal.
The ladies of Norway jhave formed an aid
society to encourage the men who have left off

ATTENTION!

Striped

AT

—

Cigars! Cigars! Cigars!

St Pierre

York.
SAVANNAH—Ar 8th, sch Mary Patten, Cummings, Bucksport.
old 8th, sch Albert Dailey. Mason, New York.
At 9tb, sch S S Bickmore, Barter. New York.
CHARLESTON—Ar Bth, sch James O’Denohue,
Coombs. Portland.
WILMINGTON—Ar 7tb, sch A B Perry, Look,
New York.
RICHMOND—Ar Sth, sch Sea Bird, Hogan, from
New York.
Sid 7th, sch R Leach, Pendleton, Boston.
NORFOLK—Ar 7tb, schs A H Harding, Harding,
Providence; Elia Jane. Williams, Belfast.
FORTRESS MONROE— Passed 8tb, sch A Devereux. trom Turks Island lor Baltimore.
BALTIMORE—Ar 7tb, sch L A Knowles, Chase,

Housekeepers

series of wire
pulling known only to the initiated, in purchasing for Cash, magnificent lines of Plain and Fancy

May 13th and 14th,

lorces.
ir

Liverpool.

for Bremen.

Heads of Families

Has succeeded by

Friday,

and

Thursday

Orleans

NEW OKLEaNS—Cld 4th, ech Lady Woodhury,
Woodbury, Utilla.
T.
Ou the bar 9th, barque John L Dimmock, Lincoln,

OXFOBB COUNTY.

that the

VEGETABLE TONIC

repairs.

Jackson.

ON TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY,
May 12th and 13th,
—

FITZGERALD

which assists digestion, and thus stimulates the appetite lor food necessary to invigorate the weakened
or inactive organs, and gives strengih to all the vital

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO— Sid 2d inst, ship Spartan*

BY AUCTIQIST.

a

where

Exhibition with C.itologues,

ou

BT F.O. BAILEf &

ABaraue Esther, of Yarmouth,
tor Havre, before reported in collision off Scllly, sustained some damage to bud, rigging and sails, and
broke mainmast. Would proceed without making

The Kennebec Journal says the U. S. steamIris is in the Kennebec waters tor the purpose of placing the buoys in position along the
channel of the Kennebec.
Mr. C. W. P. Osgood of Hallowell. who has
charge of the little steam saw on the Maine
Central Bailroad, sawed a cord of wood in
Bangor recently in live minutes. This is said
to be the fastest time on record.

cess

Pet'engill,

MEMORANDA.
arShip H L Richardson, lrom San Francisc, which
hurricane
rived at Liverpool Apl 28, encountered a
thrown
was
Ad! 1 ofl the Western Islands, when she
on her beam ends, and carried away topgadantmaste,
all her sails. Vessel
upper yards, and lost nearly

er

auu

Caibarien;

Coggins, Cardenas,
Ar at Montevideo Mch 29, barque A C Bean, Cheney, Portland, 37 days.

COUNTY.

ueeuuu ica,

but is

Ivy, Bunk-

Ar at New York 11th. brig Iza, Walls,
sch B d Willard, Woodbury, Matanzas.
Ar at Philadelphia llth, sch Elva E

HANCOCK COUNTY.

ue

AND OTHER

Sow

Al

AND

Chip Hats,

.

BARGAINS I
BARGAINS!

has established itseir as a perfect regulator and
sure remedy for disorders of the system arising
from improper action of the Liver and Bowels.
IT 1st NOT A PHASIC, but by sslmulating
the secretive organs, gently and gradually removes
all impurities, and regulates the entire system.
!'»• .8 NOT A DOCTORED BITTERS,

Portland.

lor New York.

Caroline Jordan, a respected maiden lady,
daughter of William Jordan of Mechanic
Falls, committed suicide by hanging heiself in
the hall of her residence at six o’clock Tuesday
morning. No cause assigned.

lUOUgu

Paris Hats,

WHEREVER IT HAS BEEN TRIED.

PATTERSON. Williams’ Block, Portland.

May6—Ar, sch Van, Bunker, Portland.
May 7—Ar, sch Ella Frances, Bulger,Windsor, NS,

andbosc oggin county.

as

sch

—

French Flowers,

Please tell the people that you saw their
advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds lOO.OOO.

JURUBEBA

OF

—

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Reference to the

[FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

The Journal says that the annual catalogue
and circular of tbe Eastern State Normal
School at Castiue has been issued. The school
isetill under the direction of the able Principal,
(j. x. Jnetcner, wno is assisted oy miss rieien
B. Coffin, Mis3 Mary B. Hughes, F. W. Conrad, Miss Eliza C. Lufkin, J. W. Dresser,
Edward E. Philbrook, and Miss Annie E.
Perkius—certainly an able corps of assistants.
In tbe fall term of 1874 there were 121 students,
winter term of 1874-5, 58 students; spring term
of 1875, 127 students.

GRAND OPENING

SPOKEN.
March 20, lat 1 08 S. Ion 20 50 W, barque Tatay,
Pettis, from Portlaud Feb 24 for Buenos Ayies.
May 10, oft Highlands of Neversink, brig Joseph
Clark, from Caibarien lor New York, (with loss of
foretopmaet.)
May 30. lat 30, Ion 66 16, brig Mechanic, from Portland lor Cardenas.

first for stock raising.

SAILED—Barque Norena.

er,

tion.”

_

CLEARED.
Steamship Chase, Bennett, Halifax, N S—John
Porteous.
Sch SKF James, (Br) Bissett,St John, NB—John

NEWS.

KENNEBEC

Philadelphia.

In Elsinore Sound Apl 25, Gen Sbepley, Hutchins
Savannah.

less.

on

Tote of Thanks.
I
CUMBEBLAND ENGINE CO. No 3.
Portland, May 11, 1875. j
held
of
this
At the regular meeting
company,
on the 3d, it was voted to extend our thanks to
those gentlemen who so kindly helped us in the
fitting up of our room on Brackett street.
Per order,
B. H. Ball, Foreman.
Bodney Spabbow, Clerk.

iooueu

JSTEWST

MA-iRIINIE

the gas stocks?
6tA. If the foregoing questions are answered
affirmatively, should we not, perhaps by law,
have some standard of pressure, as well as
volume, to regulate the admeasurement of gas?
or perhaps buy by weight instead of measure ?

I

_

ItliHiat’ire Almanac...may 19*
Sunrises.4.42 I High water..5.30 PM
Sun sets.7.10 I Moon sets.1.30 AM

the gas as it comes through our meters?
5th. Do not these points have some bearing
upon our increased gas bills, notwithstanding
the reduced rrice f and perhaps on the high

STATE

Fran

cisco.
Sid fm Antwerp Apl 28, Clara Eaton, Merrlman

_

...

2d. Do not the meters in common use register the volume, simply, of gas pissing through,
without respect to its density?
3d. If so, do we not pay the same for a
cubic foot of thin gas as we should for a denser
sort, and consequently, by the necessarily
greater consumption of the thin, more for the
same illumination by a burner in a given time?
ilh. Does not the pressure at the gas works
regulate this point of density, or rarefaction, of

premium

Kingstown 26th, Oneida, Nickels, San

Ar at

|37 Commercial Street, Portland
deodlw*
myl2

Wanted.

compressed ?

respecting Bishop Bacon, and

the time of his death he was 74
years of age, and had been in the active ministry almost 49 years. Of his earlier history and
education we cannot at this time gather any
information, beyond the fact that he was born
in York county. For many years he has had

■

--

CHOICE

video, &c.

mijM/iitu

MARRIED.

of the gas when thin or much expanded
than it will when the gas is denser or more

Col. Bradbury proposed three cheers,
Mr. Madigan
which were given w ith a will.
said it was hardly fair in the Bishop to call him
to speak without a moment’s warning.
He,
however, could but most heartily thank the
Union for its warm welcome. He spoke in a

equal. At

gales

mylOd&wlw.___

can

feet,

Houlton.

Rev. George Webber, D. D.
Bov. Dr. Webber, whose death is announced
elsewhere, was for many years one of the leading clergymen in the Methodist Church of
Maine. In many respects he was without an

arrangement tLe association

Light

assertion that because Catholics gave their adhesion to St. Peter and his successor as infallible spiritual rulers, they were bound to give
He
their first allegiance to a foreign power.
said it had been represented that in the oath
which he as Bishop would take, that he was
bound to prosecute and destroy all those who
did not believe in the Catholic church. He felt
that this was unjust. He (the Bishop) was a
small man; he could do no one bodily harm if
he desired,and he desired ooly good for all men
and not harm. The fact that a man is a Catholic does not interfere with his duties as a citizen.
Indeed, it should make him a better citizen; loyal, devoted, self-sacrificing, and eager
to defend the laws.
In conclusion he eloquently urged them to
see that their acts as citizens of the Bepublic
should be marked by virtue, courage and intelligence; that they should be proud of the
name and dignity of American citizens, avoid
all sort of corruption in office or the employment of it to get the same, have courage to do
as their consciences dictated and seek for that
intelligence which would always make their
way plain.
The address was frequently applauded and
lasted about twenty minutes. After music,
the Bishop called upon Hon. J. C. Madigan of

Star Spangled Banner.

of Araby are not spicier than toe
which the fragrant SOZODONT imthe
parts to the breath. Nor is the heart of
cleaned
ivory nut whiter than the teeth that are
daily with that matchless fluid.
The

AUCTION SALES!

MISCELLANEOUS

MISCELLANEOUS.

aroma

Me. Editoe:—Will some one posted in the
matter set at rest the following queries that
concern us all? It is a q uestion of gas.
Will not a burner, in a given time, to
1st.
furnish the same size of flame and illumination, consume a greater volume, or more cubic

government.
Bishop Healy next noticed the oft repeated

He plead for the
honest man could not.
broadest charity, for the truest Catholicism.
The man was most to be feared who had no
God. Indeed, the man who reveres no God is
Mr. Madigan’s
nsnally unfaithful to men.
very eloquent remarks were loudly applauded.
The exercises closed with the singing of the

or

Cool—In repairing a hydrant on Washington street yesterday, after diggtug down five
feet and four inches, frost was found 18 inches
deep. This is the result of the palar wave last

He was
the current religious periodicals.
amazed to see how few Catholics were interested
<o religious reading. They were interested in
papers containing politics, news, markets, etc.
He was glad of this, but he wanted them in
their families to take a reliable religious journal. We are making history.
Great events
are occnrring in the religious world concerning
which Catholics should be correctly informed!
The secular press doubtless intended to give
information always, and in general did, though
in some things they furnished misinformation.
He referred to the conflict going on in Europe,
particularly in Germany,where the priest must
obtain permission from the civil authorities to
perform the simplest rights of the church.
Vet a portion of the press of the world extolled
Germany as a free country. Every form of
government may be oppressive. It may be an
emi ire like Germany, a kingdom like
Italy,
whose rulers were the most dissolute of men,
or a contemptible republic like Switzerland,
where the priest can only administer the sacraments when in charge of the officers of the

an

Head so thick—that you cannot see from
from
your eyes, hear from your ears, or breathe
your nose. You have catarrh, that is the truth,
and it will kill you—that is to say, unless vou
Gerare wise enough to buy a box of Raeder’s
man Snuff —costs only 35 cents.

very much increase its usefulness.

library growing, and hoped to see a reading
room, which, among other things, should have

birth—for many reasons, but for none more
than its religious toleration. Here a man could
keep the flag of Ins faith flying, but iu Prussia

the eye

to

aprl6eod dawly*

Grocers.

Pythian Belief—This association is rapidly growing, and arrangements are partially perfected for providing for assistant secretaries in
the lodges in Cumberland and York counties.

a

manner

myl2*3t
Economical New Food.—25 cents will buy
a
package of Sea Moss Farine.made from pure
Irish moss, whicn will make 50 kinds of dishes,
such as cakes,pies, puddings, etc., or 10 quarts
of custar s, jellies, creams, Charlotte Itusse,
blanc mange, etc. Sold by all Druggists and

Good testimony from a high source.

ear.”

others have to ask it.
They must be
representative Catholics in this community.
We are misrepresented. It is for you to give
light,and correct errors, not ooly by correct and
faultless lives, but show by your intelligence
what it is to be a Catholic. He was glad to see

of both

Base Ball.—We understand the Eesolute
nine will be about as follows: Leighton, captain
andp.; St. John, c.; Ayres, 1st b.; CushmaD,
3d b.; Barnes, 3d b ; Knight, s. s.; J. Barnes,
hf.; Crocker, c. f.; Wilson, r. f. This will
make a strong team, and wbeu the boys get in
good practice, it will be bard work to win a ball
from them. The nine will have a new uniform
of gray shirts and pants, with red stockings.
The Besolutes have accepted the challenge of
the Bates College nine to play a practice game
the 22d iost., on condition that the game be
played in this city.

presenting anything offensive

reason;

feeling

Parties wishing to lease a first class house
imup town, with twelve rooms and all modern
provements, should address P. O. Box 1981.

Callender’s Georgia Minstrels, who appear here
on the 12th and 13th:—“ft is gratifying to see
that no imoutation is brought against them of

“““

of his years of friendship with his successor.
He said he wanted all to feel the real meaning
of the word Catholic—a love and care for one’s
neighbors; for the world. He gloried in toe
Bepublic of the United States—the land of his

In the judgment of jobbers, manufacturers,
dressmakers and others, the Corticelli Sewing
Silk is of unparallelled excellence.

con-

Lloyd Gariison says of

Music Hall.—We,

the Union to so well understand these things
a
reason for the faith
as to be able to give
jj”

so

steamer.”_

of men who are united in Catholic purpose. Consequently they should begin by understanding that religion. A large number of
people are Catholics by birth, or religion, who
don’t understand its reasons, its creeds and its
pnrposes. It is the duty of the members of

w

were

25th of March at peep of day, making the passage in a little over 37 days; this beats the

posed

a

fail to call and examine them at the Wheeler
& Wilson Sewing Machine Rooms.
J. L. Hayden, Gen. Agent for Maine,
259 Middle Street, Portland.
mj4tf

Bark A. C. Bearce.—The Buenos Ayres
“The run out
Standard of March 28th, says:
of the barque A. C. Bearce has astounded the
brokers; she sailed from I’ortland on the 15th
of February, and entered Montevideo on the

not one* fourth as large. Indeed, the Portland Union was larger than any out of New
York. Referring to the objects of the Union,
he presumed from the name that it is o im-

UAIC

painful

but one

preserving

efficiency of the

[Latest by Europe uusteamers.]
29th, Etta Loring, Loriug, Manila
no damage.)
Passed Deal 29th, Robt Porter, GoodeU. from Me
for
London.
ji)lone8
Cld at Newcastle 27tb, Moonbeam, Field, Monte
Ar at London
been as Bore;

(has

Refrigerator

and disgraceful at the recent session
that the body felt compelled to expel him.

was

ITt,

was

from the

power.
The highest awards over all competitors at
the last annual Exhibitions of the American
Institute, 1873 and 1874
should not
Those in want of a

spicuous

from what he saw and heard that the earnest
Father could do more for its success than he
had time to do. He said that he desired to
correct the idea that the Catholic Union of
It
Boston was larger than that of Portland.

« UIVU IO IU UO.

Warning.—There

overlooked, but his exhibitions

which the worthy Rector of the Cathedral
(Father Bradley) had turned over to him as
Bishop, he now publicly returned, fully assured

v

much

event in connection with the Masonic meetings
of last week. An otherwise likely man, who
usually resists temptation at home, comes to
the Grand Lodge, gets intoxicated and disgracTwice or more this has been
es the order.

After music, Mr, Andrew H. Larkin, President
of the Union, made a very aopropriate and
feeling address of welcome to Bishop Healy.
At the conclusion of the address, the Bishop
addressed the Union at length. He said that
the trust of spiritual adviser to the Union,

__._

a
Death from Injuries.—Some time ago
notorious colored man naned Thomas Winfield
in a row on
■was shot in the leg while engaged

A

temperature,

degree

will be destroyed, and every degree of temperso
ature added above that point, only deducts

town, the guest of Bishop Healy.

also turned over to his superior the trust which
bad devolved upon him as spiritual adviser of
the association on the death of Bishop Bacon,

& Goodwin.

one

week’s illness.
Rev. S. D. Moxley of Keesville, N. Y., has
received a unanimous call from the Baptist
church in Brunswick.
Hon. James C. Madigan of Houlton is in

J. C. Madigan, Father Bradley and others
After
came in, being received with applause.
music by the baud, Father Bradley in a few
well chosen words introduced the Bishop, and

Cigar. Cigars, Cigars—R. Chapmon & Co.

The new

U. S. Army.
Mrs. Annie Lowell, wife of Cyrus Lowell of
the firm of Clark & Lowell, died at Hallowell,
Monday night, from typhoid pnuemonia after a

Bishop,attended

eight

NOTICES.

Keudall & Whitney—2.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
For Sale or Exchange.

Iceberg.—The “Iceberg

is the only Refrigerator scientifically constructed so as to secure the one absolutely preserving
in its suptemperature which nature provides
No
ply of ice; namely, 32 degrees Fahrenheit.
invention of man can ever hope to excel this
even
provision of Dature; for bolow this point,
all vegetable life
of

Mr. S. T. Pickard, of tlie Transcript has returned home from his southern trip.
A son of Dr. Shannon of Cape Elizabeth, has
passed an examination for Assistant Surgeon

of evergreen which bore the word “Welcome.
Chandlers’|Band furnished the music. Shortly
by Hon.
after
o'clock the

SPECIAL NOTICES.

The Allegretti

Personal.

crptiou of the Bishop Elect.
Last night Congress Hall was filled by tbu
members of the Portland Catbo'ic Union for
the purpo-e of welcoming Bishop-elect Healy
to that place in the society which his predecessor, the late Bishop Bacon, had occupied.
The platThe hall was tastefully decorated.
form was raised and surmounted by an arch
Rf

at rerr low price*.
1060 Yards real Malta and Yak Laces,
Beaded Fringes and Gimps.

300 DOZ. PRS. KID GLOVES
in

new

Shade*

far

Niaaea and

Parasols,

Corsets
Also

INFANTS’

a

CAPS

Ladies, tienia,

Children.

and

Hosiery

!

fUU line of
AND

OAR.WENTM.

Our numerous patrons and friends and the public
In general are respectfully invited to call and examine.

YORK BRANCH,
539 Congress Street.
F. LATNER.

NEW

HARLOW,

230 Federal Street—New Number.
dtf

apl9

all

my6dlw

REMOVAL.
ROBERTS, dealer

In

For Sale.

Hay and Straw,

FINE PLEASURE YACHT. Apply
to
B. W. JONES,
Harbor Master.
mylldtf

has removed from 67 Center Street to 0 Union
Jg.
A
Street.
•

mylldiw

POETRY.I
Incompleteness.
sweet, familiar twitter in the air,
A bluebird on the win^;
A smell of grasses rank—of maiden-hair,
Of damp wood fern and moss, up-springing where
First steps the coming spring.
A

squirrel, sunning on his native tree,
A gladsome frolic tries;
raven from his ark, the t-coutiug bee

The
A
In

BULLETIN.
Money lo Loan.
first class Real Estate Security, in Portland,
on
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &c.,
F.
Commission. Houses bought aud sold. Apply to

ON

379*
G PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate. Office
and
Congress St., Williams’ Block, between Myrtle
Pearl

search of vvild wind-flowers upon the lea,
Slow-winged, onward flies.

Sts._ocMt{

The Marr Farm

ewes upon the brown hill-side
Their teuder lambkins lead;
sheltered
knolls lie down beside
more
on
Or
Some dancing brook, its voice and wave untied,
And now from fetters freed.

The mother

FOR SALE.

The willow by the water-course iiangs out
Her goldeu-tasseled Hinge;
Reddens the maple bough; the hedges sprout,
Unbound from winter guards, shrubs look about
And show a greenish tinge.
*Mid

patchwork blight

ot turf and melting snow s,
Hepaticas appear—
Brave forest babes—their starry eyes unclose,
Their downy hoods slip oft', each fair face shows
Earth’s “res ur rex it” here.

Above these joys, what sadness chokes my speech
And stays the tearful breath?
Vain longings for one voice mine ne’er can reach,
One gentle heart Love had no need to teach
The mystery cf Death.

Oh, thou life-giving Death! a lovely store
Thou gatherest to tliy breast;

Returning safe wuat thou witbdrew’st before,
same sweet blossoms for earth’s emerald floor,

The

After their winter rest.

But my child-blossom, with returning spring,
Ne’er comes my heart to greet;
Lonely and grieved—oh, angel, spread thy wing,
Bear me afar where her sweet matins ring,
A t the Redeemer's feet!

—Springfield Republican.

COPARTNERSHIP.

Situated

Portland._Iuylut

Block,

To Lei.

CONVENIENT first floor teuement on Parris
all in
street. Eight rooms, Sebago.good cellar,
rates.
Apply to
order, for $250 per year aud water
second
Real
Estate,
F G. PATTERSON, dealer in
block east of City

A

Hall._my6dlw
Elegant Suburban Residence

An

Loparmersmp.

Lave this
name

MORGAN

day formed
and style of

&

a

DOW

one

of the finest

Copartnership Notice.
Hie undersigned have formed a copartnership under
the firm name of

for

BAILEY,

&

SlTIALL

the purpose of carrying

on

the

Book Binding Business
ALL ITS BBANlinES,
Particular attention will be given to the
JIV

--

BLANK BOOKS
of any desired style of Binding or Ruling. Music,
Magazines and Periodicals of the day bound to pat-

MANUFACTURE OF

tern

order.

or

GEO. L. BAILEY.

EDW. SMALL.

NO. 35 PLUM STREET.
dlwteod3w

ap.il

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have

this day formed a copart
nersbip under the firm name of PERRY &
FOSS for the purpose of carrying on the Prodtue
Comm'ssion Business at 9 Moulton Street, Head
KBKN N. PERRY,
Wharf, Portland, Me.

THE

on

direct line of Lake Sebago steamers aim uaiiv
to Portland. Is offered for sale in season for the
house, good cellar,
summer travel.
Large two
water, &c. Shade trees in abundance. Large stables.
An excellent opening for a livery and sale stable,
there being none in tbe viltiage. Price $3500. Terms
and Gage,
easy. Refers to J. P. Baxter, Esq.. Strout
Chas. F. Libby, Esq., County Attorney, Wm. Allen,
of
Portland.
Jr,, and many other well known citizens
At ply to F. G. PATTERSON. i>ealer in Real Estate,
Portland, Me or to N. A. CHURCH, Naples.

story

for the purpose of carrying on the Auction aud Commission business at 18 Exchange Street, Por eland.
A. M. MOKGAN,
mylldtfM. G. DOW.

C!mg

MAYHEW F. FOSS.

Portland, April 21, 1875.
I have this day sold out to Messrs Perry & Foss,
wbo will continue the Produce Commission Business
at the old stand, No. 9 Moulton Street, Head LoDg
Wharf. In retiriug I hereby return my thanks to
the public for their patronage, and ask a continuance
of the same to my successors, whom I can cheerfully
CYRUS GREENE.
recommend.
dtt
apr22

PROPOSALS.
To Conlrnclora aud Huildcra—Proposals.
proposals will be received for material
and the erection of a dwelling bouse at Kennebuuk, York Co., Maine, near Boston & Maine Railroad, until the 20th. Proposals will be received for
the whole or different parts of the work; stone mason, carpenter and joiner, plastering, painting and
plumbing, eic. Plans and specifications can be seen
at the jewelry store of H. H. McDuflee, corner of
The right is
Union and Middle Sreets, Portland
reserved to reject any or all bids.
GEO. L. LITTLE.

ap29dtf
Farm lor Sale at Cumberland
Centre.

of good two story house, eight
of
rooms, and some lorty acres of land, orchard
wood
200 trees—mail
lot, soil day and sandy loam.
3 his property is situated within me mile of Depot,
and five minutes walk of church, post office, and
Grcclv Institute. Price *3*00—terms easy. Apply
to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Port-

land._niyddtf

A House for 83S00 !
NEARLY new 1| story house, in the western
part of the city, eight rooms, gas and sebago,
cemented cellar, sink and water closet connected
with sewer, new furnace; gas fixtures and furnace
Sunny location aDd convenient
go with the house.
to horse cars. A pply to F. G. PATTERSON. Dealer
in Real Estate, Williams Block, second building east
apSdtf
ot Uly Hail._

A

House for Sale.
2} story house in the Western part of the city,
nearly new,12 rooms,arranged for two families,
Selmgo and water closets, on both floors, cemented
cellar, house warmed by furnace. Price $4800.
House rents for $512, per annum. Terms $500 cash,

A

PATTERSON,
balance on time. Apply to F. G
Dealer in Real Eslate, Williams Block, second buildof
east
City
ing

Hall._apldlf

Small Houses lor Sale.
*n Munjoy Hill in a good neighborhood, just completed, 1} story house, 7 rooms,
lot 36x100 for $2,000. Terms $900 cash, balance ou
mortgage at6 percent. 1J story house. 7 rooms,

SITUATED

lot 41x80, price $1,800. Terms $800 cash, balance at
H story house, 9 rooms, lot 37x105 for
6 per ceut.
*2,000. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON,dealer in Real
Estate, Williams Block, second building east City
Hall.

__apr3dtt

Portland Stone fare Co,

two and one half story, slated Mansard
roof bouse, in an excellent neighborhood in
the western part of tbe ciiy; bathroom, washbowls,
Sebago and gas, witli a line cemented cellar. Lot
130 feet deep, good room for stable.
MERRILL & KILBY,
Inquire of
247 Spring Street,

ANEW

mylldlw*

Lands

Farm

Cheap

IN

—

MISSOURI,
for culture of all kinds of fruits, good
wheat landp, well watered and timbered,
SUITABLE
and stock raising, mild climate.
for
unsur-

passed

sheep

immediately
Railroad,

of choice lands
of tbe Atlantic and Pacific
acres

on

PACIFIC

LAND

CO.,

35 and 37 Broad St., New York.
PIPE is
now acknowledged l»y all Engineers as the standard
and only reliable article for perfect drainage.
We have in stock and oiler for sale all sizes, from
2 to 12 inches diameter for lloune drainage ; also 15 to 18 Such Pipe for Corporation, City and Town Sewers, together with
Trap*, Brauchc*, Bend &c.
cw.

6_dim

For Sale or to Let.
SMALL house, stable and about 11 acres of land
in Deering, near Woodford’s Comer, will be
sold for a bargain.
Inquire of J. H. REED, Ocean
St., Woodford’s Corner.my6d2w*

A

For Sale.
Cape Elizabeth, 1$ story House, small stable,
two
acres
and
land, 2J miles from City Hall,

INmain road to

Ocean House, three minutes walk
on
Baptist Church, two Stores, Primary and High
School, and Town House, very pleasantly situated in
For terms apply at store of J. L.
an Oak Grove.
Parrott, near the premites, or E. C. Robinson at C*
E. Jose & Co’s., 140 Middle St., Portland,
from

my

50.000 No. 1 I Warranted equal to any Brick
25.000 No. 2 J manufactured.
Shapes made to order from any pattern.
Kaolin. Fire Sard, tironnd Clay* Ground
Fire Brick and White Sea stand in Bbls.

STONE-WARE
FACTORY,

North End Deering’s Bridge.

P. O. Box 959.
Express Office.

Order Box

at

For Sale.

THE

apr!5dtf

usual assortment made by us, and all
slip glazed outside and in. Also Ciardea
or Cemetery Vases, Chimney Tops,

OThe

4___dtf

two story and a half house corner Bramhall
St. and Western promenade, with 10 finished
Good stable and
cellar and gas.
cemented
rooms,
plenty ot yard room. Very pleasantly located and
convenient to horse railroad. Apply on the premises
or at 64 Commercial St., to J. W. YEATON.

!

Fa«iern

ap!9eod3m

property

French Roof House with all
on CumberPortland.

Btory
modern improvements, situated
ANEW
land
between Green and High St.,

St.,

Apply

my8dlm*

to

__

JORDAN BROTHERS,
tl Danforth St.

_No.

For Sale

or

to Let.

lot and

An

on

a

MANUFACTURED BY

JOHN JEWETT & SONS,
N E W

SALE

FOR

W. W.

Y Q It K.

Whipple & Co.,

■Dr'»T»'T'T.A'Wr»

TVTOT
<!3m

GRASS SEEDS.
2000 Bags Herd Grnw Heed
u
Bed Top Heed.
1000
“
Northern New lTork
600

Clover

Heed.
u

500

“
“
“
i(

400
200
200

25
400
400
400

“
**
“

200

Michigan Clover Heed
Ohio Clover Heed.
Pea Vine Clover Heed.
Alwike Clover Heed.
White Butch Clover Heed.
Millett.
Hungarian Granin.
Orchard Grnsa Heed.
Kentucky Blue Graaa Heed.

Also large assortment, Vegetable and Flower Seeds.
For sale at the lowest cash price.

Kendall &
AGRICULTURAL

Whitney,
WAREHOUSE

-AND-

SEED

For sale. This distillery is capable of producing from
5( the smallest) to 40 (the largest number) barrels of
Rum per day. The building is of brick, has good boilers, engine, pumps, &c., &c., all in good repair and
ready to put in operation immediately. There is a
new brick and stcue fire proof bonded warehouse,
with a capacity of about 1200 barrels on the premises.
for distilling,
Plentv of pure water of the best
tr'mi an artesian well in the Engine Room.
The Distillery is situated on the westerly portion of
Commercial Street, the principal business street of
the City, contiguous to the Railroads, Steamboats and
Shipping. The lot contains about 19,000 square feet
of valuable land, title peifeet and guaranteed.
The J. G. True »& Co. New England Rum Distilery will be sold on moderate Terras, including all the
rights and good will ol this well established house.
HENRY T. CARTER,
Address:
or UPH AM & GARDIN ER, 73 Fxchange St.,

quality

Male of Real & Personal Estate.
HEREBY offer at private tale tlie homestead of
diaries Moxcev, late of Yarmouth,deceased, consisting of about two acres of land on the westerly 6ide
of Pleasant St., in Yarmouth, lower village, with
Also
house. shops, barn and outbuildings thereon.
1-16 of Sch. Casco I-Kxlge; 3-16 of Sch. h. W. Pierce,
not
If
previously
anil 1-16 of Sloop M.D. Sawyer.
sold I shall olt'er said properly for sale at public auction, on the above named premises, on Tuesday, June
1st, 1875, at 10 o’clock A. M. PEREZ B. LORING,
Executor of the Will of Charles Moxcey.
tpr20»lm
Yarmouth, April 20, 187J
Kxreufor’it

I

Valuable Iron Works

Dry Air Refrigerators
In all Styles, Grades and Sizes.
Largest and Best Assortment in the State,
combining all the latest Improvements, called
The

THE PEERLESS.

It is unsurpassed in Simplicity, Ease of Man.
asemrul, Durability, Dryness ami Purity
of Air and ECONOMY of (CK.
Wholesale and Ketail at Manufacturers’ Prices.
than any other.

CAN SAVE THE AD-

tnay26dtf

DRAINAGE.
interested in drainage will find it to
their advantage to cell on the

ALL

persons

Pierce Manufacturing
of cement pipe,.

Company

constructing
Pine
digging wells, cementing cellars, etc
Works, Corner Fox and Cove Sis., P rtlanri, Me.
all
t
orders
L.
J.
Send
SMITH.
Also contractors for

Works known as the Portland Machine
This property ocare ottered for sale.
an acre of land on tide water on Com
in
and
St.,
Portland,
mercial
comprises a large
Machine Shop, Foundry and Pattern Sbop. Boiler
There
Is a full compleBlacksmith
Shop.
Sbop’and
ment of Towls for heavy work and general Machinery
of
assortment
a
au<l
patterns.
large
Tlie concern having been long established has a
large and constantly increasing list of customers in
New England, and Canada, and is now running on
full time on orders. A more favorable opportunity
for investment is seldom ottered. For further partito the proprietor at the Works.
culars apply
F
W. H. F ESSENDEN, Proprietor.
<Jtf
Jal2
Iron

For Sale!
filHE subscribers wishing to relinquish the Baking
A business, otter for sale their entire business consisting of their two story Brick Building on Union
Street, with ail the Tools, Machines, Horses, Carts.
Steam Engine, etc., in fact everything usually found
in a first class bakery. The above property Is located
in the business part of the city,and is a very desirable
location for business on account of its easy access to
all the Railroads and Boats from all directions. Any
person wishing to engage in the business will find
this a rare opportunity, as the business is well estab-

lished.

Bewers,

apr20dtf_

U. S. Hotel

Notice.
requiring work dove please arply to
“Home” of W. C. A., No. 16spring St., plain
and family sewing, dress-making, copying, emhroidv»tf
txy and fancy-work in wools, Ac., <Sic.

PEKSONS

SALE.

THEWorks
about

lalesroom

J f 'J Fore St., J. F. MFIllEII.f.
Manufactory, Rear of No. lO Cross St.
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Address

or

apply to,

SMARDON, SCAM MAN & CO.,
on

the premises.

mar23dtf

Now Landing
for sale very low 100,000 feet dry pine outs,
100,000 ft et dry spruce boards.
RUFUS DECKING & CO.

AND

Hobson’s Wharf, May 8,1875.

even.

WATERS’ Concerto ORGANS.

Wanted.
A liberal discount to Tearhera, MinisSpeters* Churches? Schools? Lodge*, etc.
cial inducement* to the trade. Illustrated
apr!5!4w
C atalogue* Mailed.
m

IIWRC ormiiuuu,
1 II UI UJC'IVW
|
IN vr. 1 If i9 ready. Price 30 cts. The “Series’
now contains MNIC THOUsAMO of the late
and best things for Declamations, Humorous Recitations, Family Readings, etc. Capital for Granges,
Temperance Societies, and Lyceums. Also
Excelsior Dialogues,” and “Model Dialogues.” Circulars free. Get of your bookseller, or send price to
We
P. Ganett& Co., 708 Chestnut St, Fblla., Pa.
make the celebrated PENN LETTER ROOK
Agent
for copyiug letters without press or water.

apr!5tlw

1,000 AGENTS. Teachers. Students, men and
women, wanted to sell CENTENNIAL GAZETTEER OF THE P. S. Shows grand resultsof loo YEARS PROGRESS. A whole
Library. Boston Globe.-Not a luxury, but a
necessity. Inter-Ocean.—Bed selling bonk
published. Good Pay. Want Gen. Agt. in every
Address, J. C. McCIJRDY A
city of 10,000.
Philadelphia,

mylO#lw

Is characterized by a general languor or weakness of
the whole organism, especially of the nervous system,
obstructing and preventing the ordinary functions of
nature; hence, there is a disordered state of the se-

s

scanty and high-colored
or limey sediment,

cretions; constipation,
urine, with an excess of

earthly

indicative of waste of brain and nerve substance, frequent palpitations of the heart, loss of memory, and
marked irresolution of purpose, and inability to carry
into action any well-defined business enterprise, or
to fix the miud upon any one thing any length of
time. There is great sensitiveness to impressions,
though retained but a short time, with a flickering
and fluttering condition of the mental faculties, rencalled a wbifdering an individual what is
fle-minder, or fickle-minded man. There must of
necessity be in each individual different symptoms,
according to his peculiar organization, habits, pursuits and temperament, which all seive to shape the
manner of the manifestation of their nervous disa difference as marked as are
turbances,
their physical peculiarities dissimilar and peculiar to
themselves. These differences, in the manner and
form of their manifestation, do not indicate any
necessary difference to be followed in the treatment
of any case where disease has its origin in physical
injury; the same remedies being alike applicable to
the weak as to the strong; to the sturdy as to the
sickly, varied only In degree of quantity and duration in the use of them in order to overcome the
disease. Nervous Debility, or what is generally
regarfied as such, is as protean typed in its peculiarities as are the dreams of the shipwrecked mariner
who, in his struggles for safety, lies down exhausted
for a moment’s sleep upon the wreck upon which lie
floats, with all the elements of destruction in mad
commotion around him, when the first instincts of
Ins nature are a longing for a something solid upon
which he may find a standing place.
In some cases of this disease there are paroxysms
or exacubations, with extreme debility apparent in
everything; often conditions of hectic in all its stages;
also all of the general symptoms enumerated, with a
local maniiestation of it more frequently apparent in
the facial nerves, though it may be in any other part
of the body, such as the thorax, abdomen or limbs,
with p-iins of a shooting, lancinating character. For
this condition an explanation is found intbefact that,
as the vitality of a structure decreases by age, overexertion or too frequent excitement at improper
times, its nervous sensibility increases; and if the
diminution is the result of irritation, as by disease or
local injury, there is a general decrease of vital
stamina or power; the least shock or irritation may
act as a secondary cause, the inherent or primary
cause being some one or all of those already mentioned, Iu causation, however, there are a groat
list, such as scrofula, malaria,
many others on thediseases
of all kinds, fevers, sexual
blood and wasting
excesses and the many forms of pelvic and all chronic
diseases, where there is great iriitation; this, being
reflected to the spinal marrow, produces a depression
of that great nervous centre, from whence a corresponding degree of nervous debility is distributed to
all parts of the system; a weakened condition follows, impeding, obstructing and paralyzing the
functional operations of every organ, muscular and
mental, necessary to carry on the essential duties,
business or pleasures of existence.
This condition ol the individual, distressing as it is,
may, with certainty, be cured by

commonly

aprl5t4w

Pa.

TIIE

UU

MaBS.___aprlCHw
The Cordial Balm of
Chang Chang sells at sight. NecesSHOT-GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,

g

cum

REVOLVERS,

Of any and every kind. Send stamp
for Catalogue. Address Great Western Gan
Band Pistol Works, PITTSBURGH, PA.

Syri-

Lothrop’s

and

iologically

and

Pathologically,

ALL.

in health and dis-

Daily to Agents. S5 new articles and
the best Family Paper in America, with
AM. M’FG CO.. 300
two $5.00 Chromos, free.

Either of the above books are sent by
part of the world, Closely sealed, postage paid on receipt of price. Or all three books sent to one address
Here is ofat lire same time on receipt of only $4.
fered over eight hundred and fifty pages of the ablest
and host printed and bound popular medical science
and literature, on subjects of vital importance to all,
It
for only $4—barely enough to pay for mailing.
should be borne iu mind that these great Medical
Works are published by the Praboaly iWcdicnl
Institute, an honored institution, established with
large funds fur the sole purpose of doing good.
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extraordinary works on Physiology ever published. There
is uothing whatever that the Married or Single of
either sex eau either require or wish to know, but
what is tully explained, and many matters of the
most Important and interesting character are introduced, to which no allusion even.can bo found iu any
other works in our language. All the New Discoveries of the aui lior, whose experience is such as probably never before fell to tlie lot of any man, are given
in full. No person Bhould be without these valuable
books. I be press throughout the country, the clergy
aud the medical
generally highly extol these
and usein! works. The most fastidious may read them.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4
Bulfincli St. (opposite Revere House), Boston, Mass.
N. B. The author aud consulting physicians can he
consulted on all ot the above named diseases, and all
diseases requiring skill and experience.
no2
eodly

Men or women. $34
Proof f urnished.Business pleasant and honorable with no risk*
A16 page circular and Valuable

faculty

extraordinary

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

City of Portland.
will bo received until Wednesday,
May ]2tb,in?t.,atl2 o’clock m.,for tlie delivery of
three hundred thousand (300,000) more or less, of
good hanl burned best quality Sidewalk bricks, to be
delivered from time to time, and at such places as
may be required by the Street Department.
Also, for the delivery of three thousand lineal
feet,more or less, of Granite Curbstones to be cut six
(6) inches top “six (6) face aud two aud a half (2£)
back” end joints kept full at least eight (8) inches
down, and to be from sixteen (16) to twenty (20)
inches deep, the Stone to be delivered on the Street
as required by the Commissioner of Streets.
The right to reject any or all bids is reserved.
CHAIRMAN,
Addrees proposals to
Committee on Streets, Sidewalks and Bridges.

PROPOSALS

dtd

City Marshal’s Office, l
April 26, 1875. I
be
shall
permitted to go at large, or loose.
dog
in any street, laue. alley, court or travelled
wav, or in any uninclosed or public place in this city,
until the owner or keeper of such dog, or the head of
the family, or the keeper of the house, store, shop,
office, or other place where such dog is kept or harbored, shall have paid to the City Marshal two dollars for a license for such dog to go at large.
2. The City Marshal shall grant a license to any
citizen for his or her dog to run at large on the payment of two dollars; which license stall expire on
the first day of May next after the same is given.

The above ordinances will be strictly enforced.
The City Marshal will be at his office on the third
day of May next from 9 to 12 and from 2 to 5 o’clock,
to grant licenses.

GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.

i
shall at all times
not less than
name of the owner

Portland, April 19,1875.

in

the

City
the neck, of
EVERY strapkeptaround
with the
three inches in

width,
and place of residence legibly painted or printed
thereon, and for every cow found running at large
without a strap, the owner of said cow shall iorfeit
and pay a sum not less than five dollars nor more
than ten dollars, to be recovered by complaint before the Municipal Court, one-half for the use of the
complainant and the other half to the city.
The above Ordinance will be strictly enforced.
GEO. W. PARKEH, City Marshal.
d6w
ap20

man.

yobs

FORTUNE IN IT. Every family buys it
Sold by Agents, Address, G. S. WALKER,

Strength

Pa.__ap28t4w

dt» -g

invested in Wall street
often leads to fortune.

f
Ml
~

jpXvf#

-O

«

They impart.

'—V-ei

to the

Body

—

AND

A

—

Visor to the Mind
Removing Morbid Sensibility, Depression of Spirits,

Rev. J. E. CHAMBLISS, who from his personwritinas (including the‘ Last Journals,” unfolds vividly hi* Grand Achievement*, also the
curiosities, Womler* and Wealth of that marvelous country, ■'ruit*, Mineral*, Reptile*,
M>5 pages, IOO rare
Kenwi*, Savage*, &c.
Ill's. Only $:i.OO. Rich in Interest, Low
in Price. Outsells everything. :SOOO first 14 weeks.
Address, HUBBARD BKOl., Publishers, 13
apr29d4wt
Washington Street, Boston.

Dementia and

By

Trice $2/0.

Large size, $5.00. Each package

RECENT

Nov.

i*iano.
Winner’s Party
Piano.

Weils’ Carbolic Tablets,

Tipton, Dec. 3,1874.
We take great pleasure in informing you of the
beneficial
results
from the use ol your
surprisingly

PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.
A TRIED AND BURE REMEDY.
Sold by Druggists generally, and
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Mass.
dtwf
ap29

English Remedy, The Cordial Balm of Syricum and
Lothrop’s Tonic Pills in a case of great Nervous Debility anti Prostration, by a member of our family
who nad been under treatment by different doctors

for nearly three > °.ars past without any apparent benefit therefrom; but your medicines have produced a
most wonderful change for the better, and the patient now enjoys comparatively excellent health.
MRS. HARRIET STURGISS.
P. S.— We tell all with whom we are acquainted
who are similarly afUicted to try your medicines.

Free! Free!! Free!!!
THE PIONEER.

WHOLESALE

A handsome illustrated newspaper containing information for everybody. Tells how and where to
Sent free to all parts
secure a home cheap.
of the world.
It contains the new Homestead and Timber
Laws, with other interesting matter found only in

& BIRD. SMITH. DOOLITTLE & SMITH, GILMAN BROTHERS, CARTER, HARRIS & HAW-

Send for it at once!
It will only cost you a Postal Card.
New number for April just out.
O. F. DAVIS,
Address,

*75
1.00

d&w2w

Fairbanks' Scales,
Hijgheat Pr’*e« at Paris in 1867.
Vicuna, Montreal, 1873.
Philadelphia, 1874.
p

/."»/

THE MONT ACCURATE.
TnE
tHE

—

Everywhere.

TUMIbanWrs9&Wall
BR^KEtlS^’
Y.
Street,

Dr. Lotlirop may
mail free of charge,

IV.

Drawer.
WABEHOUSES-4 Milk Ntreet Koxion.
FAIRBANKS, BROWN Jk CO.
311 Brondway, New York.

G. EDGAR

LOTBROP,

BOSTON,

mar!3

CO.
d9m

Notice.

TIIE

be consulted professionally
Address

M.

D.,

fer ot Real Estate, and all kinds of merchandise. I
have on hard now several lots and houses for sale in
I have also the finest
the most desirable location.
and for building or plastering purposes. Parties in
on
will
call
same
the
of
please
need
E. PONCE.
Cor.
Middle
and Etchange.
Block,
Boyd
dfimlwis
aprl3

Freedom Notin'.
HAVE this day given my son, Erwin D. Dill, his
time to act and trade for himself, and 1 shall
claim none of his earnings, or pay any debls of his

143 Court Street,

I

«5c

undersigned respectfully informs the Public
that he has opened an office for the sale or trans-

ever.

Agents Wnnietl for Best Belling “Stereoscopic Views,” Chromos, Mnps, Charts and
Fnmi y Ribles. Take no Agency till you
Address. D. L. Otiernsey,
see t.ur Circular.
Rub., Concord, IV. II.mylutiw

will leave Station,
of State Street,

Commercial,foot

Portland for Portumouili nnd Boston at
Re*1.45 A. M., 49.10 A. M., and *3.15 P. M,
turning leave
at
and
Portland
HomIou for PortMinoufh
t8.0» A. M., *12.30 P. M., and *8.00 P. M.
ScarElizabeth.
l/fnve Portland for Cape
borough, Went Scarborough,Saco, ft iddeford, Kenuebunb, Well*. North Berwick, *outli Berwick Junction, ConEliot and KLitiery at
way Junction,
19.10 A. M.
For Saco. Biddeford, Kenuebunk, Well#,
No*ih Berwick, South Berwick Junction. Con way Junction, t'liot and Kittery at t9.10 A. M. and *3.15 P. M.
For Saco, Biddeiord. Kennebnuk, Conway Junction, Kitteryand Portsmouth
at *1.25 A. M., 19.10 A. M., and *3.15 p. M.
For Cape Elizabeth, Scorborongh, We«t
Scarborough. Saco, anil Biddeford at
5.20 P. M Returning at 8 00 A. M.
The 8.00 A. M. Train from Boston, and the 9.10 A.
M Train from Portland connect at Conway
Junction for North Conway.
Trains leave Portsmouth for Dover at 7.10,
10.24 A. M., 3.06, 7.05 P. M. Returning at 6.45,
7.50, 10.50 A. M., 5.00 P. M.
The 1.45 A. M., 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. Trains from
Portland make clo?e connections to New York
by one or other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through.
The 8.00 A. M. Train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of
This
the Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad.
train arrives in Portland in season to connect
with the Grand Trunk Railway for Montreal,
Qii'bec, and all parts of Canada En*t;
and the Maine Central and Knox & Lincoln Railroads for Auguftfo, Bangor, Dockland,
Belfast and other points on these roads.
The 8.00 P. M. Train from Boston connects with the
Maine Central and Euro|>ean & North American
and intercolonial Railways for Bangor, St.
^
*
John, Halifax and other points on these
roads.
The 12.30 P. M. Train from Boston connects at Portland with the Maine Central Railroad for AngiiMta, Bath and Eewifdon ; and on MONDAYS and THURSDAYS with the steamer for
Enstport and St.John.
JY. /?.—
♦Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train.
but not on Monday.
This train runs

Sunday

tAccommodation Tram.
*Fast Express.
CHARLES F. HATCH, Gen’l Man.
GEORGE BACHELDER, Gou’l Ag’t.
mal

uranu xrunK n. n. ui

tunauu.

ALTERATION I IN TRAINS.
WINTTICR.
rTfwroggg*]

ARRANGEMENT.

On and alter Monday, September 21st.

trains will run as follows:
Ex press train 7.00 a m. lor Mcntreal and
Auburn, and Lewiston.
Passenger train for Auburn aud Lewiston

Quebec,

I

MASS.

dty

contraction after this date.
E. J. WHITNEY.
Doering, May 6, 1875.

With

The favorite Steamship “FALMOUTH” (built expressly fo itbe
route) iv. A. Colby Commander
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of
i__ 'State St., every SATURDAY at
5 30 p. m. for HALIFAX, direct, making connections witli the Intercolonial Railway, tor Windsor,
Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, and steamers
for Prince Edward Is'and; also at New Glasgow,
N. S., with Lindsey's Stages for Cape Bre.on, and
at Halifax with steamers for St. Johns, N. F.
^•RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 8.30 p. m.
No freight received alter 10 a. m. on day of sailing.
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or

oct28dtfJOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.

“MAINE

CYRUS L. DILL.

Express trout Lewiston and Auburn at 8.50 a. ra.
Mailftom Quebec, Montreal and West, Lewiston
and Auburn at 2.35 p. m.
Express from Lewistou and Auburn at 5,45 p. m.
Accommodation from South Paris at 8.15 p. m.

TO

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland every MONDAY, THURSDAY and SATURDAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier 38 Fast River,
New York, every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodations for passengers, making this
the most convenient and comfortable route for travellers between New York and Maine. These steamers
will touch at Vineyard Haven during the summer
months on their passage lo and from New York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
HT-Freight taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send tbeir freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, Genera! Agent, Portland.
J. F. A M KS, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State rooms can also he obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
oci

_<»£_

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
null Ml. John,
Windttor an«l Halifax.

ISnstport, i'nlniN

Digby

ARRANGEMENT S.

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK !
MONDAY, March

On and after

29, the Steamer New Brunswick,
Cupt. D. S. El all, and the Steamer
City of Portland, Cant. S. H.Pike,

olis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax,

Eastern Railroad.
On ana aticr July 22, 1874, and
Notice, the

un

^gi^^jfurtLer

—

Running between Providence
and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
to ana
direct communication
rom Portland and all other points in Maine, with
Turough rates are given to
Philadelphia and
Philadelphia and all points reached oy the Penn.
Cential and the Pbil. & Reading R. R*s., and to a
the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission for forwarding.
Fall im formation given by I>. D. C. MINK
Agent, 29 Devonshire St., BostOD,or J. B. COYLE,

beyond.

CHARLES F. HATCH, Gen. Manager.
July 21.

1871.__v22tf

PORTLAND & OGDENSIHJKG KH.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
On and alter !\JONDaY, NOV. 16.1874,
and until further notice trains will run
follows :
Leave Portland for all stations at 7.30 a. m.
Leave Portland tor Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations at 2 p. in.
Hr In ni i ur.
Leave Bemis for Portland and in ermediate stations
at 6,50 a. m.
Leave Upper Bartlett for Portland and interme
dia»e stations at 7.15 a. m.
7.30 a. in. from Portland and G.50 a. m. from Bemis
will be mixed trains,
for
Stage connections with 2.00 p.ni. from Portland
No. Gorham, No. Windham, Cornish, Porter, Kezar
Stowe
Lovell,
Falls, Freedom Denmark, Bridgton,
and Chatham.
Trains arrive at and depart from Eastern and
Station in PortMaine Central Railroad
....

_

Passenger

land.

,T. HAMILTON, SUPT.

Portland, Nov.

13.1874.__nuHdtf

DU WITT HOUSU,
LEWISTON, ME
Comer 1’ine and Park Streets,
B. WINS, Proprietor
II

tate.
license from the Judge of Probate for Cumberland County, I shall sell at
public sale (if not previously sold at private Silo), on
FRIDAY, the 21st day of May, 1875, at two o’clock
P. M., at the dwelling house on the premises, the
homestead farm of Silas A. Coffin, late of Freei*ort in
said county, deceased, described as follows, to wit:
68 acres, more or less, with the buildings thereon, lying on the northwest side of the Marsh road, so
called, leading from Yarmouth to Freeport Corner,
and the same that Thomas Winslow, Marianne Coffin and Amasa Winslow, conveyed to said Coffin by
their deeds dated Aug. 2, 1861, Nov. 28th, 1861, and
Feb. 5. 1*66 respectively. The same will bo sol i subject to a mortgage to Horace B. Soule, to secure the
payment of a note of $400. dated Feb. 7,1868.
Also 23 acres particularly described in the deed ot
Colby Welch to said Coffin, dated Oct. I7tb. 1853. Al-

A first-class Hotel in every respect,
with a view to the wants
of the commercial and pleasure seeking

ranged especially

m.rl3-dt

a

or less, lying on the northwest side
old road from Yarmouth to Freeport, and the
that Cushing Mitchell conveyed to said Coffin
by deed dated April 2, 1860. Both of the last described pieces will be sold subject to a mortgage to
A. H. Burbank, to secure the payment of a uote of
$858, dated Oct. 25, 1873.
Also an acre of salt marsh lying on the east branc h
of Cousins* river, the same conveyed to said Coffin by
Beza Blanchard, by deed dated Aug. 20, 1847.
Said farm possesses superior advantages for bay
Situated near the sea-shore, dressing in
raising.
abundance can be bad with little or no expense save
Wood enough to maintain the tiro.
the hauling.
H^use and barn nearly
Land of the best nuatity.
so

27*acres, more

of the
same

CHARLES HUMPHREY, Adm’r.

new.

Yarmouth, April 20,

apr21deod&w4w

1875.
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TENDERS FOR STORES.
are Invited for Stores required by the
Company during tbo year, commencing July
1st, 1875.
Forms of tender, with list ot stores, can be had on
application at the Office ot the Deputy Storekeejer,
Portland.
Tenders endorsed, '‘Tender for Stores’* will be received by the undersigned on or before Monday, 31st
JOSEPH HICKSON,
May.
General Manager.
Montreal, May 1st.
my5d2taw W«&3td

TENDERS

WM. P. CLYDE & CO„ Gen’l Managers.
12 So. Delaware Avenne Philadelphia.
anil 1v

BOSTON
—

AND

NOTICE

—

PPIXADEEPIIIA
Stramtliip

Line.

Leave each port every Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y

Wharfage.

•¥©

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
>
Insurance one half the rate of

4ryjL

£SS&

Freight or Passage, apply

Jn23-lv

The

to

B. SAMPSON, Ageat.
70 Long Wharf, Bouton.

FOREST

Superioi Sea Going Steamers

CITY AND JOHN BROOKS,
as

follows:

Leaving

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
Daily,

at

INDIA

7 o’clock P. M., and

WHARF, BOSTON, daily
(Sundays excepted).

FALL

7

at

P.

ML

J.

taken

as

UNTIL

at the stable of Lewis J. Brackett, South
Windham, Maine. Terms fifty dollars for the season,
cash or note at time of service. Messenger Knox
Sire
is ei 'lit years old, stands 16.3, weighs 1100 lbs.
Genaral Knox, dam Lady Grey by James Jack’s
Prince, by Lowell Horse by Quimby. Messenger by
Winthrop Messenger; second dam Fanny by WarAmerican

Eclipse;

Eclipse.

In ttie Gr ml Stallion race at Oakland Park, 1874.
Messenger Knox won the Gold Medal In straight
heats, 2.32, 2.334, 2.32}. The best straight heats recorded by any Stallion in Maine.
G. & L. P. WARREN,

Saccarappa, Arpil,

ap7eodd&wtf

1875.

octlS74

Washington

Baltimore &
Four time*

a

LINE

Invested in Stock Privileges in Wall St,

week.

Firwt C’lnsM Steamship
WM. CRANE.
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
JSuuiI

TITVUnA V

and MAT U HD AY.
AND

leads to many iIioiimuikI* of dollar* profit**.
Comprehensive explanatory circulars, containing
detailed statements and quotation prices of all stocks
dealt in at the

Sew York Stock

Boston.
To all points of North and South Can.lina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlant ic Coast Line
G. H. Keith, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. It., C. A. Chipiey, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,
Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named

ma26__deodly

Providence. R. I

no2dtf

STONINOTON

LINE

FOR NKW YORK,
OF

A*jI<

PAN

BA

KING
MORAN’*
Received the Diploma of the American InstiMeat and Poultry tender,
tute. Makes
even

tough

and iiavtry; makes splendid bread, inthe weight; saves cost in a month. Prices—
12
in. by
in., hakes 8 lbs., $2; 10x14 hakes 12 lbs
*2 50; 10x!6 bakes 16 lbs.. *2.75; 11x16 hakes 20 lbs.,
$3 25; 12x16 bakes 25 lbs., *3.80, Sent express paid,
on receipt ot the cost, to any town cast of the MissisAgents w anted
sippi; full directions accompanying.
and State ami County rights lor sale. Send for a
A.
«L
LOCKE,
circular.
Cortland St.. New York.
aprlGdftw*

juicy,

rich

creases

8

_32

Agents.

Passage $15.00. Excursion Tickets $25.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,

Exchange,

free to tliost' desit ing to Speculate. Address
ALEX. FROTH INGHAM & CO.,
Bankers and Brokers,
Opp. N. Y. Stock Exchange. 12 Wall St. N. Y

mailed

—

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
ami McClellan.
From Providence every WEDNEMDAY
and MATCKDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by eteamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. C'ark, Agent, 240 Washington St..

AHEAD

Eclipse,by Young Eclipse,ny

third dam Annie by Young Eclipse, by American

usual.

B. COVLE, JII.,General Agent.

Ra.Ia..

MESSENGER KNOX.
further notice, Messenger Knox will stand

ren’s

81.00.

Passengers by this Line are reminded that they setable night’s rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low tates.

Freight

Shipmasters.

fcTOU are hereby notified that on and after the first
H day ot September, 1874, the new regulation
prescribed by the Government of the Republic ot
Spain in regard to CoDSulai tees will take effect.
The fees For clearance of vessels are as follows:
For Venaels with Cargo*
Cettitying Manifest.. $15.00
Bill of Health...
4.00—$19.0
For Veaaeli* without Cargo:
Certifying Manifest.$7.00
Bill of Health. 4.00—$11.0
THOMAS LOZANO,
Spanish Consul
e2dtf

ARRANGEMENT.

will, until further notice, run alternately

CONSULATE OF SPAIN.
To Merchants and

STEAMERS.

BOSTON
SUMMER

Seizure of Goods.
District of Portland and Falmouth, 1
Custom, House, Portland, April 27, 1875.
)
is hereby given that the tollowing described goods were seized in this District on
the days hereinafter mentioned, for violation of tbo
revenue laws, and are detained in public store at this
port; any person or persons claiming the same are
requested to appear and make such claim within
twenty days from the date of this publication:
May 4. 1874, seized on O. T. Whatf, 232 Cigars, 5
bottles Ale; May 15, on Portland Pier, lot. about
1200 lbs., old Rope Junk; May 21,12 battles brandy,
4do. Whiskey.2 do Gin, 2 do. Rum, 1 do. Wine;
Aug 1, on board Steamer Falmouth, 11 pairs Gloves,
34 yds. Cambric; March 24, 1875, on Steamship
Wharf, 6 yds. Dress Goods; 4 bottles oln; oh Cen
tral Wharf, 500 bunches (6.500) Cigarettes; March 25,
on board Bark
Daring,’* 1 bottle Rum, 1 do. Wine,
25 bunches, (400) Cigarettes, 15 lbs. Fine Cut Tobacco:
April 7, on Commercial Wharf, 2 bags sugar; April
9, Portland Harbor, lot Rone Junk; on board Steamer “Polino,” 3 rolls (80 yards) Cloth.
X. WASHBUBN, Jr., Collector.
dlaw3w
apr28

IMLtllvK

KXOX.

CoOin’s (StaThis (ttnllion
on Mouth (Street, until May 1.1th, perFor
further information aphups longer
ply nt the Stable or nt nty Shoe Store, 2.10
Middle Ml.
M. G. PAUIKK.
will stnud at

bles.

0Pr3°___dcod2n
For Sale.
Trustees

OTHER*.

of Pine Street M.E. Church offer for
sale the church building
THE
thier
standing
to be
now

Tliis is the only inside route Avoiding feint Judith,
Steamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston & 1 rovidence It. K. Deoot ilailv, except Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stonlngton with tlie entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday ami Friday, and with the elegant and popular Steamer Slonington every Tuesday.
Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New fork nlwny- in ndvnnce of nil other line*. Baggag

Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads aud at Rollins & Adams 22 Exchange SI., and W. D. Little & Co., 19J Exchange St.
1). S. BABCoCK.
L. W. FILKiNS.

Gen. Pascuver Ag’t. New Yorlr,

President.

illy

on

removed on or before the first duv of May,
organ, carpets, settees, cliairs, furnace,
stove, clocks, etc. Parties desiring any of the above
named property can cet particular
by enquiring ot
CHAUNCEY BARRETT.) Committee
N. S. FERNALD,
tor
}
A. J. PETXENGlLL,
) Trustees.
mar29
dtf
lot,

1875.

Also

_

Knox

Stallions, Lightfoot and
Hiram.

checked through.
ar-

to

PURSUANT

Jr., Portland.

—

RAILROAD.

EASTERN

Railroad Wharf every

I

Iron Line of Steamers

Clyde’s

all

THROUGH TRAINS

OF RICHTOOMD,

Administrators Sale of Real Es-

A

HAILUOAD,
on

RANCOR.

Mouriay, Wednewlay and Friday Ereuing", at lO o’clock.
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsi*ort, Sandy Point, Bucksport, Wlnterport
and Ham [Mien.
Returning will leave Bangor every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday mornings at 6 o’clock, touching at the above named landings, arriving in Poitl&nd at 5 o’clock P. M.
Steamer “City of Richmond” connects with stages
at Rockland, and other landings, for neighboring
towns. Connect* at Rockland with the Knox and
Lincoln R. R., at Belfast with B. & M. R. R Bangor with E. & N. A. and other Railroads.
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Ag’t,
Railroad Wharf, foot of State St., Portland.
<l»f
Portland, April 17ili, 1875.

AND

STEAMSHIP

—

EVENINGsAT
Castine, l)eer Isle,
bors, (Mt. Desert,)
ch import.
Returning will leave Mach i a sport every Monday
Morning al 5 o’clock, touching : n above, arriving in Portland same night, usually connecting with
Pullman Train, and early morning Trains lor Bouton and the West.
For further particulars inquire at Railroad Wharf,
Portland.
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Ag’t.
inar‘J0ti
Portland, March 5, 1875.

PHILADELPHIA.

Norfolk,

Red and the Yellow Tickets
TO AND FROM BOSTON.

}

LEWIM*

fharle*
TON, C’apr.
ft Dppring, will leave Railroad Wharf, foot ot State St.,
every TMUKSDAV
IO O'CLOCK,For Rockland,
Sedgwick, So. W. and Bar HarMillbridge, Joncsport and Ma-

.1

PORTLAND

cure a com foi

NOTICE,

r,

^

WEEK

Steamer

The

mar24dtf_

Soulliwei!

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager,
W. J. SPICEK, Superintendent.
Portland, September 19.1874.se21dtf

Will be taken

PER

TRIP

ONE

S., Sliediac,

N.

PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.

fcion.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
that personany amount exceeding $50 in value (and
al) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger tor every $500 additional value.

BOSTON & HI AINU

ABBANGEiTlENT.

gPBIKG

Amherst,’Pictou, Frederickton.
(ST-Jr'Freight received on days of sailing nut'l 4
o’clock, p.m.
A. It. STUBBS, Agent

For

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, Is well equipped with tirst-class rolliug
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
HT-PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS arc attached to the trainB
leaving Portland at 7.00 a. m. and 1.20 p. m.
Baggage checked troin Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

OF TltE

communication with tho stewards by ciec

Tlte steamers of this Company adopt the Southerly
Route, tliier lessening the danger from lee ami togs.
Rates of Passage—,80 ami 8 1(0, gold, according to
accommodation, all having equal saloon privileges.
Round Trip Tickets—$145 ami 8175, gold.
Steerage—To and from all points at reduced rates.
JOIIIV «. DALE, Agent,
15 Broatlway, New York,
if,. H. GBEAGII, A*l. forN. K. Mimes.
102 State St., Boston.
&pr5d3m

will leave Railroad Wharl foot ot

i__

J C. FURNIVAL Agt.

—

Instant

State St., every Monday and Thursday at 6.00 p. in.,
for Eastport and St John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the
same days.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annap-

points in the

SPECIAL

1

trie bells.

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

Eleanora, Franconia
and Chesapeake

SPRING

LIVEKPOOL,

A NO

The last Steamer, CITY
Capt. C5. Kilby, leaves

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.,and Soutn
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.

—

West and

Northwest,

QUEENSTOWN

Sailing frinu New Yolk on SATURDAY of cat'll
week, from Pier 15, North liivtr.
CITY OF ANTWERP
CITY OF LONDON
CITY OF BERLIN
CITY OF LIMERICK,
CITY OF BRISTOL
CITY OF MONTREAL
CITY OF BROOKLYN
CITY OF NEW YORK
CITY OF PARIS
CITY OF BRUSSI’LS
CITY OF CHESTER
CITY OF RICHMOND
Passengers will find these steamers tastefully titled
State-rooms
are
tile
while
tight, airy ami roomy.
up,
Tire saloons are large and well ventilated,the breadth
of the vessel, unil situated where there is least noise
ami motion. Smoking rooms. Ladies* Boudoirs, Pianofortes and Libraries, Bath-rooms, Barber’s Simp,

no

YORK.

SEW

E.

and all

FOH

POUTLANO~&

CO

__'sailing vessels.

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.

pub“C'
my7eodlw*

utti/t v

mn

a. m.

AND

ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS

connection* to Prince Edward ■*Breton and Ml. John-, N, F.

STEAMSHIP

LINE,

INMAN

laud* Cape

at 9.30

Mail train at 1.20 p. m., for Auburn and Lewiston
and Island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island
Pond,)* connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston 5.45 p m.
Accommodation for South Paris at 5.55 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express from Quebec, Montreal and West at 8.40

—

_n>y8dtf

31T. DESERT & 3IACHIAS.

DIRECT!

a. m.

rgtargi~5fEgri

Miles’ Patent Alarm Safety Money

For Sale by Druggists generally

Pamphlet, explaining how Wall Street speculations
Send for a copy.
are conducted, sent free.

and our
Send
published.
Agents. NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.,
my!0t4w
Philadelphia Pa.

Passenger Trains

as

FAIRBANKS

book
extra

On and after Monday, March 1st, 1875.

t.NITEI)

—

fe24

Halifax, Nova Scotia,

Steamers

Package Scales,

Designed lor amt adopted by tlic
STATES GOVERNMENT.
ALSO

uin TO

m«ii.

EASTERN RAILROAD.

—OF THE—

MOST CONVENIENT.

Postal

STEAMERS._

or before 4.00 p. m. arrives Lewiston 6.05 a. m.. Bath 10.00 a. m.. Rockland
4.15 p. m., Augusta 10.00 a. m., Waterville 10.30 a.
m., Dexter 1.45 p. m., and Bangor 2.20 p. in.
fel>26tfL. L. LINCOLN, Gen’l Supt.

MOST DURABLE.

every respect worthy of the most implicit con filler ce
ALSO-

n

_

Through Freight Train* Daily to all points
Maine Central, Knox & Lincoln, ami E. & N. A.

the wo red.

the standard of

SPECULATIONS.

Conducted bv us in every form, on Commission only.
Puts and Calls, on best houses and lowest rates. Cost,
$100 to $200, and often pay $5000 FKOFIT.

selling

$1.00

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. Y

my5

TALCOTT BROTHERS, Hartford, Conn.

AGENTS WANTED
for circular

unii

Doncea. Violin an<l

LEY, WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, Mass.
GEORGE L CLAFLIN & CO., Providence, R. I.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Portland, Me.

Commissioner U. P. It. It,
Omaha, Neil

hope

»ioim

Price

For Reed Organs. For Piano. For Violin. Useful cheap, Instructive Books with Exercises and
numerous attractive Airs for practit e.
Sold by all the principal music dealers. Sent postpaid for retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

Fairbanks’

AGENTS

GEORGE C. GOODWIN & GO., RUST BROTHERS

this paper.

apr29d4wt

luimc.

Organs.

,t

Railroads.
Freight Delivered at

Clarke’s Dollar Instructors

12,

I have used the Cordial
throp’s Tonic Pills as a preventive
use of ardent spirits and habitual intoxication, and
liml them actually specific .in such cases.
I regard
them as most invaluable medicines, and nothing
could induce me to be without them.
JACOB MESERVE.

XJSE

terras to

Birnuns’ nonce

1874.
Balm aud Syricum and Loand cure for the

AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,

ever

TESTIMONIALS.

Frewsburgii,

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

STOCK

Melancholia.

the Cordial Balm contains one box of the Tonic Pills,
wuich may also be had separately at 50 cents per box.

FOR

Land

and Pieces for Reed

Winner’*! Violin and Plate l>u«*t».

LIVIXG STOW E.

apr29d4wt

Organ Companion.

$2 00.

api23<14wt
500 Agents Wanted for Genuine Edition
LTFF AND LABORS OF

2 50

valuable, usefnl and brilliant collection of Exer-

cises, Airs, Songs

_

$1.50

Clarke’s Organ Voluntaries.
Batiste’s Organ Voluntaries.

Clarke’s Eeed

--tv

the Wall Street Review
unvrr nnru johiv hick lino
OJjiA X fllUU, A CO.. Bankers and
Brokers, 73RKOADWAV, NEff YORK.

al

Now ready. Adapted for Opening and Closing
Exercises in Schools and Seminaries, for Congregational, Social and Home Singing, 128 pages, 200
choice tunes. 340 hymns. Price but 40 cents. $35.00
per Hundred.

,."^3.15,

..-w u.

on

To Canaria, Detroit, Chicago, OTilwnn
kee. Cincinnati, Hi. I.ouis, Oiunha,
Maginnvr, Nt. Paul, Nall Cake City,
Dearer, Han Franciaeo,

Every placed before the people, and are warranted
o be the most Powerful Alterative ever originated by

Boston at 10.50
|*. in., arriving at
m. Returning, leave
,n<j 2.oo, 8.00, p.
IfoMio&f at 8.00, a. in., 12, in. 3.15, p. in. aniviu
at Portland at 12.45. 4.45‘ 7.45, p. m.
For Cowell (via Lowell Junction) at 6.15, 0.10
a. in., 3.15 p. in.
New
For Concord nad Mime heater (via
Market Junction) 6.15 a. in., 3.15 p, ni., (via Lawrence at) 0.10 a. ni.
For t.rt-nl Fall* at 6.15, 9.10 a. m„ 3.15, p. m.
For PortHniciifh (via Dover) at 6.15 a, ui.
Farmington, via
For HochcMler, nnd
Dover) at 6.15, 9.10, a. in., 3.1-5 p. in.
3.15 p. m.
a. in
at
9.10
Alton Bay. (via Dover)
A train will also leave Portland for MfceaneReturnin.
15
at
nnd
5
bnnk
p.
Way Station*
ing, leave Kciiucbnuk at 7.30 a. in., arriving at
t
land
at
Poi
8.35 a.m.
Passengers from any point on the Maine
Central Kuilroad will change cars at, ami have
their bapgage checked via i»o*ton At Maine
Trauftfer N.atica.
Parlor Care on trains leaving Portland 3.15, Boston 8.00,
JAS T. FURBER, Gen. Superintendent.
S II. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland,
no21

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

Medicine

at

Passenger trains will leave Portfor RoNioiij at 6.15, 9.10 a. m.

_

r^lrv
-~3~i

will leave ffarpt«woll
« on «r*i* ■
8 o’clock a. m., and 5 o’clock in m., touching at
the above name places. S. KICKER, Agt., 1A1 Com
mercial St.

Bland."'Returning

On and after December 80, 1874,

John, Bangor, &c., at

mail to any

a

I Samples free. BySendyouFad*
dodress on postal card. Don t
lay but write at once to

Train from St.

lOfla*

ARRANGEMENT.

WINTER

m.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Blood

ABENTS WANTED.
week.

A
Erie,

Night

JUST PUBLISHED.

_ap28t4w

--F/M. REED.8tu st.,new

hegan.
Leave Portland 1.05 p. m. for Danville Junction, Auburn, Lewiston, Farmington, Waterville,
Bangor, &c.
Leave Portland 1.10 p. m. for Brunswick, Lisbon, Bath, Rockland, Augusta, Waterville, Skowhogan, Beliast, Dexter and Bangor.
Leave Portland 5.25 p. m. for Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston.
Leave Portland 5.30 p. m. ior Brunswick, Lisbon, Bath and Augusta.
Pa»«enger Train* will arrive from Lewiston, Bath and Augusta, at 8.55 a. m.
From Bangor, Dexter, Belfast, Skowbegaa,
Farmington, Lewiston, Rockland, &c., at 2.55 p. m.
From Augusta, Rockland, Bath and Lewiston
at 6.45 p.

CoiuuicuciuK Monday, May

4

..;Tnr-lcnt

finm-Intancv to Old Age. 350 pages, bound in
beautiful French cloth. With the very best prescriptions forjprevailing diseases. Price $2.00.
A Book for Everybody.
The Peabody Institute has also Just published a
new'book treating exclusively of NERVOUS AND
MENTAL DISEASES, more than two hundred royal octavo pages, twenty elegant engravings, bound u
substantial muslin, price $2.

City Marshal’s Office, 1

very best

TIME,

leaves Portland 12.30 a. m.
tor Bangor, Calais, St. John, Houlrnflf
gt. Stephens and Halifax.
Panruger Train leaves Portland 6.15 a.
m. tor Lewiston (via Danville Junction), Brunswick,
Lisbon. Bath and Rockland, and via mixed train
from Bruuswick to Augusta, Waterville «nd Skow-

ease,

Ordinance.

Medicines unrivalled for their wonderful properties
and remarkable cures of all Nervous Complaints.
Their efficacy is equally great in the treatment and
cure of Cancers, Nodes, Ulcers, Pustules, Pimples,
Tetter, Fever Sores, Ringworm, Erysipelas, ScaldHead, Barbers’ Itch, Scurvy, Salt Rbeum, Copper
Colored Blotches, Glandular Swelling, Worms and
Black Spots in the flesh, Discolorations, Ulcers in the
Throat, Mouth and Nose, Sore Legs, and sores of
every character, because these medicines are the

apr27__I4w
Y.

beauliful French cloth, illustrated, price only $1.
A Book for Every Woman,
Entitled. SEXUAL PHYSIOLGGY OF WOMAN,
AND HER DISEASES; or, Woman treated of Phys-

Cow

How made—n° capital required.
Address, Lohmar & Co., Laramie City, Wyoming.

Broadway, N.

t

<

wear a

t4w

FOR

the. Blood, and all
diseases arising from the errors op youth, or the
indiscretions or excesses of mature years.
It is, indeed, a hook for every man, young and
middle-aged men in particular. 300 pages, bound in
Tmnnrft St.atp

Tonic Pills,

I? V FOR AGENTS IN OUR
lVlV/lv Hi JL ten New Novelties just out;
needed in every house; sample and circulars free by
mail. H.B. WHITE & CO., Newark, N.J.

A FORTUNE

and Physical Debility, Hypochondria,
Gloomy forebodings. Mental Depression, Loss of Enof Mind and
ergy, Haggard Countenance, Confusion
Nervous

apr27-d6w

apr174wt

apr27_

Every Ulan.

the Peabody Medical Institute;
a new edition ot the celebrated medical work enIt treats upon
titled SELF-PRESERVATION.
manhood, bow lost, how regained and how perpetuExhausted
of
Vitality, Imand
cure
cause
ated,
POTENCY, Premature Decline in Man, Spermatorrhoea, or Seminal Losses (nocturnal and diurnal),

published by

MomArv

OF

Commencing March 1st, 1875.

Ordinance.

ENGLISH REMEDY

fastest selling Bible ever published. Send for our exNATIONAL PUBLISHING
tra terms to Agents.
CO., Philadelphia, Pa._apr!5t4w
"rvn 1? Et SAMPLE to Agents. Ladies Comf it L JU hi nation Needle Book, with Chromos.
Send stamp. F P. Glcck, New Bedford,

Chang Chang Ml
aprl614w
Co., Boston._

MANHOOD WOMANHOOD AND
NERVOUS DISEASES.

NO

chearest and

Goods free.

debility,

GREAT

apr!5tlw_

AGENTS WANTED

A victim of youtbfnl imprudenco, causing premaetc., having tiied in
ture decay, nervous
sellvaiu every known remedy, has lound a simple
his fellow sufferers
to
cure, wbieh he will send free
Address J. H.REEVES,78 Nassau street New York
fet>2d&w6m
P. O. Box 5153.

Book for

Railroad.

Night Pullman Train from

Restored.

my5

AGENTS’ PROFITS per WEEK.
Will prove it or forfeit $500. New
articles just patented. Samples sent free to all. Address W. H. CHIDESTER, 267 Broadway, New York.

Of sr IT

JJtlO

cupies

VANCE IN SCE IN ONE SEASON, and gel a letter article by buying of manufacturer or agent.
Don’t fail of being convinced of this fact before buy-

a

cannot be excelled in tone or beauty; they defy
competition* The Concerto Stop is a fine
Agent*
Imitation of the Human Voice.

mam

“Portland Maine New England Bum”
DISTILLERY

FOR

SSSSSS

HONS,481 BBOAD«VAY,NEW10RK,

will di*po*e of lOO PIANOS and ORGANS
of flr*t clan* makers including WATERS, at
EXTREMELY LOW PRICKS f«r cn«h,
DURING THIN MONTH, or part cash,
and balance in small monthly payment*
WATERS’ New Scale Pianos.

CO..

CHANGE

w. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors, Boston,
Sold by dealers generally.
eodeow&weowt

A

Central

Maine

HARPSWELL,

FOR

MAINE

RAILROAD.

Trains, commencing
May 8, 1875.

for Manchester and Concord; at JUmiliua for
Lowell and Boston; at Worcester with Night
train for Springfield, New Haven and New York,
and goes through to New London without
change of cam, connecting with ft tea im-1 *
of the Norwich Lino lor New York, arriving there early the next morning in time for
the morning trains South and West.
4.00 P. ;d. for KocliCMlcr mad Way Nintiou* connects at KoeheNtt'r with trains for
Alton Bay and Well boro.
O.iU P. HI. for Ooi liana.
ft trims Bout Fxpre** Train leave* New f.oudon from Norwich Line Steamer ats 5 A. HI.,
and from Worcester at N A. HI., connecting
at
Westbrook Junction with afternoon
trains going East over toe Maine Cential Road,
and arriving in Portland at 1.18 P. M.
ExprewN Train leave* Wot-center ul4.35 P.
HI., connecting with Express trains leaving
Albany at 10 A. M.« and New York at 10.UO
A. M. arriving iu Portland at 10.43 P. M.
Through tickets are sold in Portland, and baggage
checked through to Nashua,Manchester .Concord,
Lowell, Worcester, New York by Norwich line,
and Springfield Route, auil to all important
points fcouth and West.
WM. it. TURNER, Supt.
dtf
my3

&

BOSTON

of

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND ;
7.50 A. HI. for ^orhcMir, IVa^bua ami
WoreeMler connects at Rochester with down
trains on Eastern and Boston & Maine, Roads
at Nncthaa w th ItxprcsM B ruin lor Ixiwell
and Boston, arriving in Boston at 1.30 P. M.;
connecting at Ayer Junction with Exprew
Train for Filddiurt; anil IIoo*ac Tunnel Li.re, and arriving at Worcester at 2.10 P.
M., c liueciing with trains South and West.
'i.30 I*. HI (^tenaiiBa.ii Exono) connects at
Westbrook Junction with trains of Maine
Central Road Ironi Bangor, Rockland, Lewiston,
A<\; at lioclieMcr with down trains on Eastern and Boston <V Maine Roads; at Fpphrg

bottle; large bottles much the

a

Uanhooil

~oo

constituting

is Sold by all Druggists,
_dlwt

DISTILLERY FOR SALE.

dtt

SATE THE ADYANCE OX ICE

Cheaper

Diseases of tho Kidneys, Bladder, etc., are aiwavs
unpleasant, and at times they become the most distressing and dangerous diseases that can attect the
human system. Most diseases o" tbe Kidneys arise
from impurititsin the blood, causing humors which
settle on these parts. Vegetine excels any known
remedy in the whole world for cleansing and puritying the blood, thereby causing a healthy action to all
the organs of the body.

building is three stories high, 60x75, with counting
A spacious
room and room for engine and boiler.
shed and good dry houses attached. The lot is nearMATTOCKS & FOX,
ly 300 feet sauaie.
183 Middle St.
mySdtf

STORE

PORT],AND, ME.

feb25

...

We offer the well-known First Class

BY

ap3

an aggravated way.
Last sum net I was, fiom some cause, weak in my
to
spine and kidneys, and it was at times very bard
retain tbe urine. Seeing yotir advertisement in the
and
of
a
bottle
VEGETINE,
I
bought
Commercial,
commenced using according to directions. In two or
three days I obtained great relief. After using four
or five bottles I noticed it bad a wonderful effect on
the rough, scaly blotches on my body and legs. I
still used Vegetine and the humorous sores one after another disappeared until they were all gone, and
I attribute tho cure of the two diseases to Vegetine
and nothing else.
If I am ever affected with anything [of the kind
remagain I shall try Vegetine as the only reliable
edy. Once more accept my thanks, and believe me
PARROTT,
AUSTIN
to be, Very respectfully,
No. 35 Gano St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Dec. 1 1872.

in

A (1A

occupied by Stew

buildings formerly
West Commercial St.
THEart & Melcher,
The
excellent chance to start manufactory.

Nervous Debility

pally

wanted.

w$TcU. and Si

JUST

$yrnM

House for Sale!
Terms easy.

feelings,

—

as

or State street
well-known Deane
containing about 12000 feet of land, with commodious dwelling house in good repair, is ottered for
sale. The house can be seen every Thursday and
Friday from 3 to 5 P. M.
For terms, etc., inquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Real
Estate Broker. 205 Middle Street, or WM. H. MORSE,
corner of Pearl and Middle Sts.jalSdtf

two

It is of the highest importance, then, that individuals should be able to judge for themselves by their
own
if and to what extent they are attacked
by this insidious enemy to ill-healtb, comfort, and
even life itself if left to run its course unchecked, by
the early and prompt application of curative reme-

NEARLY BLIND.

AGENTS.
sary
soap.

Valuable Real Estate for Sale.

THE

Nervous Prostration.

R. Stevens: Dear Sir—In expressing my
ttiankB to you for benefits derived from the use of
Vegetine, and to benefit others, I will state:
When eight or nine years old I was afflicted with
Scrofula, which made it3 appearance in my eyes, faco
and head, and I was very near blind for two years.
All kindB of operations veie performed on my eyes,
and all to no good result. Finally the disease princisettled in my body, limbs and feet, and at times

elastic?

as is
liv a timelv resort to this standard remedy,
hundreds of testimodiais it has received.
nrovcdbv
p
on the
“I.
BUTTS
unless
signed
None genuine

ja25

H.

and

BE CURED

CONSUMPTION CAN

Arrangement

SETH

south i50Bton.

pure and

or

cured bv tie use ol Dr.
Wistar’8 Balsam of
a cough and
Wild Cherry, which does not dry up
the case with most remis
as
leave the cause behind,
and allays iredies. bu*. loosens it, cleanses tbo lungs
the complaint.
ritation, thus removing the cause of

Mass.

mi M

$4 TO $15 PER ACRE.
SUMN'UK CUMMINGS A {runt,

my

day

,,,

powerful?

Liver

in the 4JI»e*t

affection of ibe throat,
lungs and chest, are

However obscure tbe causes may be which contribute to render nervous debility a disease so prevalent,
affecting, as it does, nearly one half of our adult popby day, and
ulation, it is a melancholy tact that
year by year, we witness a most frightful increase of
from
the
affections
nervous
slightest neuralgia to the
more grave and extreme forms of

a valuable medicine and ii I should be
afflicted again in the same way, I would give a dollar
a doso, it I could not get it without.
J. M. GILE.
Resnectfuilv.

the beat mnde;
fine dinging lone?

tt<-H,

Niile, Blredius at
the Ijuur*, and every

Nervous Debility.

entirely

The touch

IIoar*4

Complaint, Pain*

Woreoese

speedily and permanent ly

1 have faithfully tried most of the popular remees recommended lor my complaint; 1 have been
under the treatment of some ot the most skillful physicians in Boston, all of whom pronounced my case
incurable. This was my condition when I was advised by a friend to try the Vegetine, and I could
see he good effects from the first dose I took, and
from that moment I kept on improving until I was
cured, takiug in all, I should think, about

A GREAT OFFER!

roiushH ColdH.Kront-liiti*, More Tlironl,
4'ronp,
lolliienzu,
( oii”3i,
Wlioopiu^

_

d

A

W2Gt

m>5

and Tonic Pills.

cum

Boston, May 30,1871.
Stevens, Esq.: Dear Sir—I nave been badfor ten years;
with
afflicted
Complaint
Kidney
ly
have suffered great pain in my back, hips and side,
with gnat difficulty in parsing mine, which was often. and in very small quantities, frequently accompanied with blood and excruciating pain.

361 Third street,

at Is. 1Jd., 2s. 9d., 4s. Cd., 11s. and
each.
Sold by the Proprietors, BEACH and BARN ICOT l\ at their Dispensaiy, Bridporf, * ngland; and
bv all respectable Medicine Vendors.

or

PRONOUNCED INCURABLE.

six bottles.
It is indeed

Soid i'i Boxes

The Cordial Balm of Syri-

the line

ONLY 9 HOURS FROM ST. LOUIS,

ATLANTIC At

English Remedy!

faculty,
Kidney Complaint.

are

40,000

VITRIFIED STONE DRAIN

°

22s.

directly

Vegetine
my5

For Sale !

my7dlw*

Portland, May 6, 1875.

pass.

no

CONSISTING

SEALED

THE GREAT

H. R.

popular
resorts in the State with ample faciliTHIS
the
ties for bathing, sailing, fibbing, and guoning.

caeb.

22s.

iAi 2JB ANTISCIIOPIIVUE,

remedy known to medical science which
has proved itself more valuable in cases of Kidney
Complaints than the Vegetine. It acts
upon the secretions, cleanses and purifies the blood,
and restores the whole svstem to healthy action.
The following extraordinary cure of great sutterers,
who had been given up by the best physicians as
hopeless cases, will speak for themselves, and should
challenge the most profound attention of the medical
as well as of those who are suffering from
There is

9d., 11s., and

Confirmed by sixty years’ experience to be for Scrofula Lepr-’S.v, and all skin diseases, one ot the best
alterative Med'cines for purifying the blood and asThey form a
sisting nature in all lier operations.
mild and superior FAMILY APERIENT that mav
be taken at all times without confinement or change

PAIN IN THE BACK.

for

Naples, Maine,

House

Hotel situated at

copart-

body must

East Marshfield, Aug. 22. 1870.
Mr. Stevens : Dear Sir—I am seventy-one years
of age; have suffered many years with Kidney Complaint, weakness in my back and stomach. IandwasI
induced by friends to tiy your Vegetine,
think it the best medicine for weakness of the Kidfor
neys I ever used. I have tried many remedies
tnis complaiut. and never found so much relief as
It strengthens and invigofrom the Vegetine.
rates the whole system. Many of my have taken it,
and I believe it to be good for all tliecompiaints
for which it is ecommended.
JOSIAIi H. SHERMAN.
Yours truly,

summer

undersigned
under the
THEnership

of the

in Pots al Is. 1 Jd., 2s.

bis

Also

very often immediate death. Hence the

hear Morrill’s Corner, Deerlng, J mile
House has 11
from Horse and Steam Cars.
room,with all modern improvements,Bathing rooms,
hot and cold water, gas, house warmed by furnace.
First class stable with cemented cellar, 7 acres of
land, a portion suitable for early gardening, aud a
choice variety of truit, apples, pears, plums, chetries,
Tbe buildings
grapes, 1 aspberrles and cranberries.
on this property cost $7500,and could not be replaced
for that sum to-day. Will be sold at a bargain as
the owner is to leave the State. Apply to F. G.
PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Williams’
Block, second east ot City Hall.ap29d3w

Elm

tUSold

importance of keeping the kidneys and blood in a
healthy condition, through which all the impurities

THE BEST MEDICINE.

Sale.

HOiice oi

that afflicts tho husystem, which is so little understood at the prestime, as some ot the varied forms ot Kidney
Complaints
Theie is no disease which causes sach acute pain
or more alarming in its results than when the kidneys fail to secrete from the blood tbc uric acid, and
other poisonous substances, which the blood accumulates in its circulation through tho system.
If trom any cause the kidneys fail to perform tho
functions devolving upon them, the cumulations are
taken up by the absoibents and the whole system
thrown into a state of disease, causinggreat pain and

Probably there is no coinplaint

man

for Sale.

SITUATED

SH “POOR HIAN’N FRIEND,”
unIs confidently recommended to tlie public as au
failing icun (ly for Wounds of every description, for
Ulcerated Sore Legs, even if of Twenty Years’ standin«j Cuts, Burns, Scalds, Bruises, Cliilld iins, Scorbutic Eruptions, and Pimples in the Face, Sore and
Inflamed Ejes, Sore Heads, Sore Breasts. Piles, Fis*

ent

suffering,and

in Scarboro. Large two story bouse,
barn and out buildings, buildings and fences m
in good order, 1‘iO acres of land, large orchard. Tor
rank
beauty oi location aud richness of soil it will >> m
among the most valuable farms in the State.
on
be sold at reduced price. Reference to the owner
the premises or F. G. PATTERSON, Williams

Portland & Rochester R. li.

CALLED

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS._

_

Ointment,

J)r. Roberts’ Celebrated

Kidney Complaint.

Estate

0. Patterson’s Real

F.

MEDICAL.

MISCELLANEOUS

REAL ESTATE.

Knox Stallions, LIG1ITFOOT AND HIRAM,
will make the
THE
of 1875 at the stable ot
LOVE
Portseason

ITT X- RECORDS. No. 10 Plum Street,
For further particulars address JOS. W.
land,
LOVE1TI or EBEN G. PERRY, Box 1M1, Portland,
Me,
ap23dli
Me.

